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Abstract
This PhD thesis focuses on the control of the smoldering front propagating in a porous
medium containing fixed carbon and carbonates (CaCO3). The main objective is to reduce
the front temperature, in situ (oil recovery or gas production from oil shale) or in process
(combustion of semicoke), in order to limit the medium decarbonation and the resulting CO2
emissions.
The reactive porous medium retained to realize the laboratory experiments is a crushed
(0.5 to 2 mm) and pre-pyrolyed oil shale, called semicoke. The front propagates in co-current.
The first technique experimentally tested is the addition to the semicoke of an inert ma-
terial (sand) and/or a reactive material (CaCO3) to vary the contents of fixed carbon and of
CaCO3, independently. We show that the increase of the CaCO3 content enables to reduce
the temperature to 800 °C, but not below; this does not allow to avoid decarbonation. Bring-
ing down the fixed carbon content enables to reduce the front temperature, see even to reach
extinction. In the lowest temperatures of propagation, the decarbonation is strongly limited.
On the other hand, the front slows down because it does not use all of the fed oxygen.
The second original technique consists in adding CO2 (20 mol.%) to the oxidizer air. We
show that for a hot front, the decarbonated fraction is reduced from 100% down to 70%, and
the CO production at fixed carbon oxidation is increased; this leads to increase the LCV of
the produced gas. For a cold front, the decarbonation which was 20%, is totally avoided by
adding CO2.
Finely, experiments are proposed in the “reaction trailing” combustion mode, little known
and implemented. This mode has the major interest to avoid the reactions of “Lower Tem-
perature Oxidation” prejudicial for oil or gas yields in in situ process. Stable and repeatable
experiments are realized with different oxygen fractions in feeding gas. The front tempera-
ture is directly linked to this parameter; the decarbonation is clearly limited in this mode of
propagation.
Two types of modeling are proposed. A mass and thermal balance based on simple ana-
lytical expressions enables to evaluate the front temperature and velocity. A numerical model
developed by IMFT is based on convective/diffusive heat and mass transfer equations cou-
pled with the oxidation reactions (into CO and CO2) and CaCO3 decarbonation is proposed.
It describes in a very satisfactory way the experiments in the “reaction leading” mode with
variation of the medium composition (first technique).
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Résumé
La thèse s’intéresse au contrôle de la température d’un front de combustion propagé dans
un milieu poreux contenant du carbone fixe et des carbonates (CaCO3). L’objectif principal
est de réduire la température, in situ (récupération d’huile ou production de gaz à partir
d’un schiste bitumineux) ou dans un procédé (combustion de semicoke), afin de limiter la
décarbonatation du milieu et les émissions induites de CO2.
Le milieu réactif retenu pour réaliser les expériences en laboratoire est un schiste bitumi-
neux préalablement broyé (0.5 à 2 mm) et pré-pyrolysé, appelé semicoke. Le front est propagé
en co-courant.
La première technique testée expérimentalement est l’ajout au semicoke d’un matériaux
inerte (sable) et/ou d’un matériaux réactif (CaCO3) afin de faire varier le taux de carbone fixe
et le taux de CaCO3 et ceci indépendamment. Nous montrons que l’augmentation de CaCO3
permet de baisser la température à 800 °C, mais pas en dessous, ce qui ne permet pas d’éviter
la décarbonatation. Faire chuter le contenu en carbone fixe permet de baisser la température
du front, voire d’atteindre l’extinction. Aux températures de propagation les plus basses, la
décarbonatation est fortement limitée. En revanche le front ralentit car il n’utilise plus tout
l’oxygène alimenté.
La deuxième technique originale consiste à ajouter du CO2 (20 %molaire) dans l’air de
combustion. Nous montrons que dans le cas d’un front chaud, ceci permet de réduire le taux
de décarbonatation de 100% à 70%, et d’augmenter en parallèle la production de CO résultant
de l’oxydation du carbone fixe, ce qui augmente le PCI du gaz produit. Sur un front plus froid,
la décarbonatation qui était de 20% est totalement évitée par l’ajout de CO2.
Enfin, des expériences sont proposées dans le mode de combustion “reaction trailing”, très
peu connu et mis en oeuvre. Ce mode a l’intérêt majeur d’éviter les réactions de “Lower Tem-
perature Oxidation” préjudiciables au rendement en huile ou en gaz d’un process in situ. Des
expériences stables et répétables sont réalisées avec différents pourcentages d’oxygène dans le
gaz alimenté. La température du front est directement liée à ce paramètre ; la décarbonatation
est clairement limitée dans ce mode de propagation.
Deux types de modélisation sont proposés. Un bilan de matière et d’énergie basé sur des
expressions analytiques simples permet d’évaluer la température du front et sa vitesse de pro-
pagation. Un modèle numérique développé par l’IMFT se base sur des équations de transfert
convectif/diffusif de chaleur et de matière, couplées aux réactions d’oxydation du carbone
(en CO et en CO2) et de décarbonatation de CaCO3. Il décrit de façon très satisfaisante les
expériences en mode “reaction leading” avec variation de la composition du milieu (première
technique).
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Chapter 1
Introduction and objectives
Smoldering is a non-flaming combustion form, characterized by the propagation of combustion
front throughout a carbonaceous material and sustained by the heat evolved when oxygen
directly attacks the surface of this material. It is complex because it involves phase oxidation
coupled to mass and energy transport processes.
Two elementary combustion situations can be distinguished: counter-current combustion
(or opposed combustion), where ignition front and feed gas occur on opposite side of the
combustion cell. The typical application of counter-current combustion is the incineration of
municipal solid waste in grid furnace. In the second case of co-current combustion (or forward
combustion), both combustion and feeding of gas take place on the same side. This last case
is investigated in this work. The best example of co-current combustion can be found in in
situ combustion of oil shale, where a portion of oil shale is burning to produce sufficient heat
to retort the remainder; the resultant oils (also called shale oil) and gas (also called producer
gas) are being extracted directly from the reservoir.
In forward combustion, the literature has identified two different wave structures of com-
bustion front propagation: a reaction leading structure and a reaction trailing structure. For
both structures, there is a high temperature domain in which temperature is uniform at the
burning temperature. Ahead of and behind the high temperature domain, the temperature
is uniform at the initial temperature. There are the combustion layer, in which carbon is
oxidized and the heat transfer layer in which the temperature changes due to heat transfer
between the hot solid and the feeding fresh gas. Since different physical processes dominate in
the two layers, their velocities, in general, will differ. If the velocity of the combustion region
is the greater (lesser) of the two velocities, it corresponds to the reaction leading (reaction
trailing) structure.
The description of these different situations in models able to predict the propagation of
smoldering front is still a challenge to science. The aim of the present work is to contribute to
understanding and modeling the smoldering combustion in porous media, specially carbona-
ceous and carbonated porous media. In this type of problem, the solid phases react following
two chemical reactions: the oxidation of the fixed carbon and the decarbonation of carbonate
mineral.
This work presents a continuity of the PhD thesis of Martins who has characterized the
structure of the forward smoldering front propagating in oil shale porous medium using a
sophisticated experimental device developed for this purpose. He presented a geometrical
description of the successive zones encountered during the reaction leading smoldering front
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propagation in oil shale, such as drying, pyrolysis, carbon oxidation and carbonate decarbon-
ation.
Within the framework of this work, we are particularly interested to the control of the
temperature of a smoldering front. The main focus is to be able to reduce the temperature
for in situ applications such as oil recovery or gas production from oil shale, or ex situ in
applications such as semicoke combustion in order to limit the medium decarbonation and
then, reduce CO2 emissions.
Oil shale is a sedimentary rock containing relatively large amount of organic matter called
kerogen, embedded in a mineral matrix containing carbonates. To our knowledge, the oil
shale is the only easily available material that preserves its geometry along the smoldering
propagation, which allows to maintain the 1D situation.
Several techniques are experimentally tested in this work:
• The first technique used here consists in varying the medium composition. This can
be obtained by mixing the fuel with inert solid (sand) or a reactive solide (carbonate).
The influence of two parameters entering into the composition of the semicoke porous
medium is investigated:
(i) the carbonate-minerals fraction and
(ii) the fixed carbon fraction.
• The second original technique investigated here consists in feeding the smoldering front
not with air but with a CO2 reach gas, in order to affect two phenomena: the oxidation
of fixed carbon and the decarbonation of CaCO3.
• Finally, the third challenge is to demonstrate at the laboratory scale the feasibility of
propagating a smoldering front in the reaction trailing mode, that is much less known
in literature. The transition from reaction leading (classical mode) to reaction trailing
mode was carried out by decreasing the oxygen content in the fed gas. The impacts of
oxygen content on front temperature and velocity are investigated.
The work shows that all of the three techniques offer possibilities to reduce the front temper-
ature and CO2 emissions resulting from smoldering.
Two types of modeling are proposed in this work:
(i) a mass and thermal balance approach based on simple analytical expressions enabling to
evaluate the front temperature and velocity;
(ii) a numerical model developed by IMFT, and based on heat and mass transfer equations
coupled with chemical reactions. An homogenous description at the Darcy scale was used.
The model predicts satisfactorily the experimental results corresponding to the first technique
where the medium composition is varied.
Guide for the reader of this manuscript:
The manuscript is presented in the form of four chapters, placed after the second literature
chapter and followed by conclusions and perspectives. Each one constitutes an article that
is either published or submitted to a journal. Chapters (3), (4) and (5) present the three
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experimental approaches proposed to control the temperature of the smoldering front and to
reduce the CO2 emissions. The last chapter (6) presents the numerical model.
The same experimental device is described in chapters (3), (4), and (5); the reader can skip
this description in chapters (4) and (5). However, in each of these chapters, the experimental
procedures change according to the study proposed. On the other hand, the literature used
in these chapters corresponds to that presented in the second chapter (literature).
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Chapter 2
Fundamental of Smoldering front
propagation
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2.1 Smoldering in natural and industrial situations
2.1.1 Background
Smoldering is defined as a self-sustaining, exothermic reaction wave deriving its principal heat
from heterogeneous oxidation of the fuel by direct attack of oxygen on its surface [9].
For several scientific disciplines, smoldering is considered not only hazardous but an eco-
nomic risk. G. Rein [1] reports in his interesting review on smoldering combustion phenomena
(2009) that the smoldering is the leading cause of deaths in residential fires (according to [10]),
and causes economics losses of the order of $350 million per year in property damage in the
USA alone. Ecologists and forest scientists study smoldering wildfires because they destroy
large amounts of biomass and cause greater damage to the soil ecosystem than flaming fires.
Atmospheric scientists have studied intensely pollution episodes caused by the Indonesian peat
fires in 1997 and the destruction of vast amounts of stored carbon in the soil (according to
[11]). Earth scientists study smoldering subsurface fires in coal mines and seams that burn
for very long periods of time (even centuries) (according to [12]). There are noteworthy new
environmental and energy technologies based on the direct application of smoldering combus-
tion. These include remediation of contaminated soils, production of biochar for long term
carbon storage, enhanced oil extraction from oil shale or sand oil reservoirs and gasification
of coal seams.
2.1.1.1 Transition to flaming
The principle difference between smoldering and flaming combustion is that, in the earlier, the
oxidation reaction and the heat release occur on the solid surface of the fuel or porous matrix
and, in the latter, these occur in the gas phase surrounding the fuel [1]. Figure 2.1 shows
the two burning regimes for forest fuels (top) and the most familiar example of smoldering,
coal embers (bottom). The characteristic temperature, spread rate and heat released during
smoldering are low compared to those in the flaming. Typical values in smoldering at ambient
conditions are around 500–700 °C for the peak temperature and 6–12 MJ kg-1 for the average
heat of combustion; typical values during flaming are around 1500–1800 °C and 16–30 MJ kg-1.
Because of these characteristics, smoldering propagates at low velocities, typically around
0.16–0.5 mm min-1 [13], approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the velocity of
typical flame-spread.
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Figure 2.1: Left) Snapshot showing the two regimes of combustion for solid fuels; flaming of
the grass and smoldering of the organic soil (for scale reference, the flame is about 10 mm in
height.
Wright) Glowing charcoal briquettes (photo by J.B. Nielsen, Public Domain, Wikimedia Com-
mons).
Whereas flaming has been widely studied and is the aim of hundreds of papers per year,
smoldering has received very little attention as shown in the scientific publishing records in
FIREDOC1 [14]. This lists less than 600 papers on smoldering out of 80,000 on fire sciences
published after 1900. Combustion and fire scientists were the first to research the topic in the
50’s. It is only in the last decade that smoldering phenomena have been studied significantly
by other scientific fields such as ecology or atmospheric and earth sciences. Actually, it is a
novel technological concept under development [1].
2.1.1.2 Filtration combustion – terminology
The theory of filtration combustion involves a new type of flame with exothermic chemical
transformation during fluid motion in a porous matrix. The term ‘‘filtration combustion’’ was
introduced by Russian scientists for combustion phenomena where gas flows through porous
media (in Russian – filtration flow) plays principal role. This term does not correspond to
western scientific terminology tradition, yet it can be found in special literature as a synonym
to combustion within porous media.
2.1.2 Applications
The Smoldering has been the subject of great interest because it can be found in many cases
in nature and industry. There are noteworthy new environmental and energy technologies
based on the direct application of smoldering. Rein [1] has recently carried out a literature
survey:
2.1.2.1 Natural situations
Cigarette burning
A burning cigarette is a familiar example of true smoldering combustion. Figure 2.2 shows
the one dimensional representation of a smoldering front in a fuel rod and the approximate
correspondence with a burning cigarette. A description of the thermal and chemical charac-
teristic of cigarette burning was given by [15] and [16].
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Figure 2.2: Structure of a one-dimensional reaction front in forward smoldering and the cor-
respondence in a burning cigarette [1].
Ohlemiller [9] considers a burning cigarette as forward smoldering case, in which the air
flow is in the same direction as the traveling combustion front. The pyrolysis front is located
at the leading edge of the cigarette burning front since it does not need oxygen to permeate
into the solid. The oxidation reaction takes place at the trailing edge of the burning cigarette,
where the oxygen supply is available from the surrounding environment, and the heat released
is transferred ahead of the front into the virgin fuel and pyrolysis front to drive the propagation.
A cigarette has several characteristics common to most materials that smolder. The finely
divided fuel particles provides a large surface area per unit mass of fuel, which facilitates the
surface attack by oxygen.
Forest fire
Smoldering of the forest ground does not have a visual impact on the flaming front but is
nonetheless an important factor in wildfires and the subsequent damage to the forest. Every
year in the Mediterranean region and all around the world, violent forest fires totally destroy
the vegetation in large areas. Once smoldering fires ignited, they are particularly difficult to
extinguish despite extensive rains or fire fighting attempts and can persist for long periods
of time (weeks and up to years) [11, 17], and spread over very extensive areas of forest and
deep into the soil. By propagating below the surface, smoldering fires offer the means for
flaming combustion to re-establish during wildfires in unexpected locations (e.g. across a
fire break) and at unexpected times (e.g. long after burn out of the flame front). These
fires represent a large contributor to biomass consumption and a very significant source of
combustion emissions to the atmosphere [11]. Biomass fuels tending to smoldering include
stumps, snags, downed logs, large branches, roots, duff, peat, coal and other organic soils.
These fuels generally consist of an aggregate medium formed by particulates, grains, fibers
or a porous matrix. The aggregate contains the organic fraction that burns during the fire.
These fuels are characterized by having a significantly greater characteristic thermal time than
fine fuels but allow oxygen transport to the surface, characteristics that lead to the slow but
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a subsurface fire initiated at the surface that propagates into the
ground and emerges months later (illustration by E. Burns 2008 and commissioned by [1].)
persistent burning typical of smoldering.
Smoldering fires of peat and coal can penetrate many meters below the ground (See Figure
2.3) and can cause large perturbations in the global atmospheric chemistry and a long term
safety hazard to local population.
2.1.2.2 Industrial situations
There are beneficial applications of smoldering to technological advances in energy, environ-
ment science and forest management. An overview of those noteworthy is included here.
Energy
In the petroleum industry, in situ combustion in oil fields is a method of thermal recovery in
which a forward smoldering fire is generated in one side of the reservoir and is fed by injecting a
gas containing oxygen [18]. Part of the oil is cracked and converted into lighter hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water at high pressure. As the smoldering front moves,
heat is transported ahead and reduces oil viscosity, in turn displacing it and creating a flow
of oil towards the production well (see Figure 2.4).
In situ oil combustion is being used more often for oil recovery when traditional-extraction
methods become inefficient or too costly.
Underground coal gasification is an in situ process carried out in deep coal seams (deeper
than 30 m) using injection and production wells drilled from the surface, which enable the coal
to be converted into product gas for power generation [19]. The coal seam is ignited via the
injection well and a forward smoldering front is fed by injecting a gaseous mixture containing
oxygen. The products of combustion at high pressure are collected at the production well.
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Figure 2.4: In situ combustion process [2].
Hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and methane are useful as gas fuels produced by this process.
Underground gasification allows development of new sources of energy from coal that could
be cleaner than traditional coal burning.
Smoldering of tires in dedicated process can be employed for tar and energy production,
affording the recycling of tires and partially avoiding their waste [20].
Environment science
In the field of environmental science, smoldering is of interest in waste treatment, soil
contaminant remediation, and biochar production.
Incineration of municipal segregated waste (MSW) by smoldering front propagation in
traveling grate combustion system are commonly used in industry. In this type of system,
waste burns on top of a moving grate with primary air supplied from below. The fresh waste
fed on the grate at one end ignites usually by radiation from the hot environment and the
smoldering front propagates into the bed, while being transferred to the other end.
Smoldering combustion can be employed for remediation of contaminated soils. Pironi
et al. [21] have shown that the smoldering front can be controlled to consume most of the
liquid contaminant and clean the porous matrix soil. The presence of the porous matrix is
indispensable for smoldering of these liquids to occur, suggesting that the oxidation takes place
at the pore surface in contact with the liquid fuel. This represents a promising environmental
technology.
Biochar is a fine-grained, highly porous charcoal produced from biomass that helps soils
retain nutrients and water. Charcoal is rich in carbon content and a long-term stable solid
resisting degradation, and thus, can be used to lock carbon in the soil [22]. Biochar is of
increasing interest because of concerns about global warming being caused by emissions of
CO2 and other greenhouse gases. On the one hand, smoldering can provide energy-efficient
conversion of biomass into biochar by the pyrolysis. Thus, one process that promotes biochar
conversion with the advantage of minimal or zero energy costs is a smoldering process where the
energy supply is released from the slow oxidation of part of the biomass itself. Small reactors,
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easy to operate and to maintain, can be designed to be run by local communities. On the
other hand, biochar can sustain a smoldering combustion and thus smoldering fires present a
significant hazard where biochar is to be stored in large quantities or at high concentration
[23]. If a smoldering fire were to occur in a biochar field, a fire could propagate through the
surface and subsurface layers destroying the biochar and releasing the stored carbon as gas
emissions. This is about the only hazard that could led to an accidental release of the stored
carbon to the atmosphere.
Forest management
Controlled smoldering fires can be used to reduce shallow layers of natural fuels at slow
propagation rate [24]. These fires have two benefits when kept in very shallow layers: they
are easy to control and result in little damage to the forest stand.
Although smoldering is present in a variety of combustion processes, it is of particular
interest in the fire safety field because of its role as a potential fire initiation source [9].
Smoldering is a weakly reacting phenomenon which can propagate slowly for long periods of
time [9], and suddenly transition to flaming initiating a rapidly propagating and potentially
hazardous fire. Furthermore, once established, it is difficult to detect and extinguish because
it can propagate through the interior of the porous combustible material.
2.2 Self sustained smoldering propagation
The degradation of a solid fuel involves multiple pathways to chemical changes (pyrolysis and
oxidation), and these pathways are not yet fully understood. Despite the complex kinetic
behavior, experimental evidence suggests that mechanisms consisting of only a few global
reactions capture the most important characteristics of the decomposition process [25, 26,
27]. The propagation rate of self-sustained smoldering is typically controlled by transport of
oxygen and net heat losses. Yet, heterogeneous chemical kinetics governs the smoldering front
structure and dictates the effective value of the global heat release.
2.2.1 Smoldering phenomena
When a smoldering front propagates throughout a combustible fuel, it is possible to distinguish
four visually discernible regions [13, 1]. These are:
1. preheating of the undisturbed fuel: heat from the reacting front is transported ahead
preheating the fuel up to temperatures where water evaporation takes place. This front
does not emit gases in any significant quantity;
2. evaporation: this endothermic reaction occurs within a range of temperatures from
approximately 80 to 100 °C, emitting water vapor. In this front the mass loss depends
on the moisture content;
3. burning region: this region is where the pyrolysis and oxidation reactions take place
and net heat is released. Pyrolysis reaction absorbs heat and converts the fuel into
volatile gases, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, and
water vapor. It leaves behind a solid carbonaceous char. Pyrolysis starts approximately
at temperatures above 200–250 °C. Subsequent heating above this temperature increases
the pyrolysis rate if fuel is available. The oxidation involves the exothermic reaction of
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part of the fuel and char left by the pyrolysis front. This reaction may overlaps with
the pyrolysis depending on the propagation mode and oxygen availability [27]. The
oxidation reaction occurs at temperatures over 300 °C and is the main source of CO and
CO2. More CO2 is formed where the oxygen supply is large (e.g. closer to the oxygen
supply or free surface) and more CO where it is limited (e.g. further from the oxygen
supply or deeper into the fuel);
4. char and ash region: this is where the smoldering has ceased and the remaining matter
cools down to ambient temperature. The ash left is the mineral content present in the
original fuel and the char may remain in some cases as the result of incomplete burning.
The interaction between the physical and chemical processes included in the smoldering phe-
nomena determines the final characteristics of the smolder reaction.
2.2.2 Characteristics of smoldering front
2.2.2.1 Ignition
In general, ignition is possible when suitable concentrations of combustible fuel and oxygen mix
with each other and temperature is high enough [28]. Ignition takes place if the heat generated
by exothermic reactions exceeds the heat losses (energy needed for heating the material to
the ignition temperature including evaporation of water, energy consumed in endothermic
reactions and heat losses to the not burning zone). This net heat released by the reactions
is partially transferred by conduction, convection and radiation ahead of the reaction and
partially lost to the environment [29].
Usually external heat (radiative, convective or a combination) is needed to initialize the
reactions that lead to ignition. The temperature must be high to initialize combustion. The
ignition temperature is perhaps the most frequently used criterion for ignition, though it
does not tell anything about the underlying phenomena. Temperature can be measured and
calculated easily as compared to for example concentration, reaction rate or heat flow rate.
The ignition temperature is not constant for a specific fuel-oxygen combination. It varies for
example with pressure and particle size. The temperature used as the ignition criterion can
be, for instance, the average temperature of the volume or surface temperature of the particle
or plate at the moment of the ignition.
2.2.2.2 Smoldering velocity and peak temperature
The velocity and the peak temperature of the smoldering front after the ignition by an external
heat source, are two indicators of the sustenance of smoldering. Both are highly dependent
on the initial oxygen mass flux [30].
Smoldering burns typically at a relatively lower temperature than gaseous flame. Often
it occurs under oxygen-limited conditions [9], and consequently, the rate of heat release from
the smolder reaction is directly proportional to the oxidizer mass flux [31]. Schult et al. [32]
reported that smolder velocity was determined, respectively by the rate of oxygen supply to
the reaction site and by the rate of consumption in the reaction, i.e. by the kinetic rate.
Forward smoldering front propagation is unsteady and moves at a lower rate that appears
limited by the stoichiometry of char oxidation [33].
Moussa et al. [34] performed smoldering experiments on horizontal cylindrical cellulosic
materials. They report that in the region of steady smoldering, the measured propagation
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velocity and the maximum temperature in the smoldering zone all depend on the oxygen partial
pressure and mole fraction in the environment. The results showed that steady smoldering
velocity increased with oxygen mole fraction and oxygen partial pressure. The same results
was found by [35].
Rogers and Ohlemiller [36] found, by doing experiments with polyurethane foams, that
smolder velocities increased with the volume percent of oxygen (in nitrogen) and with the
total oxygen flow. Bar-Ilan et al. [37] investigated the dependence of the smolder propagation
velocity along a polyurethane foam sample on the flow rate of an air flow in the direction
of smolder propagation. They showed that the increasing of the oxidizer flow rate increases
the rate of fuel oxidation and heat release, and consequently the rate of smoldering front
propagation.
On another hand, Carvalho et al. [38] reported in their experiments with wood logs that
heat losses seem to play a more important role than oxygen supply in sustaining the process
of smoldering and concluded that the front propagation velocity is a consequence of oxygen
availability and heat losses from it.
2.2.2.3 Extinction limit
Smoldering may be inhibited in various way. Extinction will occur when:
• smoldering front goes out after the available fuel is consumed or also near the end of the
fuel;
• the mode of smoldering wave propagation is (solid) fuel deficient [39];
• oxygen is starved together with the higher heat losses as the smoldering front is moving
further from the hot ignited assisted region;
• insufficient heat produced by oxidation reactions to vaporize moisture from unburned
fuel. The fuel moisture, surrounding air or inorganic materials absorb and reduce the
heat from combustion and this results in the fire extinction process [40];
• the heat generated by char oxidation is insufficient to drive the drying and fuel pyrolysis
reactions that precede char formation in the reaction zone [30];
• external (lateral) heat losses may cause extinction of the smoldering wave. In particular,
the effective heat loss coefficient increases as the diameter of the sample decreases [39].
2.2.3 Structure of smoldering front
2.2.3.1 Forward and Opposed Smoldering Propagation
When studying smoldering propagation through the carbonaceous materials, it is common to
consider the simpler one-dimensional process and to classify it in two main configurations:
opposed and forward propagation. As mentioned before, these are defined according to the
direction in which the smoldering reaction propagates relative to the oxygen flow. Figure2.5
shows the two 1D configurations.
• When the oxygen diffuses to the reaction zone from the outer surface of the fuel layer
through the unburned fuel, it is moving opposite to the direction of smoldering propaga-
tion. Such a case of relative movement is called opposed smoldering. The net oxidation
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Figure 2.5: Configurations in one-dimensional smoldering; forward and opposed [1].
rate and net heat release rate are again directly proportional to the oxygen supply rate
[41].
• The second case of one dimensional smoldering propagation is called forward smoldering.
In this case the flow is in the same direction as the movement of the smoldering front.
Studies of forward smoldering related to cigarette burning provided the initial basic
information on this type of combustion. An approximate model of this process (in one
dimension) has been presented by Dosanjh et al. [30]. Less attention has been given to
smoldering combustion in forward configuration than opposed configuration.
Ohlemiller and Lucca [33] experimentally compared the characteristics of forward and
reverse smoldering of cellulose. They noted qualitative and quantitative differences in the
two smoldering propagation modes. Reverse smoldering quickly reaches a steady propagation
rate determined mainly by heat transfer processes, whereas forward smoldering propagation is
unsteady and moves at lower rate that appears limited by the stoichiometry of char oxidation.
Thus the forward/reverse differences can include not only alterations in temperature and
oxygen profiles but also a complete shift in the nature of the dominant oxidation chemistry
[9].
These two configurations are distinguished by the role played by heat and mass transport
mechanisms and chemical reactions. In forward propagation, the air flows through the char,
reacts at the smoldering zone and then the depleted gas flow continues through the virgin
fuel. Convective heat transport is towards the virgin fuel ahead and results in preheating. In
opposed propagation, the air flows through the virgin fuel and reacts at the smoldering zone.
Then the depleted gas flow travels through the solid residue. Convective transport is towards
the char left behind the front, reducing the preheating of the fuel.
2.2.3.2 Reaction leading and reaction trailing structures
In [32], two different traveling waves for forward smoldering combustion were identified: re-
action leading and reaction trailing. As introduced before, each structure has two interior
layers, i.e., regions of relatively rapid variation in temperature separated by longer region in
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which the temperature is essentially constant. One layer is due to the heat released by the
combustion reaction, while the other is due to the heat transfer between the solid and the gas.
The layers propagate with constant, though a priori not the same, velocity.
The structures differ in the relative position of the combustion and heat transfer layers.
• As illustrated in Figure 2.6, when the combustion layer, which includes the reaction site,
occurs at the leading edge of the high temperature region, the structure is referred to
as the reaction leading structure [as seen in Figure 2.2]. It is also termed a standard
structure in the filtration combustion literature. In this case, the temperature decrease
at the trailing end of the high temperature region occurs in the heat transfer layer which
is driven by the cool gas forced into the sample.
• For the second structure, termed the reaction trailing structure, the heat transfer layer
lies ahead of the combustion layer, so that their relative positions are inverted compared
to the first structure. Therefore, it has been referred to as an inverted structure in the
filtration combustion literature. In this case, the heat transfer layer moves more quickly
than the combustion layer and the high temperature region acts to preheat the unburned
solid fuel. The transition from one structure to the other was observed in experiments
of Voice and Wild [42] by varying ambient oxygen fraction.
The two structures depends solely on the value of a parameter δ, which is equal to the
ratio between the chemical front velocity and the thermal front velocity:
δ =
vfrt
vfrc
< 1 (2.1)
Based upon simple mass and energy balances, this parameter can be expressed as follows
according to Elayeb [3]:
δ ⋍
Cpg
Cps
cinFC − c
out
FC
cinO − c
out
O
(2.2)
where, respectively, Cpg and Cps are the specific heats of the gas and solid; c
in
FC and c
out
FC
the initial and final concentrations of solid fuel (FC); and cinO and c
out
O the initial and final
concentrations of gaseous oxidizer (O2).
The reaction leading structure occurs if δ < 1 and the reaction trailing structure for δ > 1.
The case δ = 1 separates the two structures and corresponds to a combustion temperature
which is infinite.
2.2.4 Parameters Controlling Smoldering
The objectives of this part are to provide further understanding of the mechanism controlling
forward smoldering. The effect of oxygen supply, fuel composition and heat losses are analyzed
based on literature works.
2.2.4.1 Oxygen supply
Oxidizer mass flux has been found to be the primary controlling factor in smoldering propaga-
tion [43, 30]. Indeed, the oxygen is absolutely necessary for char oxidation. Only after oxygen
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Figure 2.6: Forward front of combustion:
δ < 1, reaction leading mode;
δ > 1, reaction trailing mode
reaches the fuel surface, char oxidation can begin and the smoldering reaction advances grad-
ually through the material [9]. The oxygen is transported to the reaction zone by diffusion
and convection, in turn feeding the oxidation reactions. The total heat release is proportional
to the initial oxygen mass flux because often all of the incoming oxygen is consumed in the
reaction zone.
A series of tests, systematically changing heat loss and oxygen supply conditions to assess
the smoldering tendency of several materials was proposed by Ohlemiller et al. [43]. They
conclude that oxidizer availability imposes a series of restrictive conditions for smoldering
ignition. Smoldering propagation velocities are proportional to oxidizer supply. They observed
that almost no oxidizer is left behind the reaction front, confirming that smoldering combustion
is an oxygen limited process.
Belcher et al. [44] carried out experiments on ignition and propagation of fire in peat;
they showed that ignition and propagation of smoldering in peat does not occur below 16%
atmospheric oxygen and that smoldering combustion continues for long periods (∼ 4 hours in
the size sample used) at 18% atmospheric oxygen and above. This suggests that atmospheric
levels above 16% atmospheric are required to allow ignition and propagation of smoldering
fires and that frequent occurrences of wildfires might only be expected in the geological past
when atmospheric levels were above 18% oxygen.
2.2.4.2 Heat losses
As with most flame propagation processes, smoldering essentially spreads through a coupling
of heat release, from exothermic reaction, and heat transfer mechanisms [9, 45]. When the
energy released in the fuel oxidation reaction is able to balance the energy needed to preheat
the fuel and oxidizer ahead of the reaction, plus the heat losses to the environment, the
reaction front will propagate [46, 47]. Heat loss effects and oxygen supply rate are tightly
coupled in a smoldering reaction [48]. Heat loss effects have proven difficult to quantify. Sato
and Sega [49] found that for very low oxidizer concentrations, gas phase heat losses overcome
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the heat added by the reaction leading to a decline in the reaction strength. Further evidence
of convective heat transfer from the reacting solid towards the gas is given by Ohlemiller [48]
where differences between forward and opposed smoldering are attributed to convective heat
transfer at the tip of the reaction.
2.2.4.3 Fuel composition
The fuel composition has a relative importance on ignition and smoldering, however, there is
a very little work published on its influence. The state of the smoldering front propagation
is different with different fuels where the air flow rate is the same. Gort et al. [50] reported
that the same rate can cause a state of partial combustion for one fuel, complete combustion
for another and excess air combustion for a third fuel. Therefore, the fuel composition affects
strongly the smoldering front state.
Beever [51] studied the smoldering in horizontal fuel layer configuration on a laboratory
scale using mixtures of fine sawdust or charcoal with an inert diluent, i.e., diatomaceous earth,
in a vat that was insulated on the sides and bottom but open to quiescent air on the top. Local
ignition near the top of a layer yielded steady propagation over a limited depth at rates that
varied only weakly with inert content. However, while 25% fuel content yielded smoldering
spread, 10% fuel content did not.
Vantelon et al. [20] made an experimental study on the forward combustion of tire pieces
mixed with refractory briquettes. They showed that for a tire fraction lower than 50%, the
chemical front was unstable and the results were difficult to reproduce.
Pironi et al. [21] studied the influence of fuel saturation –in a mixed bed of coal tar
and sand– on the average smoldering velocity and peak temperature. Results from tests at
varying fuel saturation levels demonstrate that ignition and self-propagation can be achieved
at saturation levels as low as 10% and show a non-linear dependence of the peak temperature
on saturation. These results also indicate that, as the saturation increases, the smoldering
velocity decreases in a roughly linear fashion, which confirms that, for this saturation range
(and air flux), the reaction is oxygen limited.
2.3 Tools for understanding smoldering of carbonaceous mate-
rials
Our goal here is to give a review of recent results on front propagation in porous media in a
coherent and motivating manner. It is not our intention to give a complete survey, and so our
references will cover only a portion of the literature.
2.3.1 Experimental investigations
The experiments in co-current and counter-current combustion were studied by Thunman
and Leckner [52]. The work is focused on differences between the co-current and the counter-
current arrangements. Thus, were investigated the effect of time to ignition, total time of
conversion, position of the different phases of the conversion (drying, pyrolysis and char com-
bustion) in time and along the height of the bed.
Only a handful of experimental works on co-current combustion which is of interest in this
work have been carried out until now.
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Wang et al. [53] presented an experimental study of polyurethane foam smoldering com-
bustion in horizontally forced forward condition. Two cases are considered: adiabatic and
non-adiabatic smoldering combustion. It was shown that the increasing of the air flow over
the foam’s surface not only enhances the mass transfer of oxygen to the smoldering reaction
zone, but also increases the heat losses to the surroundings. The maximum smoldering prop-
agation was observed at medium flow rates of air. Increasing the concentration of ambient
oxygen, the porosity of the porous material or the mass transfer coefficient of the air stream
increases the smoldering propagation rate. These results were shown in both adiabatic and
non-adiabatic smoldering combustion.
Castanier and Brigham [54] performed experiments of smoldering in a matrix containing
95% of sand and 5% fire clay mixed with 6% of oil and 20% of water. The in situ combustion
was firstly described with an examination of the temperature changes and chemical reactions
that can either upgrade or degrade the oil in term of its API gravity (which is a measure of how
heavy or light a petroleum liquid is compared to water) and viscosity. In the second part, the
possible use of in situ combustion to reduce sulfur content of produced oil was investigated.
Vantelon et al. [20] made an experimental study on the forward combustion of a bed
of tires mixed with refractory briquettes. The author found that the combustion process is
influenced by the airflow rate through the reactor. An oxygen limited combustion reaction
moves from a rate-limited regime to a heat transfer-limited regime. The rate limited regime
is characterized by high production of residual oil and low propagation velocities. The heat
transfer-limited regime reduces the production of oil, but it results in a much faster conversion
of the fuel. Two other different regimes are also observed as a function of the mass fraction of
tires:
• for mass fractions of tires lower than 70%, the final tire conversion rate and temperature
are proportional to the mass fraction of tires. In this regime the volumetric energy
density dominates the combustion process;
• for a mass fraction of tires larger than 70%, the conversion rate is independent of the
amount of fuel and it is much slower than for lower fuel concentrations. These two
regimes could be described in a qualitative manner by a simple energy balance.
Pironi et al. [21] studied forward smoldering reaction propagating in fixed bed of sand embed-
ded with coal tar. Self sustained propagation was established for all experiments. It was found
that the combustion is oxygen limited and peak temperatures in the range 800-1080 °C was
observed. Higher airflows were found to produce faster propagation. Higher fuel concentra-
tions were found to produce high peak temperatures and slow propagation. They concluded
that smoldering combustion is a promising remediation technique for soil contaminated by
organic compounds.
More recently Martins et al. [55] studied the forward propagation of a smoldering front in
a fixed bed of crude oil shale. They established a thermal and chemical structure of smoldering
front using experimental device and numerical model. This study will be presented into details
further in this work.
With regard to the case of opposed combustion, several experimental devices have been
developed for the investigation of combustion front propagation and structure. Although this
configuration will not be studied here, these results may be interesting for the present work.
The effects of various solid fuel properties and operating conditions on the ignition and burning
rates have been reported in literature from different authors:
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Figure 2.7: Effect of air supply rate on the combustion of a bed.
Shin and Choi [56] studied the combustion of solid fuel in a fixed bed using one-dimensional
experiments. The effects of air supply rate, fuel particle size, and the calorific value are
discussed. Two modes of combustion in bed can be distinguished, based on the availability of
oxygen. They proposed a schematic, Figure 2.7, to show how the combustion depends on the
air supply rate.
• oxygen-limited combustion: at low rates of air supply, the oxygen is completely consumed
by the char and the reacting volatile material. In this case, the reaction rate of the fuel
is determined by the oxygen supply rate;
• reaction-limited combustion: if the air supply is increased, combustion is further en-
hanced, but the limit of the combustion rate of the bed material causes an increased
oxygen concentration at the exit. In this case, the reaction rate cannot increase further
owing to the limit of the reaction rate and the increased convective cooling by the air.
Thnman and Leckner, Yang et al., Ryu et al., and Liang et al. [57, 58, 59, 60] identified two
distinct periods using the measurements of temperature, gas composition, and mass loss histo-
ries: ignition propagation period and char oxidation period. During the ignition propagation
period, the mass of the bed decreases with a constant slope. Then, the mass loss slows down
as the char oxidation period commences.
Ryu et al. [59] experimentally investigated the combustion of four biomass materials
(willow, miscanthus, pine and segregated waste) having different fuel properties in a fixed
bed under fuel-rich conditions. They observed that the smoldering front velocity and burning
rate increased with increasing the air flow, while leaving a smaller amount of char behind the
smoldering front. The temperature gradient at the smoldering front decreased with increasing
particles sizes, and the thickness of the smoldering front from 200 to 800 °C was about the
order of the particle size. Channeling phenomenon was observed around the side wall of the
reactor for the small miscanthus pellets and at several locations in the bed for larger pinewood
particles (35 mm3).
Liang et al. [60] reported another important aspect concerning the heterogeneity of the
composition of the solid particles. For the sample extracted in different parts of corn straw,
the concentration of CO and NO are clearly different.
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Saastamoinen et al., Yang et al., and Zhou et al. [61, 62, 63, 58, 64, 65] investigated the
effect of air flow rate, moisture and fuel devolatilization rate on the ignition rate and other
parameters for combustion modeling of simulated wastes and biomass.
All work cited previously use a vertical cylinder with internal diameter between 15-cm and
24.4-cm and a height of chamber between 30-cm and 150-cm, and all surround with a thickness
of insulating materials. The temperature measurements are carried out using thermocouples
placed at the axis and at different heights. The mass of the bed is sometimes measured using
a weighing scale. The flue gases are analyzed commonly at the cell exit.
To remind, the French Standards Association (AFNOR) published the standard NF M03-
049, which deals with characterization of solid combustibles in a fixed bed in opposed flow.
The norm is based on the measurement of front velocity, combustion rate, pressure drop and
temperature. According to the norm, the reactor should preferably have a cylindrical shape
with a diameter of not less than 25-cm, in order to avoid excessive influence of the walls on
the results.
2.3.2 Modeling works
Twenty five years ago Ohlemiller [9] provided a comprehensive summary of models existing at
this time (most of them being non-dimensional ones), the relevant presumptions and simpli-
fications contained therein and compared them to what he called a benchmark model (which
was a multi-dimensional one). He concluded that the models reviewed were not able to reflect
smoldering fire propagation in a realistic manner and that a general model comprising heat
and mass transfer through the fuel bed combined with detailed chemical kinetics on a particle
scale was still too complex. The current state of the art in numerical models of smoldering
combustion has improved significantly since 1985 as can be seen in [66, 67]. In a more recent
publication, Ohlemiller [13] gives at the same time an introduction and an excellent review to
smoldering.
2.3.2.1 Numerical modeling
Smoldering is controlled by strong interactions between heat, mass and momentum transports
and heterogeneous chemical reactions in porous media. These phenomena are strongly coupled
and non-linear. Numerical models of smoldering provide means of identifying and quantifying
the smoldering-controlling mechanisms and are especially useful to understand experimental
observations. There are two main visions to deal with this problem: macroscopic vision and
microscopic vision (as illustrated in Figure 2.8).
Microscopic vision
In the literature, there are only few authors who attempted numerical simulation at a
microscopic scale. Ohlemiller [9] gave a very detailed review of the chemical and physical
processes implied in fixed-bed solid fuel combustion. They proposed a complete mathematical
model taking into account all transport mechanisms and all complex chemical processes at
grain scale. Then they estimated that the complete problem was not approachable.
Lu and Yortsos [68] developed a pore network model to study the dynamic of forward
smoldering process in porous media at the pore network scale. Porous medium has been rep-
resented by capillaries network. Various transfers and couplings were modeled using effective
coefficients, consequently, this cannot be considered like a true microscopic approach. Redl
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Figure 2.8: Macro and Micro geometrical arrangement.
[69] came near this objective. He used a Lattice-Boltzmann type of approach in a three-
dimensional space. He solved transport equations in each phase at the microscopic scale.
However, oxidation is treated like an homogeneous reaction occurring into the liquid phase,
which cancels the majority of local couplings between transport and reactions.
Debenest et al. [70, 71] adopted an original approach which was based on a detailed
three-dimensional description at the microscopic scale. Thus, they could carry out direct
simulations in order to characterize various modes of propagation and to determine transport
effective parameters at the Darcy-scale. The scheme in Figure 2.9 is a zoom on a micro-
structure and summarizes the different mechanisms considered by Debenest [72]. The gas
flow path between grains of the bed carries all chemical species and heat. The heat is also
conducted in solid phase. The combustion is supposed to be an heterogeneous reaction on the
surface of grains and pyrolysis does not happen in this reaction area.
Macroscopic vision
In most cases, a macroscopic point of view is adopted, whereby the medium is regarded as a
continuum. The equations involve various effective parameters, such as dispersion coefficients
or mean volumetric reaction rates, and they relate macroscopic fields that represent volume
averaged local quantities. However, the effective coefficients depend both on the medium
microstructure and on the flow and reaction regimes. Their actual determination generally
requires the solution of the full featured set of microscale equations in a representative sample
[73, 74]. In addition, the validity of homogenized equations is also questionable, in view of the
very strong gradients at the microscopic scale. For instance, in the reference lab experiment,
the reaction front is only a few grain sizes thick, and the temperature jumps by several
hundreds of degrees over this distance. Finally, local non-equilibrium plays an important role
in many respects [75], such as in pollutant formation, and it can only be modeled by detailed
local simulations. Nevertheless, the macroscopic vision is generally used and applied to study
combustion like the recent studies made by Rein et al. [67, 76].
The classical approach is the principle of local volume average temperature, described by
Whitaker [77] and Kaviany [78]. Considering the case of isotropic porous medium, where
the radiation effects, the viscous dissipation and the work accomplished by changes on the
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Figure 2.9: illustration of the mechanisms included in microscopic formulation of the problem.
[3]
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pressure field are neglected, the energy conservation equations to solid (s) and fluid (f) phases
are given by:
(ρCp)s
∂Ts
∂t
= ∇.(Ks∇Ts + hc (Ts − Tf ) +
...
q s (2.3)
(ρCp)f
∂T
∂t
+ (ρCp)f
−→
V .∇Tf = ∇.(Kf∇Tf ) + hc (Tf − Ts) +
...
q s (2.4)
Where, Cp is the specific heat; K is the thermal conductivity;
...
q is the heat generation
term per unit volume. Based on local volume averaging [77, 78] the Eq. 2.3 and 2.4 can be
written as:
(1− ǫ)(ρCp)s
∂ < Ts >
∂t
= (1− ǫ)∇.(Ks∇ < Ts >) + (1− ǫ) [<
...
q s > +hc (< Ts > − < Tf >)]
(2.5)
where ǫ is the porosity, and < Tf >and < Ts > represents the local volume averaged
temperature to solid and fluid, respectively.
Assuming that there is a perfect contact between solid and fluid phases, one can make the
hypothesis of local thermal equilibrium between the phases:
< Tf >=< Ts >=< T > (2.6)
Then, using the eq. 2.5 and 2.6:
(ρCp)eff
∂ < T >
∂t
+ ǫ (ρCp)f
−→
V .∇ < T >= ∇.(Keff∇ < T >)+ <
...
q eff > (2.7)
Where:
(ρCp)eff = (1− ǫ)(ρCp)s + ǫ (ρCp)f (2.8)
Keff = (1− ǫ)Ks + ǫKf (2.9)
<
...
q eff >= (1− ǫ) <
...
q > +ǫ <
...
q f > (2.10)
are respectively, the overall thermal capacity (effective) per unit volume, the overall ther-
mal conductivity (effective) and global heat generation per unit volume of the medium.
To simplify the analysis other assumptions were proposed by Schult et al. [79]:
1. radiation heat transfer is modeled by a diffusion approximation;
2. the solid phase is stationary and non deforming;
3. Fick’s law describes the diffusion of oxidizer through the gas with the quantity Dρg (gas
diffusivity) constant;
4. the flow resistance through the porous sample is small enough that pressure is essentially
constant;
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5. the sample is sufficiently long that end effects are negligible and do not influence the
transport of heat or oxidizer;
6. the activation energy of the reaction involved during combustion is large.
Recently, several researchers have modeled smoldering combustion propagation using a macro-
scopic vision. One can quote some works:
He et al. [80] developed a one-dimensional homogeneous model of smoldering in a packed
bed of carbonaceous material by taking into account only the carbon oxidation. They con-
sidered that drying and pyrolysis occur significantly faster than carbon oxidation. The model
was used to examine the impact of several physical parameters on the behavior of natural
downward smoldering. Results was confronted to experimental observations.
Thunman and Leckner [52] developed a generalized model to investigate the conversion of
thermally large wood particles in a fixed bed on a grate. The result of simulation showed that
the total time of conversion is much shorter in the forward smoldering than in the opposed
smoldering. The large difference in the total time of conversion was explained by the fact that
in the forward case the oxygen is consumed predominantly by char combustion, whereas in
the opposed smoldering case it is to a large extent consumed by reaction with the volatiles,
and this postpones char combustion.
Zhou et al. [65] developed a one-dimensional transient heterogeneous model for straw
combustion in a fixed bed. The processes included in the model comprise: moisture evapo-
ration, biomass pyrolysis, heterogeneous reaction of char forming CO and CO2, homogenous
reactions of CO, H2, CH4, CxHy, and tar, heat and mass transfer between the gas and solid
phase. A transient 2-D model has been developed by Rostami et al. [81] for the natural
smoldering of a porous carbonaceous rod. Heat transfer is represented by the use of a non
thermal equilibrium. The starting material first undergoes pyrolysis prior to oxidation of the
remaining carbonaceous residue.
Numerical models of cigarette smoldering are available in the literature. Saidi et al. [82]
developed a three-dimensional kinetic modeling of tobacco/cigarette smoldering/puffing. The
model solved for mass and momentum conservation, including the kinetic reactions, but did
not solve for the energy equation. The authors obtained the temperature-time history of
tobacco in a puffing cigarette from existing experimental data. The numerical results show a
good agreement with the experimental data for the yield rates of combustion gases.
2.3.2.2 Analytical modeling
Analytical models are more conceptual than the above-mentioned physics-based models but
less realistic. They are intended to capture qualitative features of the process, not to provide
quantitative predictions. They are primary characterized by their focus on the mathematical
behavior of the system and its theoretical implications (e.g. stability of the solutions, bifur-
cations, oscillations, transition to chaos). Usually, these studies put as a secondary objective
the physical meaning of the input and output data. One gives here some works which were
realized :
Dosanjh et al. [30] has developed an analytical model of forward smoldering which was
assumed to be one dimensional and steady in a frame of reference fixed on the smoldering front.
Radiation heat transfer was incorporated using a diffusion approximation and smoldering was
modeled using a one-step reaction mechanism.
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Schult et al. [32] studied the mathematical behavior of forward combustion waves. The
asymptotic method was used to determine two types of propagating fronts: reaction leading
and reaction trailing structures as explained before. The solutions obtained were qualitatively
compared to experimental observations, yielding a general agreement.
Aldushin et al. [83] investigated extinction properties of a special kind of forced forward
filtration combustion, where the combustion and heat transfer layer travel together and ther-
mally support each other.
Buckmaster and Lozinski [84] presented an elementary model of one-dimensional unsteady
forward smoldering purged of all unnecessary physics, and used to focus on the nature of
a traveling thermal wave. A solution was constructed, characterized by two reaction fronts
(pyrolysis and oxidation). They deduced that the smoldering temperature and the ratio of the
two reaction front velocities are independent of the airflow rate, and examined the structure
of the reaction fronts.
Akkutlu and Yortsos [18] examined the dynamics of in situ combustion front in porous
media. They extended the analytical method used by [32], to derive expressions for tempera-
ture and concentration profiles and the velocity of the smoldering front, under both adiabatic
and non-adiabatic conditions.
Decker and Schult [85] used asymptotic methods and full time-dependent model to study
the stability of the traveling-wave’s solutions for opposed smoldering close to its extinction
limit. The transient one-dimensional numerical model includes a one-step reaction, assumes
thermal equilibrium between the gas and the solid and does not include heat losses. They
concluded that the system oscillates and then proceeds through a period doubling cascade of
bifurcations to chaotic behavior before extinction occurs.
Summarizing, we have shown that all phenomena involved in smoldering combustion are
coupled and complex to modeling. Several approaches were proposed either with a microscopic
vision or a macroscopic vision. This later is used and applied to study smoldering combustion
in the majority of works. We detail now the case which in particular interests us: smoldering
in oil shale and in its semicoke.
2.4 Smoldering in porous medium: case of oil shale and oil shale
semicoke
Briefly, oil shale is a particularly complex medium containing inert material, carbonates, and
organic matter that will lead to light gas, heavy condensable gas (oil) and fixed carbon;
semicoke is a simpler medium containing inert material, carbonates and fixed carbon, that
makes experiments and their interpretation easier.
2.4.1 Oil Shale composition and characteristics
2.4.1.1 Definition
Oil shale is a sedimentary rock that contains a considerable proportion of solid organic material
embedded in a matrix of fine inorganic minerals. To recover the oil from the shale, its organic
portion –termed kerogen– must be decomposed thermally. This thermal decomposition, known
as retorting, converts the solid organic material of the shale into liquid called shale oil, gaseous
fractions and a solid carbonaceous residue called semicoke (SC)
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Table 2.1: Reserve and distribution data of shale oil in the world
Continents Known reserves (109 berrel) Total reserves (109barrel)
Rate of recovery
(Gallon/short
ton)
25–100 10–25 5–10 25–100 10–25 5–10
African 100 Little Little 4000 80,000 45,0000
Asia 90 14 – 5500 110,000 590,000
Australia and
New Zealand
Little 1 – 1000 20,000 100,000
Europe 70 6 – 1400 26,000 140,000
North America 600 1600 2200 3000 50,000 260,000
South America 50 750 – 2000 40,000 210,000
Total 910 2400 2200 17,000 325,000 1,750,000
Oil shale deposits are found in all continents. Detailed reserves and distribution data of
shale oil are shown in Table 1 [86].
The gradual decrease in the reserves of conventional energy resources has motivated many
countries to investigate efficient means to use oil shale (OS) as an alternative energy as soon
as possible. Burning oil shale to generate electricity [87], retorting oil shale to produce shale
oil and fuel gas [88] are some examples.
For the conventional oil shale retorting industry, the primary formed byproduct of retorting
process is the semicoke. It is a source of severe environmental pollution and classified as a
dangerous waste, containing several toxic compounds, such as water soluble phenols, sulphide
sulfur and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) [89]. In Estonia, for example, the solid
semicoke is mostly disposed of in open dumps; currently approximately 300 million ton of
solid semicoke waste is present in such dumps [90].
Recently, many researchers put forward a comprehensive utilization mode of oil shale [86,
91]: firstly, oil shale is retorted to produce shale oil and fuel gas in a retort furnace; secondly,
the semicoke formed in the retorting furnace is fed to a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) furnace
to burn, in order to generate high-pressure steam and electricity via a traditional steam electric
power mode; lastly, oil shale ash discharged from the CFB furnace will be used as a raw building
material.
It has been shown and discussed in several papers that combustion of SC could be a promis-
ing technology allowing utilization of its high residual energetic potential. First laboratory-
scale investigations in utilizing SC by combustion have been made by Uuesoo [92]and developed
later by different research groups [93, 94, 95]. Some pilot-scale experiments in fluidized bed
on the basis of mixtures of OS:SC with the ratios from100:0 to 25:75 have been performed
under supervision of Martins et al. [96].
2.4.1.2 Composition and properties of oil shale
The oil shale has two main compounds: organic matter and mineral matter.
• Organic matter in oil shale includes the remains of algae, spores, pollen, plant cuticle
and corky fragments of herbaceous and woody plants, and other cellular remains of
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Figure 2.10: General composition of oil shale.
lacustrine, marine, and land plants. These materials are composed essentially of carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen and in lower fractions nitrogen, and sulfur. In some kind of oil shale,
the organic matter is unstructured and it is best described as amorphous (bituminite).
Most of the organic matter in oil shale is insoluble in organic solvents (e.g., toluene).
The organic matter of oil shale (which is the source of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons)
typically has a higher hydrogen and lower oxygen content than lignite and bituminous
coal [97].
• In terms of mineral content, oil shale usually contains much larger amounts of inert
mineral matter: 60–90% [97]. The mineral matter of some oil shale is composed of
carbonates including calcite, dolomite, and siderite. In other kinds of oil shale, silicates
including quartz, feldspar, and clay minerals are dominant and carbonates are a minor
component. The general composition of oil shale is given in Figure 2.10 by [98].
A deposit of oil shale having economic potential is generally one that is at or near enough
to the surface to be developed by open-pit or conventional underground mining, or by in situ
methods. Commercial grades of oil shale, as determined by their yield of shale oil, range from
about 100 to 200 liters per metric ton (l t-1) of rock. Total resources of a selected group of
oil shale deposits in 33 countries are estimated at 409 billion tons of in situ shale oil, which is
equivalent to 2.8 trillion U.S. barrels of shale oil [97].
The gross heating value of oil shales on a dry-weight basis ranges from about 500 to 4000
kcal kg-1 of rock. The high-grade kukersite oil shale of Estonia for example, which fuels several
electric power plants, has a heating value of about 2000 to 2200 kcal kg-1. By comparison, the
heating value of lignitic coal ranges from 3500 to 4600 kcal kg-1 on a dry, mineral-free basis
[97].
Table 2.2 given by Altun et al. [98] presents some characteristics of several well-known oil
shale deposits in the world.
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The deposits are characterized by their age, the organic carbon wt.% of organic matter,
and oil yield. The atomic ratio H/C (hydrogen to carbon) of kerogen is a way to evaluate the
quality of organic matter in source rocks. The organic matter in oil shale has been studied
extensively and the composition of kerogen in oil shale is found to vary significantly from
deposit to deposit. The fraction of kerogen converted into oil with increasing temperature
depends upon the hydrogen content or organic matter; oil yield increases with increasing
hydrogen content.
Because the density of the organic matter is significantly less than minerals in shale,
oil shale density can be used to estimate oil yield by including a conversion factor for the
transformation of kerogen to oil. This relationship is used to calculate oil shale reserves.
2.4.2 Smoldering front in oil shale porous media
Smoldering of oil shale has not been studied in detail in literature. This paragraph proposes
one review of the little works carried out on smoldering of oil shale until now, and more
particularly the recent works of Martins [4] on which this thesis is based. A description of the
different phenomena involving will be given.
During the passage of a forward smoldering front in oil shale porous medium, four zones
can be found from the upstream to the downstream of the bed [4]:
1. the zone of water evaporation –or drying– that is assumed very fast and completed
rapidly when temperature reaches 150 °C;
2. the devolatilization zone, where the temperature reached a sufficient value (250–550 °C)
to crack organic matter from the grains. This cracking produces gaseous species (light
hydrocarbons), heavy oil and carbon residue called fixed carbon (FC). The devolatiliza-
tion process is endothermic. At this zone, also occurs the oxidation of part of organic
matter, called low temperature oxidation (LTO);
3. the reaction zone –or fixed carbon oxidation– where the temperature is high (more than
550 °C) and where oxygen carried by the fluid meets the carbon residue left by pyrolysis.
The oxidation reaction is exothermic, consumes oxygen and produces gaseous species:
CO and CO2;
4. The decarbonation zone, where decarbonation of carbonates operates at a significant
rate for temperatures above approximately 780 °C (ATG analysis). This zone is possibly
located in the same frame as reaction zone.
Figure 2.11 shows the possible structure of forward smoldering front crossing an oil shale
porous medium.
Little importance was attributed by [72] to the zone 2 on the basis of several arguments:
• the devolatilization products (volatile matter) are evacuated without the opportunity to
encounter the oxygen;
• the devolatilization reaction has no thermal impact on the front propagation due to
the fact that it has a small reaction enthalpy as compared with carbon oxidation and
calcination of carbonate.
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Figure 2.11: Structure of smoldering front throughout oil shale porous medium (from [4]).
Figure 2.12: Front structure evaluated from a temperature profile.
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From the temperature profile at a given time, [55] proposed a geometrical description of the
smoldering front structure as can be seen in Figure 2.12:
The drying zone can be localized downstream of the TPP as illustrated in Figure 2.12.
The zone of devolatilization can be localized between 7 mm and 13 mm downstream the TPP;
its thickness is as small as 6 mm. The zone of fixed carbon oxidation can be localized at 7 mm
downstream TPP, but it is difficult to localize it upstream TPP. Finally, the zone of decar-
bonation is thus possibly located along 34 mm upstream of the TPP, and also downstream,
along 4mm. The zone of decarbonation and the zone of oxidation are superposed.
The following paragraph gets into more detail about involved reactions.
2.4.3 Devolatilization, or kerogen decomposition
Generally speaking, in devolatilization, an organic substance is thermally converted by heat-
ing in the absence of oxygen. The devolatilization of kerogen yields shale oil, reaction water,
non-condensable gases, and a carbonaceous residue consisting of fixed carbon –or coke– and
carbonate minerals. Oil shale devolatilization begins at relatively low temperature (200 °C),
but proceeds more rapidly and more completely at higher temperature (500–600 °C). Various
gas and vapors are produced from the organic materials during the process. Once gas gen-
eration ceases, an unburned carbonaceous residue remains that sticks to the solid inorganic
material of the original oil shale.
The amounts of oil, gas, and coke which ultimately are formed depend on the heating
rate of the oil shale, the final temperature, the particles grain size and residence time. These
parameters have been the focus of most studies in literature, more recently [99, 100, 101].
The Differential Scanning Calorimetriy (DSC) and Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)
of oil shale samples has been extensively used as a means of determining the global composition
of oil shale and kinetics of oil shale degradation reactions [102, 103]. An examination of the
extensive literature leads to an incredible diversity of kinetic models (reaction networks and
rate expressions) for conversions of kerogen to oil and gas.
The use of steam in both fixed and fluidised bed in the pyrolysis of oil shale has been
reported by many workers, for example, [104] and recently [99, 100]. It has been noticed that
steam in oil shale pyrolysis could be a valuable pyrolysis gas in oil shale retorting.
On another hand, Kök et al. [105] investigated the applicability of oil production from oil
shales by steam recovery in a three-dimensional reservoir model. They concluded that no oil
production was observable by steam injection method for these oil shale fields.
LTO reactions
In general, at low temperature, oxygen combines with oil to form oxidized hydrocarbons
such as peroxide, alcohols or ketones [106]. This generally increases the oil viscosity but
could increase oil reactivity at higher temperature. When oxygen contacts the oil at higher
temperature, combustion can occur resulting in production of water and carbon oxides. Moore
et al. [107] reported that among all the reactions that occur during in situ combustion, only
Low Temperature Oxidation (LTO) can increase the viscosity of the fuel.
The LTO dramatically affect the mobility of heavy oils. LTO increases both viscosity and
density. Thus, conditions that promote LTO reactions must be minimized during the in situ
combustion of heavy oils [2].
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Weijdema [108] studied quantitative data concerning oxidation kinetics of oils in retained
sands. He identified at least three successive stages of oxidation of hydrocarbon oil: at lower
temperature oxygen is taken up by oil molecules, at increased temperatures oxidative cracking
occurs leaving a coke residue, and at a still higher temperatures the coke is burnt. This last
reaction is called High temperature oxidation (HTO).
Fassihi et al. [109] found that combustion of crude oil in porous media proceeds according
to several consecutive reactions, analyzing the produced gas emitted from a small packed
reactor. They grouped the reactions into three categories, namely LTO reactions, middle-
temperature reactions and HTO.
[110] observed two reactions during combustion of oil in porous media: LTO, where are
produced a little or no carbon oxides and HTO where the reactions are heterogeneous and
include reactions of oxygen with fuel producing carbon oxides and water. Both these reactions
were also observed in other works [111, 112, 103].
2.4.4 Carbon oxidation
The important role of the carbon in many smoldering processes is not in dispute; self heating
of smoldering is a consequence of heat generated during the oxidation of carbon. Oxidation
occurs when the oxygen in air comes into contact with carbon at a sufficiently high tempera-
ture.
The oxidation of carbon particles has been studied for a long time [113, 114, 115, 116, 117,
118], because the reaction is surprisingly complicated in many ways. Thus, O2 can react with a
carbon to produce either CO or CO2 [119] in at least two parallel steps. Since the oxidation of
carbon is very exothermic, the temperatures of the carbon and the O2 around it might differ.
Also, the fact that the chars are very porous can lead to complications from internal burning
being sometimes controlled by O2 diffusion in pores and not by the intrinsic chemical kinetics
[118]. Another difficulty has arisen from the fact that the reaction between O2 and a carbon
particle is controlled by external mass transfer for large particles at high temperatures (above
900 °C). At the other extreme of small particles burning at much lower temperatures, the rate
of oxidation is controlled by the kinetics of the reactions involved, with all the internal and
external area of a particle being available for oxidation. In the intermediate regime, burning
only occurs in a thin outer layer of a char particle; the rate is then controlled by diffusion of
the reactant O2 inwards and of the products CO and CO2 outwards of the particle surface, as
well as by the inherent kinetics of the chemical reactions involved. Furthermore, there have
been ambiguities as to whether the reaction C + 1/2O2 → CO △H = −112 kJ/mol occurs.
Thus, if the product CO oxidizes quickly close to the carbon, it appears as if carbon burns
directly to CO2 following C + O2 → CO2 △H = −395 kJ/mol. All the above difficulties
have resulted in that there still is considerable uncertainty about the order of the reaction
between O2 and carbon. The order is often taken [120] to be ½ or assumed to be unity or zero
for convenience.
2.4.4.1 Reaction products CO/CO2
The partitioning of carbon between CO and CO2 during its combustion is of particular im-
portance in smoldering problems. Indeed, it affects the front velocity since 1 mole of O2
consumes 1 mole of C to produce 1 mole of CO2 and consumes 2 moles of C to produce 2
moles of CO. Since the FC oxidation front is often controlled by O2 supply, its velocity may
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differ significantly depending on the partitioning. It also affects the heat released because of
the large difference between the enthalpies of these two reactions.
It is mostly considered in the literature that the oxidation of the solid carbon produces
at first essentially CO. Nevertheless, as CO can quickly be oxidized in CO2 following the
reaction 2 CO + O2 → 2 CO2, it is difficult to go back up to the information concerning the
heterogeneous carbon reaction.
The ratio of CO/CO2 produced at carbon oxidation and given by previous researchers is
generally obtained by directly measuring the amount of CO and CO2 and then fitting them
into empirical formula. It is generally observed that oxidation of char releases predominantly
CO2 at relatively lower temperatures. As temperature increases, more CO is produced while
CO2 diminishes. Monson et al. [121] have conducted experiments in char combustion at
atmospheric pressure and elevated pressure. They suggest an exponential correlation for
the ratio CO/CO2. The product of surface reactions are predominantly carbon dioxide at
temperature lower than 1500 K; the transition from CO2 to CO production is clear when the
surface temperature increases from 1500 to 1900 K, where the ratio reaches 1.
The Arrhenius-type equation is usually employed to describe the effect of temperature on
the ratio CO/CO2. Several expressions have been given in literature [122, 123, 124]. Others
authors studied the effect of partial pressure of oxygen and temperature on CO/CO2 and
obtained expressions functions of these two parameters [125, 120, 124]. Zeng et al. [126] showed
that the oxygen concentration on the carbon surface YO2 is changing along the combustion
of a carbon particle. Accordingly, the ratio CO/CO2 is also varying along the burning. The
ratio CO/CO2 obtained by directly measuring CO and CO2 are in fact the averaged ones in a
given period of carbon combustion under given conditions. These ratio are not the true ratio
on the carbon surface at a particular moment. This is probably why there are great differences
in the ratios of CO/CO2 determined by different authors.
2.4.4.2 Carbon gasification by CO2
The gasification reaction of carbon by carbon dioxide gas is also known as the Boudouard
reaction. This reaction is considered as an important reaction in biomass gasification.
The Boudouard reaction has the stoichiometric equation:
CO2 (g) + C (s)⇔ 2CO (g) (2.11)
The equilibrium diagram for Boudouard reaction, calculated by Fact Sage 2002 [5], is
shown in Figure 2.13:
At temperature above 900 °C, CO is much more stable than CO2. Below 650 °C, CO2
dominates, so little CO is formed.
Ergun [127] investigated the kinetics of the reaction under various experimental conditions
at a temperature range of 700–1400 °C. Three types of carbons of different origin were used.
His work forms the basis for most of the studies later. A mechanism of the reaction was
postulated in which certain reaction sites, carbon atoms, are able to detach an oxygen atom
from a gaseous CO2 molecule, thus reducing CO2 to CO and forming an occupied site.
2.4.5 Decarbonation of carbonates
The decarbonation of carbonates is known better because of the lower variability of the min-
eral, and, doubtless, its former industrial interest for the production of lime, and it is fortunate:
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Figure 2.13: Equilibrium diagram for the Boudouard reaction with carbon excess (from [5]).
this reaction has a very significant effect on the thermal balance of a smoldering front. The
reaction of carbonates gives rise to the following decomposition:
CaCO3 → CaO + CO2 ΔH = 178.4 kJ mol
−1 CaCO3 (2.12)
This reaction has been shown to occur only if the partial pressure of CO2 in the surrounding
gas is lower than the equilibrium CO2 pressure [128]. The equilibrium pressure of CO2, Peq,
can be determined considering the thermodynamic equilibrium, and is given for instance by
Rao et al. [129] as follows:
log10 Peq = −
8792.3
T (K)
+ 10.4022 [Peq in mmHg] (2.13)
Other models exist in the literature [130, 131] but they all are in good agreement, especially
in the range of 700–800 °C. Figure 2.14 illustrates the evolution of Peq with temperature. At
T < 700 °C, decarbonation will occur only if PCO2 < 4.10
3 Pa. At higher temperature, 800
°C for instance, decarbonation can occur under PCO2 up to 2.10
4 Pa.
Concerning the rate of reaction, according to the analysis of Cheng and Specht [132],
the endothermic decomposition in grain shale is controlled by the propagation of a reaction
front from the particle surface to its center. It can be divided into five sub-processes: the
heat transfer from the surrounding to the surface of the particle, conduction of heat from the
surface to the interior of the grain, the chemical reaction itself, diffusion of CO2 to the surface,
then, its discharge into the surrounding system. Each of these steps may be limiting. Yet,
the kinetic laws are generally reduced to a rate of surface reaction. But, probably because of
different situations and/or procedures, various expressions can be found in the literature and
are compared from the work of Stanmore and Gilot [133] stretching over nearly three orders
of magnitude.
To summarize, the reaction at the interface CaCO3-CaO is complex, not fully understood
and related to CO2 partial pressure in the surrounding gas. However, in order to evaluate the
potential impact of increasing CO2 pressure on the decarbonation reaction kinetics, one may
use the classical model of Silcox et al. [134] that express the decarbonation rate is proportional
to
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Figure 2.14: Equilibrium pressure for the CaCO3-CaO system.
Rd = kd
Peq − P
Peq
molm−2 s−1 (2.14)
Where Rd is the rate of decarbonation, kd the rate coefficient and the P the partial pressure
of CO2. Hu and Scaroni [130] propose that
kd = 6.078× 10
7 exp(
−205000
RT
) molm−2 s−1 (2.15)
Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15 conform to the findings of Barker [128] that CO2 concentration has no
influence on rate if it is well below the equilibrium pressure. These expressions will be used
to support interpretation of the impact of CO2 enriched gas on the decarbonation of CaCO3
contained in OS semicoke.
2.4.6 Carbonation of CaO
Carbonation is the reverse of the original decarbonation reaction, and is therefore exothermic.
The decarbonation of CaCO3 leads to the formation of CaO. In turn, if CO2 is present around
the particles, CaO can be carbonated to form back CaCO3.
CaO + CO2 → CaCO3 ΔH = −178.4 kJ mol
−1 CaCO3 (2.16)
This reaction is introduced here because it may occur in the OS smoldering process.
The carbonation reaction has been extensively studied. Carbonation of CaO proceeds
through an initially rapid and chemically-controlled regime, followed by a transition to a
slower diffusion-controlled regime [128, 6, 118, 135]. Carbonation seems to occurs in two
different regions, the first is micro-porosity within grains and the second in grain boundaries
and walls of large pores within the grains [136]. This reaction has been shown to occur only
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if the partial pressure of CO2 in the surrounding gas is higher than the equilibrium CO2
pressure.
Specifying the conditions for a carbonation must strike a balance between high tempera-
tures which favor the rate of reaction, and low temperatures where the equilibrium pressures
is small.
It was shown by Bhatia and Perlmuter [6] that when the partial pressure of CO2 is well
below the equilibrium pressure, it has little effect on rate. At temperatures between 550 and
725 °C, an initiation period is identified, followed by a growth period in carbonation, and
finally a leveling off. The rate of reaction was sensitive to temperature and increased as the
temperature was reduced. Following the model of [6], the carbonation reaction rate can be
expressed as:
Rc = kc (Peq − P ) (2.17)
where Rc is the rate of carbonation, kc the rate coefficient and P the partial pressure of
CO2. kc = 5.95 × 10
−10 m4mol−1 s−1was obtained by Bhatia and Perlmuter [6] for lime at
temperatures between 550 and 725 °C using their pore model.
2.4.7 Synthesis
The smoldering combustion is a phenomenon of importance to several disciplines, ranging
from energy, environment science, and forest management. It is a transient process, which is
controlled by a combination of endothermic and exothermic chemical reactions in the pyrolysis
and combustion zones, transfer of oxidizer and of reaction products away from the reaction
zone, and heat exchange between source and the surrounding as well. This results in a self
sustainability of smoldering which is very difficult to understand and its description requires
great effort. The most important indicators of the sustenance of smoldering, addressed by the
majority of the works, are only the front velocity and temperature.
Since 1970s, several works on smoldering of biomass materials have been reported. Both
forward and reverse smoldering were considered, where a forced flow of air is resumed either
in the direction of (forward) the smoldering front propagation or opposite to that (opposed).
In forward smoldering, which is the adopted configuration for this work, two different
traveling waves were identified: reaction leading and reaction trailing. The reaction leading
mode is most studied and performed in literature; the second mode “reaction trailing” is
promising for several applications but remains a challenge to science.
Generally, the experimental investigations of the smoldering phenomenon have included
studies of the temperature inside the fuel, the concentration of the component of flue gas
(especially CO,CO2 and O2), front velocity and smoldering time (before extinction).
Modeling of the smoldering process in a porous fuel consists of two parts: kinetic modeling
of pyrolysis and combustion reactions and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling of
the flow and energy equations. Ohlemiller [9] provided a comprehensive summary of models
existing at this time (most of them being non-dimensional ones). He concluded that the models
reviewed were not able to reflect smoldering front propagation in a realistic manner and that a
general model comprising heat and mass transfer through the fuel bed combined with detailed
chemical kinetics on a particle scale was still too complex. The current state of the art in
numerical models of smoldering combustion has improved significantly since 1985 as can be
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seen in [66, 67]. Different attempts were made to compute temperature and concentration
fields and their evolution with time in real-scale fire scenarios. Most of them consider a 1D
case with thermal equilibrium between gas and solid phases. Rare attempts were made to
model smoldering at the micro-scale [70, 137].
Forward smoldering oil shale porous medium has been studied recently by Martins [4].
Experiments were carried out using a fixed bed reactor finely instrumented for this purpose.
The thermochemical structure of a reaction leading smoldering front were established. The
localization of the devolatilization, fixed carbon oxidation, and decarbonation regions were
realized. In oil shale, the parallel occurrence of four complex chemical reactions –devolatiliza-
tion, LTO, FC oxidation and CaCO3 decarbonation– during the smoldering process leads
to a mass balance not possible to establish. This work proposes to simplify the oil shale
porous medium by pre-pyrolyzing it before the combustion experiments. The obtained porous
medium –called semicoke– will contain only fixed carbon and carbonates mineral (CaCO3) in
an inert matrix: the LTO and devolatilization reactions will be avoided.
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Abstract
One technique used to recover oil from ground oil shale, or to burn oil shale semicoke,
consists in propagating a smoldering front through a packed bed. One drawback of this
technique is that the mineral structure of the shale is decarbonated due to the high temperature
of the front. This phenomenon causes 70% of the CO2 emissions released during such processes.
The remaining 30% result from the fixed carbon oxidation. With the aim of decreasing the
front temperature and thus avoiding decarbonation at the front passage, the impact of two
parameters was experimentally tested in this work: first, increasing the amount of carbonates,
as they may play the role of a heat sink, and second, decreasing the amount of fixed carbon
in the medium. It is shown that increasing the amount of carbonates can only decrease the
front temperature to 800 °C but not lower, which is still too high to avoid decarbonation.
On the other hand, the front temperature can be decreased enough for decarbonation to be
almost completely avoided by reducing the amount of fixed carbon. At the low temperatures
reached, almost all the fixed carbon is oxidized, but not all the oxygen transported in the air
is consumed by the chemical front. The velocity of the front is consequently decrease.
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3.1 Introduction
An oil shale is a sedimentary rock that contains a significant proportion of solid organic ma-
terial embedded in a matrix of fine inorganic minerals. To recover the oil from the shale, its
organic portion –termed kerogen– must be thermally decomposed. This thermal decomposi-
tion, known as retorting, converts the shale’s solid organic material into liquid and gaseous
fractions, leaving a solid carbonaceous residue called semicoke. Semicoke is the primary formed
by-product in a retort furnace. It is a source of several environmental pollution and classified
as a dangerous waste, because it contains several toxic compounds, such as water-soluble phe-
nols, sulfide sulfur and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) [138, 139]. Its placement
into open dumps presents a potential threat of groundwater pollution by polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and phenols, via leaching from the semicoke storage due to rain
and snow [90, 140]. In Estonia, for example, the solid semicoke is mostly disposed of in open
dumps. Approximately 300 million tons of solid semicoke waste is currently present in such
dumps [90, 91].
At this time, one of the main problems of the oil shale industry is to find an effective
treatment for semicoke. Combustion with heat recovery is one of the solutions but it is the
source of a large quantity of CO2 emissions resulting from decarbonation of the mineral matrix.
Smoldering in porous media consists in propagating a combustion front, fed with some
oxygen, through a packed bed of granular solids. It is a complex process, due to the large
number of thermo-chemical and physical sub-processes involved [9]. There are numerous
examples of this phenomenon –also known as filtration combustion– both in the natural world
and in industry. It has been studied extensively in the literature. Among the many published
papers, one may refer to the pioneering works of Aldushin and Seplyarsky [141], which studied
the propagation of one dimensional combustion waves in a porous medium. The work of
Ohlemiller and Schult et al. [9, 32] and Oliviera and Kaviany [142] are important references
for the physical processes involved and their modeling.
There are two basic configurations for fixed-bed combustion, depending on the directions of
the air and fuel flows: co-current (or forward) combustion, and counter-current (or backward)
combustion [52]. Co-current combustion is the most energy-efficient mode of propagation
since, in this configuration, the oxidizer flows through the chemical front and the transported
energy is used to preheat the fuel and porous matrix ahead of the chemical front [9, 143].
Schult et al. [32] studied smoldering propagation in the context of forced forward com-
bustion. Two different traveling waves were identified: reaction-leading and reaction-trailing
waves. Both front structures have two layers propagating with constant, though not nec-
essarily equal, velocity. These are the fixed carbon combustion layer and the heat transfer
layer. They are separated by a region of constant high temperature called later a plateau.
The reaction-leading structure prevails when the combustion layer –or chemical front– travels
faster than the heat transfer layer or thermal front. The present work deals with this most
commonly encountered structure.
The particular case of oil shale smoldering has recently been studied by Martins et al.
[103, 55]. Oil shale conversion can be divided into five major phases:
• Water evaporation.
• Release of volatile mater –or devolatilization– which includes light (incondensable) gases
and (condensable) heavy oil. The solid that is left after this phase is called fixed carbon
(FC).
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• Simultaneous direct oxidation of part of the organic matter, called low-temperature
oxidation (LTO).
• Ignition and burning of the fixed carbon, which is also called high-temperature oxidation
(HTO). This reaction is essential in the process, as it supplies the thermal energy required
to propagate the front. When the front temperature is high enough (>800 °C), this
reaction controls the fixed carbon oxidation layer velocity. In fact, the carbon oxidation
and oxygen utilization are now complete, so the reaction stoichiometry determines the
progress of the chemical front.
• Decomposition of carbonate minerals entering the oil shale composition. These minerals
are CaCO3 and MgCO3 and will be referred to as CaCO3 in this work.
It was also shown that CO2 from decomposition of carbonates represents 70% of the total
CO2 emissions, the rest resulting from fixed carbon oxidation. Therefore, there is a strong
environmental interest in avoiding medium decarbonation at the passage of the smoldering
front.
3.1.1 Factors influencing the plateau temperature – energy balance ap-
proach
Generally speaking, the plateau temperature is known to be dependent on the amount of fixed
carbon in the porous medium and on the fraction of oxygen in the fed gas. It does not depend
on the fed air flow rate when enough oxygen is provided for self-sustained propagation.
The plateau temperature can be calculated from an energy balance on the two layers
(chemical front and thermal front). In the case of a medium that does not contain carbonates,
and assuming that all the FC is oxidized to CO2, the plateau temperature can be calculated
simply, as described in [3], who established that
Tp =
(1− ǫ) (xFC fu − xFC res)△HFC
Cˆ |δ − 1|
(3.1)
where
Cˆ = ǫ Cg + (1− ǫ)Cs (3.2)
This expression shows the dependence of the plateau temperature Tp on δ. The case δ = 1
would lead to a plateau temperature tending to infinity. The plateau temperature decreases
rapidly when δ moves away from one.
In the case of oil shale or semicoke, FC is actually first oxidized into CO, but CO2 is also
observed in the produced gas. No flaming occurs in the smoldering process, although recent
papers [3] have shown theoretically that, under certain circumstances, some pore-scale local
processes occur that involve CO-to-CO2 oxidation in the bulk gas phase. Whether or not this
should be termed “flaming” is debatable. Since our experiments cannot bring any information
on this discussion (given the scale involved), we have left this question open at this point. On
the other hand, some decarbonation of the mineral matrix does occur. These two phenomena
affect the plateau temperature and make it more complex to calculate. Indeed, the oxidation
of C into CO consumes 2 mol of C for 1 mol of O2. This leads to a rapidly advancing chemical
front and, in addition, means that the reaction is less exothermic than the oxidation of carbon
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to CO2. For these two reasons, the oxidation of C into CO leads to low temperature fronts.
Conversely, the direct oxidation to CO2 leads to slow chemical fronts and high exothermicity
resulting in a high temperature front. A thermal balance dealing with these mechanisms is
proposed in this work. It makes it possible to estimate the plateau temperature. Details of
the calculation are given in Appendix A. The plateau temperature is expressed by Eq.3.4,
which we recall here:
Tp =
m˙CaCO3△HCaCO3 + m˙FC△HFC
m˙resCpres + m˙g Cpg
+ Tamb (3.3)
Let us examine the implications of this theory.
First, we consider the impact of FC and CaCO3 concentrations. Figure 3.1 plots the
plateau temperature calculated from this approach as a function of the concentration of FC and
CaCO3. It is assumed here that all the FC is oxidized and all CaCO3 is decarbonated. It must
be noticed that the cases with low FC amounts and high CaCO3 contents lead to unrealistic
front temperatures. We see from these results that the amount of FC has a tremendous
impact on the plateau temperature. A change of 1% in FC concentration leads to a change of
approximately 600 °C in the plateau temperature. When the amount of decarbonated CaCO3
is increased from 0 to 30%, the plateau temperature is significantly affected: it decreases by
900 °C. This shows that the impact of the CaCO3 content on the plateau temperature is
highly significant. As indicated above, there is also a strong potential impact of the fraction
of FC oxidized to CO – called frCO. We have plotted the plateau temperature versus this
parameter in Figure 3.2. The results show that this parameter may theoretically affect the
plateau temperature by more than 2000 °C. In practice, as will be shown later in this paper,
frCO is observed to vary between 0.19 and 0.35. The figure indicates that this leads to a
plateau temperature change of more than 300 °C. It is clear that this parameter –which, in
practice, is not a controlled parameter but an observed parameter resulting from a complex
chemistry that is difficult to model– has a very strong influence on the plateau temperature. To
conclude, based on a thermal balance development we have shown that the fixed carbon content
but also the CaCO3 content and frCO parameter greatly influence the plateau temperature.
3.1.2 Literature about oil shale (OS) and semicoke (SC) combustion and
the impact of medium composition
It has been recognized in the literature that both the fuel properties and the process conditions
affect the combustion mechanisms, altering the heat generation, heat transfer and reaction
rates in a complicated manner [144]. Only a handful of experimental works on co-current
combustion have been carried out until now (more recently [21, 20, 65, 80, 145]).
The combustion of oil shale semicoke has recently attracted the interest of many re-
searchers. Jiang et al. and Miao et al. [146, 147] –using thermogravimetric analysis– studied
the ignition mechanism of semicoke and the effect of pyrolysis temperature and heating rate
on its combustion. The behavior of sulfur compounds during thermo-oxidation of semicoke
oil shales and their different mass ratio mixtures was studied by [148]. Wang et al. [149] in-
vestigated the interactions between oil shale and its semicokes during cocombustion processes
and thoroughly evaluated the behavior of cocombustion. Arro et al. [94] compared different
combustion technologies and proposed that semicoke and oil shales should be burnt together
in a circulated fluidized-bed boiler (CFBB).
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Figure 3.1: Impact of FC and CaCO3 amounts on the plateau temperature as calculated from
an energy balance on the two layers (case with frCO = 0.3). * corresponds to conditions of
the reference case in this work
Figure 3.2: Impact of the fraction of fixed carbon oxidized to CO on the plateau temperature
(case with FC=3.48% and CaCO3= 22.4%. * corresponds to the reference case in this work
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Vantelon et al. [20] made an experimental study on the forward combustion of tire pieces
mixed with refractory briquettes. They showed that, for a tire mass fraction lower than 50%,
the chemical front was unstable and the results were difficult to reproduce. In the same context,
Pironi et al. [21] studied the influence of fuel saturation –in a mixed bed of coal tar and sand–
on the average smoldering velocity and peak temperatures. Results from tests at various fuel
saturation levels demonstrate that ignition and self-propagation can be achieved at saturation
levels as low as 10% and they also show a non-linear dependence of the peak temperature on
saturation. These results also indicate that, as saturation increases, the smoldering velocity
decreases in a roughly linear fashion, which confirms that, for this saturation range (and air
flux), the reaction is oxygen-limited. To summarize this review, no specific work was found
in the literature about the influence of the OS or SC composition on the smoldering front
temperature. Neither was any work found on the determination of the level of decarbonation
in a porous medium after the propagation of a smoldering front.
Based on this literature survey, and the theoretical material described in Appendix A, the
objectives of this work are to study the effect on the temperature of a smoldering front of two
parameters involved in the composition of the porous medium bed:
(i) the carbonate-minerals fraction and
(ii) the fixed carbon fraction.
In particular, we want to answer the question: can we propagate a smoldering front without
decarbonation of the CaCO3 mineral? Indeed, if this were possible, one could consider the
alternative of mixing OS or SC with carbonates or sand prior to processing them, in order to
decrease the combustion temperature and thus avoid decarbonation. It is also expected that
this work will allow us to determine experimental values for the frCO parameter that was
shown to play an important role in the process. semicoke particles were chosen to prepare the
porous medium for our experiments. The reason for this choice is given in the next paragraph.
The semicoke for this work was prepared by retorting Timahdit Oil shale, a deposit found in
the Atlas Mountains of Morocco. The combustion experiments were carried out by mixing
semicoke, sand and carbonate minerals. This enabled us to vary the FC and carbonate mineral
amounts independently.
In the present work, SC was chosen for all the experimental work because it presents a
number of advantages as compared to OS:
(i) Performing experiments with SC instead of OS facilitates the interpretation of the results.
Interpretation is easier because the LTO reactions and the devolatilization reaction no
longer occur when SC is used. These reactions are avoided in semicoke media because
the only organic matter is fixed carbon, which only undergoes HTO. As detailed further
in the paper, establishing a mass balance based on flue-gas analysis is necessary for the
determination of the fraction of CaCO3 that is decarbonated and of the fraction of FC
oxidized to CO, denoted frCO. If the medium only contains FC and CaCO3, then only
N2, O2, CO and CO2 are present in the flue gas, which is free from volatile matter. In
contrast, when oil shales are used, non condensable gas and oil are produced. Oil is
probably condensed downstream of the chemical front. It can form a bank that induces
fluctuations in the bed pressure drop and fed air flow rate at the front, thus requiring a
more complex analysis.
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(ii) When using OS, it has been shown by Martins et al. [103] that part of the fed O2 is
consumed by LTO reactions, i.e., direct reaction of O2 with the OS organic fraction.
This make it more complicated to establish the mass balance. Because of this reaction,
which is complex to describe, [103] did not succeed in balancing O2 species for their
experiments with OS.
The DSC analysis performed by Martins et al. [103] indicated that the devolatilization reaction
has such a small reaction enthalpy that it cannot be determined. It is admitted that this
reaction has no thermal impact on the chemical front propagation. Nevertheless, the LTO
reactions have a high reaction heat and consume some oxygen. Therefore, these reactions can
introduce a difference between oil shale and semicoke smoldering.
3.2 Experimental devices and procedures
3.2.1 Semicoke preparation and characterization
The OS used in the work originates from the deposit of Timahdit in Morocco. It is from the
same batch as the one used in [103, 55]. The oil shale was received as hard dark gray blocks,
typically 10–20 cm long and 10–20 cm wide, and several cm thick. They were crushed using a
rock-grinding device in order to reduce their size. A particle size range 0.5–2 mm was selected,
and large particles were ground and sieved again. This particle size range was retained for all
characterizations and experiments reported here.
3.2.1.1 Retorting furnace
The retorting furnace used to prepare semicoke from the oil shale was a batch fixed-bed. It
consisted of a stainless-steel reactor externally heated by an electric rig furnace. The pyrolysis
heating rate and final temperature were controlled. A quantity of 2140 g of crushed oil shale
sample was placed in four drawers with 2 cm-thick layers to facilitate heat transfer inside each
layer. The reactor was continuously swept by 2 L min-1 at STP of N2, which was enough to
avoid air leakage inside the furnace and to flush the VM out of the furnace to the condensation
unit. It was heated to 550 °C at a constant rate of 5 °C min-1, maintained at this temperature
for 1 h, and then cooled by turning the furnace off. The chosen temperature of 550 °C is high
enough to induce degradation of organic matter to FC, and low enough to avoid decarbonation
of the mineral matrix. The heating rate was imposed by the furnace and the sample mass to
be heated. The duration of 1 h was found necessary to achieve a high degradation level of
organic matter. The gases and vapor leaving the retort were cooled at 4 °C so as to condense
oil and water using a heat exchanger placed at the exit of the retorting furnace. An activated
carbon filter was placed at the exit of the exchanger to remove odor.
3.2.1.2 Horizontal tube furnace (HTF)
An HTF was used to characterize the initial oil shale, the prepared semicoke and the solid
residue after combustion. This reactor has been described in detail in [55]. It consists of a
70 mm i.d. horizontal quartz tube heated electrically and swept by atmospheric air, which is
preheated before reaching the middle of the tube. A 2 mm-thick layer of sample was placed
in a quartz spoon at the end of a quartz handle and in the cold zone of the reactor, outside
the electrical furnace. The atmosphere was then set to N2 or to air, depending on the test
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Table 3.1: Proximate analyse of oil shale and semicoke
Component
Proximate analysis (wt.%)
H2O VM FC CaCO3 Inert
Oil shale 2.5 14.7 4.70 34.6 43.5
Semicoke - 0.70 6.95 44.83 47.52
(pyrolysis or oxidation) with a continuous flow rate of 2 L min-1 at STP. The spoon was then
pushed up to the middle of the furnace, where the temperature was controlled. The amount
of volatile matter was determined by measuring the solid decomposition at 550 °C after 7 min
under inert atmosphere. To determine the amount of FC, the test was performed at 550 °C
for 20 min under air, subtracting the amount of volatile matter. At 900 °C under oxidizing
atmosphere for 10 min, the obtained mass loss corresponded to the release of volatile matter,
of fixed carbon and of CO2 produced by decarbonation. The amount of CO2 produced by
decarbonation was determined by difference. Carbonates can be assumed to be essentially
limestone. By considering the decomposition of limestone (CaCO3) into quick-lime (CaO)
and carbon dioxide, according to reaction 3.4, one can determine the amount of CaCO3.
CaCO3 (s)→ CaO (s) + CO2 (g) (3.4)
3.2.1.3 Properties of the initial OS and of semicoke
The properties of the initial oil shale were determined by Martins et al. [103]. They are shown
in Table 3.1, along with the properties of semicoke determined in this work. With regard to
SC, the amount of volatile matter was 0.7%, which is much smaller than the content in the
oil shale: 14.6%. The amount of FC in the semicoke was 7.0% and the amount of CaCO3
was determined at 44.8%. The added CaCO3 was supplied by Provençale Company, with
guaranteed purity of 99.1%.
A particle-size range of 0.5–2 mm was selected. The added sand was silica particles
(Si02>90%) provided by Italcementi group and selected in the same particle size range by
sieving. Heating the sand to 1000 °C only induced a mass loss of 0.26%. Thermogravimetric
analysis was performed on the SC. The results are plotted in Figure 3.3. It can be seen that
the thermal decomposition of carbonates in semicoke occurs in the temperature range 550–780
°C. It has been verified from a thermo-gravimetric analysis that the added carbonates used in
this work were decarbonated in the same temperature range.
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Figure 3.3: TGA (light line) and DTG curves (solid line) of semicoke under air–heating at 3
K min-1
3.2.2 Fixed-bed combustion cell and parameter identification
3.2.2.1 Fixed bed combustion cell
Figure 3.4 shows the schematic diagram of the fixed-bed reactor used for the combustion
tests. A detailed description of this reactor was given in [55]. Air is fed into the top of a
vertical cylinder of crushed oil shale. Ignition also takes place at the top of the sample using
a cone heater that irradiates the surface through a quartz window. During the experiments,
temperatures in the bed were measured by six type-K thermocouples located along the axis
of the cell at different heights (T1, T2, T3, T10, T11 and T12). A crown of six thermocouples
(T4–T9) makes it possible to measure the temperature 1-cm away from the cell walls over
a horizontal cross section: this is particularly useful to reveal whether the smoldering front
progresses as a horizontal surface or not.
A new gas sampling device was added at the axis of the cell, near the bottom, in order to
analyze gases. It was observed experimentally in [55] that the temperature close to the cell
walls is significantly lower than at the axis. Therefore, the medium will be less decarbonated
close to the walls. The fraction of C oxidized to CO may also be affected. As a consequence,
the mass and energy balances at a given time should not be established over all the cell section
but rather at the axis. This requires gas sampling at the cell axis. This approach represents a
significant improvement in experimental procedure since the work of [55]. Gas analyzers were
connected to the sampling device to analyze CO and CO2 every 4 min by gas chromatography
and O2 using a paramagnetic analyzer in a continuous mode.
To start a uniform front across the whole bed surface, a sophisticated ignition device was
used, called a cone radiant heater. Since the work described in [55], the ignition protocol has
been improved. An optimised air flow rate was found to be around 12.4 L min-1at STP. A
1-cm layer of pure semicoke was put at the top of the bed. The time of ignition was fixed at
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Figure 3.4: Cell combustion in a porous medium, with continuous gas sampling at the axis
300 s instead of 220 s in [55], with the same radiative heat flux of 50 kW m-2. These changes
led to a more rapid chemical front ignition and stabilization.
3.2.2.2 Parameter identification
The fraction of FC oxidized to CO, frCO, the fraction of decarbonated carbonates, frdecarb,
and the chemical front velocity, vfrc, were determined based on a mass balance for the system
as detailed in [12]. This balance was established at a time corresponding to a stabilized
combustion process, i.e., in the bottom half of the cell.
• The value of frCO was adjusted by matching the balance-predicted CO concentration
in the flue gas to the experimental value.
• The value of frdecarb was similarly adjusted by matching the balance-predicted CO2
concentration in the flue gas to the experimental value.
• The chemical front velocity was also adjusted to match the balance-predicted total mass
loss rate to the experimental mass loss rate. This was required because using the deriva-
tive of the chemical front position versus time, as given by the thermocouples, was found
to be insufficiently accurate for use in a mass balance approach.
Nevertheless, the three parameter identifications were coupled, since each gas species that is
produced contributes to the dilution of the other species in the flue gas and changes their
concentration. Moreover, CO2 is a product of decarbonation but also of carbon oxidation.
Matching was therefore carried out simultaneously using a Neadler and Mead-type optimiza-
tion procedure. An objective function to be minimized was calculated as the sum of the
squared differences between calculation and experiments for gas species concentration and
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Figure 3.5: SC, sand, and CaCO3 mass fractions in the different mixes used in this work. The
mass fractions of FC and total CaCO3 are indicated
total cell mass loss rate. It was confirmed that only one set for the three identified parameters
could minimize the objective function. The values found are all reported in Table 3.2.
3.3 Results and discussion
The experimental work was carried out as follows: a reference case was first produced using
a mix of 50 mass%/50 mass% of SC and sand. This led to a composition of 3.48% FC and
22.4% total CaCO3. It must be noted that total CaCO3 in the mix comes from both the SC
and the added CaCO3. The mass fraction of total CaCO3 was then varied from 22.4 to 72.4%,
keeping the FC at 3.48%. This was achieved by adding CaCO3 and removing sand. Finally,
the fraction of FC was varied from 3.48% down to 1.39% while keeping the total CaCO3
content at 22.4%. The composition of all mixes is illustrated in Figure 3.5, representing the
mass fractions of SC, of sand and of carbonates introduced in the mixes. All experimental
conditions and the main experimental results are reported in Table 3.2.
3.3.1 Reference case
A mix of semicoke and sand at a mass composition of 50%/50% was used as the reference
case. The semicoke had to be mixed with sand so as to lower the peak temperature, which
would otherwise increase beyond 1300 °C with pure SC and would lead to the formation of
large aggregates in the combustion cell. All experiments in this work were carried out with
an airflow rate of 8.3 L min-1 at STP, which is equivalent to a Darcy velocity of 0.023 m s-1
at STP. This velocity is the same as for the oil shale experiments carried out in [55].
Once the bed is ignited by the cone radiant heater, the smoldering front propagates con-
tinuously into the bed. Figure 3.6 shows the temperature evolution at several locations inside
the bed. A permanent front regime was reached after the cell mid-height. This was attested
by the similar shape of the peaks in this part of the cell. The peak temperatures were ob-
served to be near 1050 °C. The average value of the three bottom thermocouples is taken in
the sequel of the paper as the experimental peak temperature. As shown in [55], the fact that
the thermocouple temperature decreases rapidly after the peak value is reached is due to heat
losses that occur in the cell.
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Figure 3.6: Typical time evolution of temperature at several locations at the cell axis (T1,
T2, T3, T10, T11, T12) and at the horizontal crown at mid height (T4–T9)
On the horizontal cross section at mid height of the bed (T4–T9), one can see that the peak
temperature has fallen to about 900 °C: the difference between the temperature near the wall
and of the axis of the bed is about 150 °C. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, this reveals
significant heat losses through the walls [55]. The time evolution of the bed mass and bed
pressure drop was measured in the bed throughout the experiment and are shown in Figure
3.7. The mass loss is caused by both oxidation of the FC and decarbonation of the carbonate
mineral. It can be observed that the mass loss rate (slope of the curve) increases in the first
half of the experiment, and tends to a constant value in the second half. The chemical front
velocity can be calculated from the experimental data by looking at the chemical front passage
at each thermocouple on the cell axis. A quadratic polynomial function giving the position
of the chemical front versus time was used at the experimental points. The time derivative
of this function gives an estimate of the chemical front velocity. This value was not used in
this paper, as it may change along the combustion process. As explained in Section 3.2.2,
we preferred to use the chemical front velocity determined from the parameter identification
using the mass balance.
Finally, the reference-case experimental conditions were used to evaluate the repeatability
of the experiment. It was reproduced three times. The three results are reported in related
figures and will give an estimate of the error on directly measured and identified parameters.
3.3.2 Influence of the carbonate fraction on the peak temperature
In this part, the amount of total CaCO3 was varied independently while the FC amount was
kept at 3.48%. In Figure 3.8, the peak temperature is shown as a function of the total CaCO3
content. It can be seen that increasing the CaCO3 fraction in the bed from 22.4 to 32.4%
reduced the front temperature from 1050 to 800 °C. Beyond that, the temperature remained
stable at 800 °C while the amount of CaCO3 was increased. Observation of the TG curve
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Figure 3.7: Typical time evolution of the bed pressure drop (–) and of the mass loss of the
bed (- -)
of the SC suggests some elements of interpretation. First, the curve shows that the thermal
decomposition of carbonates occurs in the temperature range 550–780 °C. The decarbonation
endothermic peak appears around 760 °C and stops at a characteristic temperature around 800
°C. Therefore, when the temperature is higher than 800 °C, CaCO3 is decarbonated rapidly.
When the temperature is 800 °C or lower, CaCO3 is not decarbonated significantly and no
longer plays the role of heat sink but, instead, behaves as an inert medium. Clearly, the
peak temperature can be decreased by adding a reactive endothermic medium, but not to
temperatures lower than a characteristic temperature.
Figure 3.8: Peak temperature (–) and fraction of CaCO3 decarbonated (- -) for the experiments
with different amounts of total CaCO3
This suggests that, by using a mineral with a lower characteristic temperature such as
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Kaolin clay or gypsum, the peak temperature could be further reduced. This interesting
idea will be tested in future work. The fraction of the initially present 22.4% of CaCO3
that was decarbonated is plotted in Figure 3.8. For the reference case, all the carbonates
were decarbonated. When the amount of CaCO3 was increased, the decarbonation fraction
decreased, down to 37% for the experiment with 72.4% carbonates. For these experiments, it
is interesting to calculate the absolute quantity of CaCO3 that is decarbonated as the product
of xCaCO3 .frdecarb. The values obtained for the three experiments with 32.4, 42.4 and 72.4%
initial CaCO3 were nearly the same, i.e., 28±1% mass. It can be concluded that the chemical
front can decarbonate up to 28% CaCO3. In the reference case, as only 22.4% was present, all
of it was decarbonated, while in the other cases where CaCO3 was present in quantities larger
than 28% mass, only this latter quantity was converted. The remaining carbonates behaved
as inert materials.
It was also observed that the chemical front velocity did not change when CaCO3 was
increased, as compared to the reference case. This can be explained quite simply: at such high
temperatures, the chemical front velocity is governed by the fixed carbon oxidation reaction.
Indeed, almost all the FC was oxidized, as indicated by the analysis of the solid residue after
combustion: only 0.25% of FC was found in the residue of all experiments. This enables us
to calculate the fraction of FC that is oxidized following
froxi =
[ρ xFC ]fu − [ρ xFC ]res
[ρ xFC ]fu
(3.5)
The values of froxi are reported in Table 3.2. They are larger than 92%. Moreover, all the
fed O2 was used, as attested by the analysis of the flue gas, which was measured to contain
less than 0.1 mol% O2. This resulted in a constant chemical front velocity.
3.3.3 Influence of the fixed carbon content on the peak temperature
Figure 3.9 presents the effect on the front temperature of changing the bed fixed carbon
content while the amount of CaCO3 remains at 22.4%. These experiments were repeated
three times; flue gas was analyzed only once, as reported in Table 3.2. The temperature of
the front decreased almost linearly from 1000 °C down to 562 °C with the reduction in fixed
carbon from 3.48% mass down to 1.73%. The zone of extinction was reached during the
experiment at 1.39% of fixed carbon. Ignition was good and the chemical front started to
propagate through the cell. Nevertheless, the O2 fraction in the flue gas increased regularly
to 20.9% and the mass loss decreased until the chemical front extinguished. This occurred at
a temperature of 275 °C. This experiment was repeated and led systematically to extinction
after an erratic propagation. It is likely that, at a low fixed carbon fraction, the heat required
for heating the medium and the heat lost from the chemical front by conduction is greater
than the heat generated by carbon oxidation. Hence, the front temperature decreased and the
chemical front propagation stopped. This experiment was used to draw an extinction zone in
Figure 3.9.
The oxygen fraction in the flue gas was analyzed and also reported in Figure 3.9. It
can be observed that the oxygen was totally consumed for the experiments with 3.48% mass
and 2.71% FC, for which the front temperature was higher than 800 °C. This is the classic
situation where the chemical front progress is controlled by oxygen supply [9]. Nevertheless,
for experiments at 2.09 and 1.74% FC, the oxygen was only partially consumed by the fixed
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Figure 3.9: Peak temperature (–) and oxygen fraction in the flue gas (- -) for the experiments
with different carbon contents
carbon. For the experiment at 1.74% FC, for which the peak temperature was 600 °C, only
half of the supplied O2 was consumed. Several phenomena can explain this:
(i) As the temperature decreased, the carbon oxidation kinetics slowed down. Referring to
the TG curves under air in [103], one can see that the char oxidation terminated at a
temperature of 550 °C. In the TG tests with a heating rate of 3 K min-1, this temperature
was reached after 3h. Consequently, it is likely that this reaction was slow at the passage
of the chemical front and not all the oxygen was consumed.
(ii) A representation of the SC/sand/CaCO3 particles in the medium may give another clue to
interpretation. Figure 3.10 describes schematically a cross-section of the porous medium
that respects the particle-size ratio of 4 between the larger and the smaller particles and
the proportions of the three components in the mix, here distinguished using different
gray levels. Part A of the figure represents the reference case. It can be seen that
the reactive particles, i.e., SC particles, are quite close to each other. In the case of
the experiment with 1.74% FC, which is represented in part B of the figure, reactive
particles are much more dispersed. One can imagine that bypasses may exist, as large
as the chemical front thickness, through which O2 can advect without the opportunity
to diffuse to the surface of a reactive particle. This thickness has been estimated to be
several grain sizes in [55] and is illustrated by the 6 mm scale in the figure. This effect
is likely to play a role in the partial consumption of O2.
A consequence of the fact that not all O2 was consumed by the chemical front should
be that its velocity would decrease. Indeed, in the case where all O2 was consumed and all
FC oxidized, the chemical front velocity was inversely proportional to the carbon content. It
was first checked that all the initially present FC was oxidized by analyzing the solid residue:
only 0.25% FC was found, even for experiments where the front temperature was low and
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Figure 3.10: A representation of the porous medium respecting the smaller/larger particle size
ratio and the proportions of SC, sand and CaCO3, in A: the reference experiment and B: the
experiment at 1.74 % FC
not all oxygen consumed. Ohlemiller [9] reported that low temperatures generally reflect the
fact that smoldering causes incomplete oxidation of the carbon in the fuel. This is not the
case in this work. The equation of the line in Figure 11 is vfrc = k/xFC , with k = 13.9 mm
min-1%. It corresponds to the case where all FC is oxidized and all oxygen consumed since
in this situation the product vfrcxFC that expresses the mass flow rate of oxidized carbon is
proportional to the fed oxygen flow rate, which was constant for all experiments. The constant
k was adjusted to fit the experimental points with the higher FC content, for which all O2
was actually consumed. It can be noted that the curve also fits the experiment at 2.71%
FC. For the experiment at 2.09% FC and even more for the one at 1.74% FC, the measured
chemical front velocities are much lower than the theoretical ones, as represented by the line.
This suggests that the non consumption of O2 by the chemical front is responsible for front
slowdown. It can be observed that the slowing down is proportional to the non consumed O2.
If one plots the decarbonated fraction of the 22.4% carbonate minerals initially present
versus the peak temperature, as illustrated in Figure 3.12, one can observe that this fraction
progressively increases with the peak temperature. At 562 °C, only 8% of the carbonates are
decarbonated. This value is one of the main conclusions of the present work: after diluting
the SC so that the amount of FC is 1.73%, the front temperature falls to 562 °C, and only 8%
of the CaCO3 is decarbonated. It is therefore possible to avoid most of the decarbonation of
the medium. Nevertheless, these conditions result in the use of only half of the fed oxygen.
The case of the front at 685 °C obtained with a FC amount of 2.09% may also be interesting
for practical applications: 81% of the oxygen is used by the chemical front, while 21.2% of the
CaCO3 is decarbonated.
3.3.4 Investigation into the fraction of fixed carbon oxidized to CO
As discussed in the section 3.1, the frCO parameter –the fraction of FC that is oxidized to
CO– has a strong influence on the chemical front velocity and temperature. From all the
results presented above, it is possible to plot its value as a function of the front temperature
(Figure 3.12). This figure represents the experimental fraction of FC oxidized to CO (–) versus
the peak temperature, for all the experiments carried out in this work. It indicates that frCO
varied between 0.19 and 0.35. Despite significant dispersion, the values tend to indicate an
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Figure 3.11: Experimental values of the chemical front velocity for experiment with different
FC content (•) and theoretical evolution if all O2 were consumed (- -)
Figure 3.12: Decarbonated fraction versus peak temperature (–) and experimental fraction of
FC oxidized to CO versus plateau temperature (- -)
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increase of frCO with temperature. This result is in agreement with the literature about
carbon oxidation: increasing temperature leads to increasing yields in CO [150, 115, 124, 126].
We believe that the frCO parameter plays the role of temperature controller. Indeed, with
experimental conditions corresponding to a high fraction of FC, which would tend to create a
high-temperature front, frCO increases and moderates the temperature. If for some reason
the front temperature tends to decrease, frCO also decreases and contributes to an increase
in the temperature. Therefore, these phenomena may contribute to increasing the stability of
the chemical front.
The quantitative values obtained here are of practical interest. It is shown that only
approximately 30% of the FC is oxidized to CO. There is thus potentially another alternative
to decreasing the front temperature: increasing frCO. As shown from the theoretical study
in this work, an increase in frCO by 0.1 decreases the plateau temperature by more than 300
°C. Feeding the chemical front with a CO2-rich gas could be an alternative way of reaching
this objective. Indeed, adding CO2 to the incoming gas would lead to an increase in the CO2
partial pressure in the smoldering front. This may favor the oxidation of C to CO considering
that the Boudouard reaction C+CO2 → 2CO will be favored. This may also limit the CaCO3
decarbonation reaction [151, 152].
This original technique, contrary to mixing with inert or reactive solids, may find applica-
tions for in situ combustion. It will be tested in future work.
3.3.5 Capacity of the simplified energy balance to predict the peak tem-
perature
This section evaluates the capacity of the energy balance –as described in the introduction–
to predict the experimental peak temperature. To this purpose, we have plotted in Figure
3.13 the balance-predicted plateau temperature versus the experimental peak temperature. It
can be seen that the energy-balance results capture the general trends of the experiments but
cannot accurately predict the peak temperature. This confirms the literature reporting that
energy balances provide only poor agreements with actual smoldering temperatures.
3.4 Conclusions and perspectives
The temperature of the smoldering front is clearly influenced by the composition of fixed
carbon and inert/reactive solid in the porous medium. The increasing of the CaCO3 content
caused a reduction in the front temperature from 1050 °C down to 800 °C, but not below.
At this temperature, CaCO3 is still decarbonated, and to the same level of 28% of the mix
mass, whatever the carbonate’s initial quantity. The remaining carbonates behave as an inert
material.
The temperature of the smoldering front was decreased from 1050 °C to 562 °C by decreas-
ing fixed carbon from 3.48 to 1.73%. At 1.39% of fixed carbon, the chemical front extinguishes.
At 562 °C, the chemical front propagates and decarbonates only 8% of the CaCO3 present.
Only half of the fed oxygen is consumed by the chemical front, which slows down proportion-
ally to the non utilized oxygen. This is probably due to slow carbon oxidation kinetics or,
maybe, to the fact that the reactive particles are so dispersed that O2 can flow through the
oxidation zone without reacting.
Whatever the experimental conditions, even at the lower temperatures, only 0.25% of fixed
carbon is left in the medium after the passage of the chemical front. It was found that 19%
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Figure 3.13: Balance-predicted plateau temperature versus the experimentally-measured peak
temperature
to 35% of fixed carbon was oxidized into CO. This fraction tends to increase with the front
temperature and, consequently, may act as a front temperature controller that increases the
front stability. Feeding the chemical front with a CO2-rich gas –using a recovered CO2 for
instance– is one perspective revealed by this study. It may increase the fraction of FC oxidized
to CO, and decrease the front temperature in in situ applications.
This study thus offers promising methods to process oil shale without degrading part of
the mineral matter, typically responsible of 70% of CO2 emissions. These results present an
initial approach to cold-front propagation. This approach can be generalized to include other
porous media, and opens perspectives on using other reactive solids such as kaolin or gypsum
as temperature moderators.
Appendix
Calculation of the plateau temperature from an energy balance over a smoldering front. Case
δ < 1.
A representation of a smoldering front in the δ < 1 mode is given in Figure 3.14.
A general case is considered here, in which the virgin medium called fuel will form smoke
during combustion of FC and CO2 due to decarbonation of the mineral matrix. These reactions
are assumed to occur at the chemical front. The chemical front travels at the velocity vfrc
larger than the thermal velocity vfrt, i.e.,
δ =
vfrt
vfrc
< 1 (3.6)
Chemical front velocity vfrc
The velocity of the chemical front can be calculated from a balance on O2 species, expressing
that the molar flux density consumed by the reaction equals the molar flux transported by air
[9].
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Figure 3.14: Temperature profile in the reaction leading structure δ < 1
The molar flux density of C oxidized by the chemical front is (in mole s-1m-2)
vfrc ρfu xFC froxi
MC
(3.7)
The fixed carbon oxidation to CO and CO2 is written
C +
[
frCO
2
+ (1− frCO)
]
O2 → frCOCO + (1− frCO)CO2 (3.8)
Therefore the oxidation of 1 mole of C requires 1 − frCO/2 mole of O2, and the molar
flux density of O2 required by the chemical front can be expressed as
vfrc ρfu xFC froxi
MC
(1−
frCO
2
) (3.9)
The molar flux density of air fed to the chemical front is
vg ρg
Mg
(3.10)
and using the molar fraction of O2 in the air yO2 , the molar flux density of O2 fed to the
chemical front is
vg ρg
Mg
yO2 (3.11)
Equating Eq. 3.9 and 3.11, we have
vfrc =
vg ρg
Mg
yO2
MC
ρfu xFC froxi (1−
frCO
2
)
(3.12)
Thermal front velocity vfrt
A thermal balance over the thermal front can be written as
m˙g Cpg (Tp−Tref )+m˙resCpres (Tamb−Tref )−m˙resCpres (Tp−Tref )−m˙smCpsm (Tamb−Tref ) = 0
(3.13)
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where Tref is a reference temperature. The calorific value for SC and solid residue was
fixed at 830 J kg-1K-1
Taking Tamb for the reference temperature leads to
m˙g Cpg (Tp − Tamb)− m˙resCpres (Tp − Tamb) = 0 (3.14)
where
m˙g = ρg (vg − vfrt)
and, since we have vfrt ≪ vg,
m˙g = ρg vg
m˙res = ρres vfrt
Then, we may write
vfrt =
ρg vg Cpg
ρresCpres
(3.15)
where ρresis the volumetric mass of the solid residue that can be calculated as the sum of
the volumetric mass of the residual CaCO3, of the formed CaO and the inert minerals.
ρres = ρfu
[
xCaCO3 (1− frdecarb) + xCaCO3 frdecarb
MCaO
MCaCO3
+ xin
]
(3.16)
Plateau temperature
The thermal balance over the chemical front can be written as
m˙gCpg(Tp − Tref ) + m˙fuCpfu(Tamb − Tref )
+ m˙FC△HFC + m˙CaCO3△HCaCO3 − m˙smCpsm(Tamb − Tref )
− m˙CO2decarbCpCO2decarb(Tamb − Tref )− m˙resCpres(Tp − Tref ) = 0 (3.17)
Taking Tamb as the reference temperature leads to
˙(Tp − Tamb)( ˙ gmCpg − m˙resCpres) = −(m˙FC△HFC + m˙CaCO3△HCaCO3) = 0 (3.18)
or
Tp =
m˙CaCO3△HCaCO3 + m˙FC△HFC
m˙resCpres − m˙g Cpg
+ Tamb (3.19)
where
m˙FC = vfrc ρfu xFC
m˙CaCO3 = vfrc ρfu xCaCO3 frdecarb
m˙g = (vg − vfrc) ρg
since we have vfrc ≪ vg, then m˙g = vg ρg and
m˙res = vfrc ρres
This equation is of the same nature and basis as that developed by Dosanjh et al. [30].
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Heats of reaction
Fixed carbon oxidation reaction may be written
C + (1− frCO)O2 → frCOCO + (1− frCO)CO2 (3.20)
According to Hess’s law, we have (with our sign definition)
△HFC = 110.5 frCO + 396.5 (1− frCO) kJ/mol
The decarbonation reaction may be written
CaCO3 → 0.56CaO + 0.44CO2 (3.21)
According to Hess’s law, we have (with our sign definition)
△HCaCO3 = −635.1− 393.5 + 1207 = +178.4 kJ/mol CaCO3
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Abstract
One way of recovering oil is to propagate a co-current fed smoldering front in oil shale.
This can be done, either in situ or as an ex situ process. Smoldering in oil shale semicoke
achieves both thermal valorization and carbon release. In both cases, two phenomena the
cause of CO2 formation and release: the oxidation of fixed carbon and the decarbonation of
CaCO3. It is shown in this work that enriching the gas fed to the front with CO2 significantly
impacts on both phenomena, potentially in a positive way: (i) the oxidation of fixed carbon to
CO is encouraged, leading to the production of a richer gas and limiting the amount of CO2
formed, and (ii) the decarbonation of CaCO3 is limited, which also contributes to reducing
the formation of CO2.
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4.1 Introduction
Smoldering combustion can be encountered in many cases, both naturally and in industry.
Energy [18], environment science [20, 21] and forest management [153, 11] have stimulated
considerable research in the past years. Previous studies consider smoldering as a complex phe-
nomenon encompassing a number of fundamental processes, including heat and mass transfer
in a porous medium, endothermic pyrolysis of combustible material, and ignition, propagation
and extinction of heterogeneous exothermic reactions at the solid-gas pore interface.
Ohlemiller [9] defines smoldering as a slow, low temperature, flameless form of combustion,
sustained by the heat provided when oxygen directly attacks the surface of a condensed fuel
(i.e, solid or liquid). Smoldering is limited by the rate of oxygen-transport to the fuel surface,
resulting in a slower and lower temperature reaction than that which occurs with flaming.
Smoldering can be self-sustaining (i.e., no energy input is required after ignition) when the
fuel is (or is embedded in) a porous medium. Self-sustaining smoldering occurs because the
solid acts as an energy sink and then feeds that energy back into the unburnt fuel, creating a
reaction that is highly energy-efficient [154].
4.1.1 Smoldering in oil shale (OS) and in semicoke (SC)
Smoldering is a way to recover the organic matter contained in oil shale in the form of oil,
either in situ or ex situ. The oil recovered can be used as a petroleum-like liquid. Moreover,
the flue gas that is produced may prove to be a useful source of energy.
Today, the primary solid by-product of oil shale retorting is called semicoke. Semicoke
is the main problem of the oil shale industry. It is considered as a dangerous waste which
may contain pollutants including sulfates, heavy metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons, some of which are toxic and carcinogenic [90]. In certain countries, large quantity of
semicoke –about 300 million tons in Estonia, for example– is mostly placed into open dumps.
The combustion of semicoke, as discussed in several papers [146, 139], could be a promising
concept allowing the utilization of the high residual energetic potential of this material. One
drawback of this technology is that, at high temperature, the mineral matter –mainly CaCO3–
is decarbonated and enormous emissions of CO2 are released. More recently, several authors
[155, 91] have proposed the utilization of semicoke ash –which contains free CaO and MgO–
as a sorbent for CO2 mineral sequestration.
4.1.2 The thermo-chemical mechanisms involved in semicoke smoldering
Recently, Martins et al. [55] carried out forward smoldering experiments in an oil shale porous
medium and proposed a quite detailed description of the different zones involved during the
propagation of the smoldering front . Four zones, which propagate throughout the oil shale
porous medium, were identified:
• The water evaporation zone: This mechanism was assumed to be very fast and completed
rapidly when the temperature reaches 150 °C.
• The devolatilization zone, where the temperature reaches high values (250–550 °C) al-
lowing the cracking of organic matter within the grains. This cracking produces gaseous
species (light hydrocarbons), heavy oil and a reactive residue called fixed carbon (FC).
The devolatilization process is endothermic [103].
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In this zone, part of the organic matter is oxidized simultaneously. This oxidation is
called low temperature oxidation (LTO).
• The reaction zone, where the temperature is higher (more than 550 °C) and where
oxygen carried by the fluid meets the carbon residue (FC) left by devolatilization. This
exothermic oxidation reaction consumes oxygen and produces carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide.
• The CaCO3 decarbonation zone (temperature above 750 °C) is possibly located in the
same area as the reaction zone according to Martins et al. [103].
4.1.3 Literature on carbon oxidation
Carbon undoubtedly plays an important role in many smoldering processes: the self heating
evident in smoldering is a consequence of the heat generated during carbon oxidation. Oxi-
dation occurs when the oxygen in the flowing gas comes into contact with carbon. Classically
in the case of heterogeneous reactions in a porous medium, the macro-scale rate of oxidation
is controlled is some cases by the kinetics of the reactions involved, and at other times by the
intra-granular diffusion of O2 reactant. The oxidation of carbon has been studied by many
investigators (more recently [118]). In general, it undergoes a series of intermediate reactions
and consequently the products CO and CO2 are formed on the carbon surface [150, 120].
Although CO has commonly been accepted as the primary product of heterogeneous char
oxidation, experimental studies have indicated that some CO2 is also formed [156]. Globally,
the combustion mainly produces CO2 and moderate amount of CO. This partitioning between
CO and CO2 is significant:
(i) because of the large difference in reaction heat, which is over 3 times larger for CO2
formation than for the CO formation reaction;
(ii) in terms of the stoichiometry. A given quantity of oxygen will consume twice as much
carbon if CO is produced as it will when CO2 is produced. This will impact the reaction
front velocity in the same ratio.
Determination of the ratio of produced CO/CO2 requires a mechanism for the formation of
CO and CO2. It is well known that the following reactions occur on the surface of a burning
carbon particle:
C +O2 → CO2 (4.1)
C + 1/2O2 → CO (4.2)
C + CO2 → 2CO (4.3)
and, in the space surrounding the particles, the homogenous reaction:
CO + 1/2O2 ↔ CO2 (4.4)
Waters et al. [156] pointed out that the burning of the CO surrounding carbon particles
is very important. The reaction 4.4 is in equilibrium; the increase, for example, of the partial
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pressure of CO2 may favor the production of CO instead of CO2, in accordance with the Le
Chatelier principle. Elayeb [3] used a three equation model at the local scale to determine the
local thermochemical conditions. These aspects will be important in the present paper.
In the sequel of the paper, the complex chemistry of carbon oxidation will be described
using the very simple stoichiometric equation:
C +
[
frCO
2
+ (1− frCO)
]
O2 → frCOCO + (1− frCO)CO2 (4.5)
where frCO is the fraction of carbon oxidized to CO. This reaction results from an upscaled
kinetic model at the Darcy scale obtained from the complex local reactive problem. Several
attempts have been made in the past years to understand the behavior of solid combustion
( see for instance [70]) or to determine, in 2D geometries, some regimes and reduced kinetic
models using a full microscopic model coupling heat and mass transfer [3].
4.1.4 Literature on decarbonation of CaCO3 and carbonation of CaO
The decarbonation of CaCO3 plays a major role in the SC smoldering process because its high
reaction heat impacts strongly on the heat balance of the process and because it produces large
amounts of CO2. Moreover the CaO produced by this reaction may in turn undergo carbon-
ation to CaCO3. The latter reaction is strongly exothermic and consumes CO2. A rapid
overview of the state of the art in the decarbonation of CaCO3 to CaO and the possible car-
bonation of CaO to CaCO3 is proposed here in order to aid interpretation of the experimental
results given in this paper.
4.1.4.1 Decarbonation
The decarbonation reaction of limestone is presented globally as follows:
CaCO3(s)→ CaO (s) + CO2 (g) △H = 178.4 kJ mol
−1 of CaCO3 (4.6)
This reaction, which has been studied extensively in the literature, has many aspects that
are not well understood. There is thus no consensus about several fundamental aspects, such
as rate-limiting processes and the influence of CO2 partial pressure on the reaction rate.
Predicting the behavior of a given limestone in a decarbonation process is difficult and
involves large uncertainties. This is due to the complexity of the decarbonation process which
involves a five-step mechanism, according to Cheng and Specht [132]: heat transfer to the solid
surface of the particle, conduction of heat from the surface to the interior of the grain, the
chemical reaction itself, diffusion of CO2 to the surface, then its discharge into the surrounding
system.
Even for small particles, the process is thought to operate as a reacting front propagating
from the particle surface to its centre. Incidentally, such sharp front-like processes at the
pore scale are difficult to describe in term of macro-scale models. Three possible rate-limiting
processes involved in the decomposition of carbonates can be distinguished inside the particle:
(1) heat transfer through the particle to the reaction interface, (2) mass transfer of the CO2
released from the reaction surface through the porous system (pore diffusion), and (3) chemical
reaction [131]. External mass transfer could also be a rate-limiting process in some cases. The
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Figure 4.1: Equilibrium pressure for the CaCO3-CaO system
relative importance of the different limiting steps on the observed reaction rate may be largely
due to experimental conditions, experimental set-up, and sample size.
The endothermic decarbonation reaction is favored by higher temperatures. It will proceed
only if the partial pressure of CO2 in the gas around the solid surface is less than the so-
called decomposition pressure (or equilibrium pressure), which, in turn, is determined by
considerations of equilibrium thermodynamics. A typical expression for equilibrium pressure
in mm Hg is given by Rao et al. [129]:
log10 Peq = −
8792.3
T (K)
+ 10.4022 (4.7)
Figure 4.1 plots the phase diagram evolution of this equilibrium pressure in the temperature
space. This figure shows that for each temperature there is a partial pressure of CO2 at which
a CaCO3/CaO system does not undergo any reaction. If the CO2 partial pressure is higher
than the equilibrium pressure, evolution towards CaCO3 is favored, and inversely. At room
temperature the equilibrium overwhelmingly favors CaCO3, because the equilibrium CO2
pressure is only a tiny fraction of the partial CO2 pressure in air ( 500 ppm). At temperatures
above 650 °C the CO2 equilibrium pressure begins to exceed the CO2 partial pressure in air
(too small a value to be plotted in Figure 4.1), and calcium carbonate begins to out-gas CO2
into air. The temperature at which limestone yields calcium oxide is usually given as ~ 825 °C.
At this temperature, decarbonation will occur even under CO2 partial pressures as high as 0.35
atm. If the partial pressure of CO2 is higher than this equilibrium pressure the carbonation
to CaO is favored.
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4.1.4.2 Carbonation
The carbonation reaction has been the object of numerous studies, in particular for CO2
capture based on chemical looping processes. The use of CaO-based solids to capture CO2
at high temperatures is at the core of several CO2 capture and zero-emission power plant
concepts [157, 158]. These processes make use of the following reaction:
CaO (s) + CO2 (g)→ CaCO3(s) △H = −178.4 kJ mol
−1 of CaCO3 (4.8)
It is well known that the solid-gas CaO-CO2 reaction –considering one single particle–
proceeds through two rate controlling regimes. At the very initial stage of reaction, the
reaction occurs rapidly by heterogeneous surface chemical reaction kinetics. Following this
initial stage, a compact layer of CaCO3 is developed inducing a progressive change in the
reaction mechanism: the rate of reaction decreases due to the diffusion limitation of reacting
species through the layer [159]. From the viewpoint of intrinsic CaO-CO2 reaction, elevating
CO2 partial pressure should enhance the carbonation rate of CaO.
State of the art results show that the carbonation reaction kinetics for particles depends
principally on the experimental conditions. The rate of this reaction is affected by temperature,
CO2 partial pressure, total pressure and particle diameter. Literature dealing with the effect
of temperature and CO2 partial pressure on this reaction will be cited in the discussion later
in this paper.
4.1.4.3 Present investigation
Based on this literature, CO2 can be expected to have an impact in two co-occurring and
positive ways:
(i) an increase in CO production and a decrease in CO2 production during carbon oxidation;
(ii) the limitation of the extent of CaCO3 decarbonation or the occurring of some CaO car-
bonation, both leading globally to a reduction in CO2 emissions.
An investigation was thus carried out using CO2 enriched air to feed the smoldering front.
Reference cases were first established in which air was used. The following smoldering front
characteristics were observed: temperature, velocity and produced gas composition. Interest
was more particularly focused on the fraction of CaCO3 that was decarbonated and the yields
in CO and CO2 resulting from carbon oxidation. It was observed that adding CO2 significantly
impacted on the two above-mentioned phenomena.
4.1.4.4 Methodology
All the mechanisms involved in the process have been well characterized in a previous work
[8]. Quantitative results on the extent of each reaction were established by varying a number
of parameters. The two following cases will be taken as references in this work.
• Firstly, a mix of semicoke and sand was used, with an initial weight composition of
50%/50%. This led to contents of 3.5% mass of FC and 22.42% mass of CaCO3. The
observed peak temperature was approximately 1032 °C. This experiment served as our
base high temperature test case. It was observed that the propagation of the smoldering
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front oxidized almost all FC, decarbonated all CaCO3 mineral present in the medium
and consumed all supplied O2. The front velocity was equal to 4.04 mm min
-1. The value
of the frCO parameter was about 0.31. This case corresponds to the classic situation
where the smoldering front temperature is not controlled, and results essentially from
the carbon content of the medium and the amount of oxygen in the fed gas, usually air.
The best known example is in situ combustion where the smoldering front is generated
on one side of the reservoir and is fed by injecting air.
• A second case, which represents the reference low temperature test for this work, was
obtained with less FC in the medium. The medium contains 2.08% mass of FC and
22.42% mass of CaCO3. The smoldering front propagates at 4.84 mm min
-1 and its peak
temperature is 685 °C. Only 21.2% mass of the initially present CaCO3 was decarbonated
after the front passage. The stoichiometric parameter frCO was found to be equal to
0.21. This situation corresponds to ex situ applications in which the medium composition
can be controlled allowing a smoldering front temperature reduction [8].
New experiments were carried out in similar porous media but using CO2 enriched air to feed
the front. It was decided to maintain O2 at the same fraction –that of air– in reference cases
and in the so-called CO2 enriched air experiments in order to change only one parameter
(CO2 concentration) at a time. A molar fraction of 20% CO2 was prepared. This value is high
enough to expect an impact on the process, and low enough for potential future applications
such as in situ oil recovery. We used a mix of air, oxygen and CO2, prepared using mass
flow meter/controllers. Due to some uncertainties in the measured values and in the values
identified using the mass balance, experiments were all repeated 2 or 3 times in each condition.
4.2 Experimental devices and procedures
The same porous medium was used as in the previous work [8] and for the same reasons: the
smoldering in SC does not involve LTO reactions. Furthermore we prevent oil formation and,
therefore, do not have to take it into account, which makes it possible to establish proper mass
balance.
4.2.1 Preparation of semicoke and characteristics
The original oil shale sample used here is from the same batch as that used in [103, 55, 8].
It originates from the deposit of Timahdit in Morocco. It was received as hard dark-grey
blocks, crushed using a rock-grinding device and sieved to the experimental samples between
0.5–2 mm. The semicoke was prepared by retorting oil shale at a pyrolysis temperature of
550 °C in a stainless-steel reactor externally heated by an electric rig furnace, in atmospheric
environment and using a heating rate of 5 °C min-1.
An horizontal Tube Furnace was used to characterize the initial oil shale, the prepared
semicoke and the solid residue after combustion. Details on the procedures can be found in
[8]. The proximate analysis for the initial OS and the prepared SC is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Proximate analysis of the original oil shale and the prepared semicoke
Component
Proximate analysis (wt.%)
H2O VM FC CaCO3 Inert
Oil shale 2.5 14.7 4.70 34.6 43.5
Semicoke - 0.70 6.95 44.83 47.52
4.2.2 Combustion cell
Semicoke combustion experiments were performed with a fixed-bed reactor (Figure 4.2). A
detailed description of this reactor was given in [55, 8].
In all experiments, an oxidizer gas flow rate of 8.3 L min-1 at STP, which is equivalent to
a Darcy velocity of 0.023 m s-1 at STP, is fed into the top of a vertical cylinder containing a
mix of crushed oil shale semicoke and inert sand. Ignition also takes place at the top of the
sample using a cone heater that irradiates the surface through a quartz window.
During the experiment, temperatures in the bed were measured by six type-K thermocou-
ples located along the axis of the cell at different heights (T1, T2, T3, T10, T11 and T12).
The bed mass loss and pressure drop evolutions were recorded. Gas analyzers were connected
to the sampling device at the axis of the cell, near the bottom, in order to analyze gases
every 4 min, CO and CO2 by gas chromatography and O2 using a paramagnetic analyzer in
a continuous mode.
To start a uniform front across the whole surface of the bed, a sophisticated ignition device
was used, called a cone radiant heater. A 1-cm layer of pure semicoke was put at the top of
the bed to guarantee as far as possible a homogeneous ignition. The time of ignition was 300
s, with a radiative heat flux of 50 kW m-2.
After each experiment, the mass evolution of the system, the temperature evolution of
the thermocouples and gas composition values were interpreted based on a mass balance for
the smoldering front. Three values were derived from these data: the fraction of FC oxidized
to CO, frCO, the decarbonated fraction, frdecarb, and the smoldering front velocity, vfrc .
Details of the mass balance equations and the parameter identification procedure are given in
[8].
4.3 Results and interpretations
The results for all experiments, before any calculation from a mass balance, are reported in
Table 4.2.
4.3.1 At high temperature
Let us first examine results obtained with the medium containing 3.47% FC conditions, which
lead to a high temperature front.
The front temperature slightly decreased with CO2 addition, from an average of 1032 °C
down to 957 °C. All of the fed oxygen was still consumed, as in the reference case. Analyzing
the solid residue after combustion indicated that the amount of remaining FC was less than
0.25%, as observed in the reference case. The fraction of CO in the flue gas had significantly
increased, from 5.4% in the reference case to 8.9% in the CO2 enriched experiment. As CO
was the only fuel gas in the flue gas, the calorific value increased in the same proportion.
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Figure 4.2: Cell combustion in porous medium, with continuous gas sampling at the axis
It is clear that more CO had been produced during FC oxidation but this increase in molar
fraction may also have been due to a decrease in the total produced gas flow rate, if less CaCO3
was decarbonated. The produced CO2 fraction, which is equal to 25.4% in the reference case,
decreased to 42.6−20(injected)≈ 22.6%. Nevertheless, as CO2 results both from FC oxidation
and from CaCO3 decarbonation, this cannot be interpreted directly.
The parameters frCO and frdecarb were then determined for better interpretation of the
experiments. A parameter identification procedure was employed using a mass balance as the
direct model. Results, which are reported at the bottom of Table 4.2, are interpreted below.
4.3.1.1 Impact of CO2 enriched gas on decarbonation
Figure 4.3 plots the decarbonated fraction as a function of the smoldering front temperature.
The decarbonation fraction decreased in average values from 98% down to 68% when feeding
the smoldering front with CO2 enriched air. This is an important result from this work: 30%
of the decarbonation of the carbonates can be avoided by adding 20% CO2 to the fed gas.
This may find applications in both in situ or ex situ contexts.
A first possible explanation is that the presence of CO2 in the fed air influenced the decar-
bonation reaction. In the literature, a large number of expressions of the decarbonation rate
as a function of CO2 partial pressure (or CO2 concentration) are proposed. A sharp decrease
in the decarbonation rate was found at the highest CO2 concentrations [131]. Ingraham and
Marier [151] found that the reaction rate depended linearly on the difference between the
CO2 partial pressure at the reaction surface and the equilibrium pressure. Following the same
idea, Khinast et al. [152] found an exponential decay in reaction rate constant with the CO2
partial pressure. Hashimoto [160] reported that the rate dependency on CO2 partial pressure
was linear at lower temperatures and non-linear at higher temperatures. Rao et al. [129] also
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Table 4.2: Synthesis of the experimental results
High temperature - FC = 3.47mass%
Air (reference) CO2 enriched air
Raw results
Front temperature (°C) 1037 1004 1056 918 950.5 1003
Residual O2 (vol.%) <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
CO (vol.%) 5.38 4.94 5.95 6.98 9.12 10.6
CO2 (vol.%) 25.9 25.6 24.9 42.4 41.2 43.5
Identified parameters
vfrc 4.02 4.03 4.07 4.43 4.57 4.7
frCO 0.32 0.29 0.34 0.35 0.43 0.44
frdecarb 1.065 0.937 0.952 0.71 0.72 0.6
(a) High temperature case
Low temperature - FC = 2.09mass%
Air (reference) CO2 enriched air
Raw results
Front temperature (°C) 727 685 685 733
Residual O2 (vol.%) <0.05 4.72 3.16 0.82
CO (vol.%) 3.22 2.85 3.21 3.83
CO2 (vol.%) 14.5 14.4 36.0 41.1
Identified parameters
vfrc 5.82 4.84 4.66 5.85
frCO 0.22 0.22 0.16 0.16
frdecarb 0.14 0.2 0.001 0.021
(b) Low temperature case
found a non-linear dependency at 953–1148 K, with the degree of non-linearity dependent on
temperature. Searcy and Darroudi [161] found that at low CO2 partial pressures, the decar-
bonation rate was essentially independent of the partial pressure, whereas at higher values
there was a parabolic dependency, which changed to linear for values near the thermodynamic
equilibrium. However, Huckauf et al. [162] mentioned that the reaction rate was inversely
proportional to the difference between CO2 partial pressure and the equilibrium pressure.
To summarize, the reaction at the CaCO3-CaO interface is complex, not fully understood
and related to CO2 partial pressure in the surrounding gas. However, in order to evaluate the
potential impact of increasing CO2 partial pressure on the decarbonation reaction around 950
°C, we consider here the classic model of Silcox et al. [134] that expresses the decarbonation
rate as proportional to
Rd = Kd
Peq − P
Peq
(4.9)
where Rd is the rate of decarbonation, Kd the rate coefficient and the P partial pressure
of CO2. We have plotted in Figure 4.4 the term
Peq−P
Peq
versus temperature, for different values
of the ambient partial pressure of CO2.
At 950 °C, the term
Peq−P
Peq
is equal to 1 under air, corresponding to the situation where
the decarbonation occurs at the maximum rate. Martins et al. [55] have shown that the zone
where the decarbonation occurs is superposed on the zone where carbon oxidation occurs.
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Figure 4.3: Decarbonated fraction versus the front temperature. () The reference experiments
and () experiments with CO2 enriched air
Figure 4.4: The ratio
Peq−P
Peq
versus the temperature for different CO2 pressures
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Therefore, during the reference case, the CO2 partial pressure in the reaction zone may vary
between 0.05% (in air) and 25% as measured at the exit of the cell, whereas in CO2 enriched
air experiments it varies between 20% (fed gas) and 42.6% as measured at the exit of the cell.
Taking 900 °C as the average temperature for the decarbonation zone, Figure 4.4 indicates
that the increase in partial pressure of CO2 to 20% or 40% involves the decrease in of the
term
Peq−P
Peq
from 1 down to 0.8 and 0.6 respectively: decarbonation is slowed down in the
same ratio. It is clear that the quantitative values determined here should not be considered
because of the uncertainly remaining in the calculation of the
Peq−P
Peq
term, which is strongly
dependent upon temperature. Nevertheless, this simple modeling indicates that an increase
in the CO2 partial pressure by 20% can impact significantly and slow down decarbonation.
This is the probable explanation for the decrease in the progress of decarbonation from 98%
down to 68%, observed experimentally when adding 20% CO2 in the fed gas.
Another possible explanation could be that some carbonation of CaO to CaCO3 occurred,
leading to finally-observed lower decarbonation degrees. From the literature, elevating CO2
partial pressure may enhance the carbonation rate of CaO. Oakson and Cutler [163] considered
that the carbonation rate was a function of CO2 partial pressure and temperature based on
the carbonation at 850–1044 °C with a CO2 partial pressure of 245–2487 kPa. Bhatia and
Perlmutter [6] found that the initial fast carbonation reaction correlated with reversible first-
order kinetics when the carbonation was conducted at 400–725 °C with a CO2 partial pressure
of 10 kPa–42 kPa. Later, Grasa et al. [164] conducted the cyclic carbonation at 650 °C
for 20 min by varying CO2 partial pressure from 0.002 to 0.1 MPa, and found that the
fast carbonation reaction period was strongly affected by the concentration of the reactant
during the multiple cycles. The first-order reaction of CaO with respect to CO2 was verified,
consistent with the results of [6]. Sun et al. [135] detected a variable order reaction of CaO
with respect to CO2 partial pressure, from the first-order reaction to the zero-order dependence
when the CO2 partial pressure exceeded ∼ 10 kPa.
Finally, the works from the literature reflect the fact that the multi-scale elementary mech-
anisms involved in the CaO carbonation process are not well understood. To support inter-
pretation of the present results, the works of Bhatia and Perlmutter [6] will be used. These
authors distinguished the chemical control regime and the diffusional control regime; the car-
bonation reaction rate can be expressed as:
Rc = kc (Peq − P ) (4.10)
where Rc is the rate of carbonation, kc the rate coefficient and P the partial pressure
of CO2. Figure 4.5 gives the rate coefficient of the carbonation reaction in both regimes
versus temperature, according to these authors. The term that appears in the expression of
the reaction rate was also plotted on this Figure for several values of CO2 partial pressure
between 0.05% (air) and 40%.
The Figure shows that the term is positive only for temperature lower than 800°C, whatever
the CO2 partial pressure between 5% and 40%. Carbonation may occur only in the front zone
corresponding to these temperatures. At 700 °C, for instance, the results show that an increase
in CO2 partial pressure (P ) from 5 to 20% results in an increase by one decade of the term
Peq − P , and, consequently, of the carbonation kinetics. Around this temperature, both the
term Peq − P and kc may vary in the range 10
-2 to 10-1, leading to a product between 10-4
and 10-2 s-1. Considering the value of 10-2 s-1, some carbonation may occur since the medium
remains at such temperatures for several minutes, while, for the value of 10-4 s-1, carbonation
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Figure 4.5: Value for the term Peq−P at different CO2 partial pressures and the rate coefficient
kc [6] appearing in the expression of reaction rate for CaO carbonation at different pressures
of CO2
is not likely to occur because it is too slow. Therefore, it is difficult, given the uncertainties in
the values for the kinetic parameters in the literature, to establish whether carbonation may
occur or not.
As regards the present experimental results, it is also very difficult to verify if carbonation
took place or not. Comparing the temperature curve shape in the reference case and the
experiment with CO2 as shown in Figure 4.6, we observe that the peak becomes wider by
adding CO2. This may be explained by the fact that some carbonation –an exothermic
reaction– occurs just downstream of the decarbonation reaction, which leads to a temperature
rise and hence this peak shape. Nevertheless, the lack of experimental evidence does not enable
us to conclude on this point. The difference in peak shape was nevertheless systematically
observed and confirms the impact of CO2 enriched air on the smoldering process.
4.3.1.2 Impact of CO2 enriched gas on carbon oxidation
Figure 4.7 plots the fraction of carbon oxidized to CO (frCO) as a function of the peak
temperature. At high temperature, the frCO increases from 0.3 in average in the reference
case to 0.4 when adding 20% CO2 to the incoming air. This result is very interesting in two
ways:
(i) The produced gas contains more CO, which increases its calorific value.
(ii) An increase of frCO theoretically induces a decrease in the temperature of the front [8]
and thus favors a decrease in the decarbonation rate.
In the literature, it is generally observed that oxidation of char releases predominantly CO2 at
relatively lower temperatures. As the temperature increases, more CO is produced, while CO2
diminishes sharply. The Arrhenius-type equation is usually employed to describe the effect
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Figure 4.6: Temperature profile around the peak temperature in the (*) reference case and
(+) CO2 enriched air experiment
of temperature on the ratio CO/CO2. Several expressions have been given in the literature
[122, 123]. Other authors studied the effect of partial pressure of oxygen and temperature on
CO/CO2 and obtained expressions as functions of these two parameters [120, 124]. Monson
et al. [121] have conducted experiments in char combustion at atmospheric and elevated
pressures. They suggest an exponential correlation for the ratio CO/CO2 in which the product
of surface reactions is predominantly carbon dioxide at temperatures lower than 1500 K; the
ratio equals one when the reaction temperature is about 1700 K. In order to illustrate this, we
have plotted in Figure 4.7 the evolution of frCO according to Arthur [122]. Large differences
exist between this curve and the present experimental results, which may be explained by
numerous factors, as discussed above. Nevertheless, the frCO evolution with temperature
observed in this work remains compatible with the literature.
The addition of CO2 provokes a change in the partial pressure of CO2 in the surrounding
gas of the medium particles. This change may shift the equilibrium of some reactions, ac-
cording to the Le Chatelier principle. Among these reactions, the oxidation of CO into CO2
(reaction 4.4) which takes place in the space surrounding the particles likely to be impacted,
and the increase in partial pressure of CO2 may have favored the carbon oxidation reaction
towards the production of CO.
Some elements of interpretation can be found by observing Figure 4.8. This figure plots the
theoretical and experimental values of the front velocities versus frCO. When experiments
at high temperature are considered (around the bottom curve), the average values obtained
show that adding CO2 causes a noteworthy increase in front velocity from 4.04 up to 4.56
mm min-1. The theoretical velocity was calculated by stoichiometric calculations for carbon
oxidation reaction following equation 4.5, taking into account the fact that all FC is oxidized
and assuming that all the fed O2 is consumed. At high temperature, a very good agreement
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Figure 4.7: Fraction of carbon oxidized to CO versus the front temperature. (-) Theoretical
evolution; () reference experiments and () experiments with CO2 enriched air
between theoretical and experimental values of front velocity is obtained. This attests to the
quality of measurements and the parameter identification procedure for frCO, frdecarb and
vfrc. The experimental front acceleration is in agreement with the fact that frCO increases.
At this stage, it is possible to discuss further the fact that the front temperature appeared
unchanged when adding CO2 to the fed air. Referring to an energy balance as detailed in
[8], the decrease in the decarbonation degree from 98 to 68% theoretically induces a front
temperature increase of 225 °C. On the other hand, the increase of frCO from 0.32 to 0.41
theoretically induces a front temperature decrease of 235 °C. It is known from the litera-
ture that thermal balance gives poor estimates of the front temperature. Our previous work
nevertheless indicated reasonable prediction. Therefore, it is thought that the apparently un-
changed front temperature observed here is the result of two antagonist impacts that occurred
simultaneously.
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Figure 4.8: Front velocity versus the fraction of carbon oxidized to CO.() Reference exper-
iments; () experiments with CO2 enriched gas; (-) theoretical value for high temperature
experiments (3.47% FC); (- -) theoretical value for low temperature experiments (2.09% FC)
4.3.2 At low temperature
Let us now consider the results obtained at low temperature, using a solid medium containing
2.08% FC. The front temperature remained around 700 °C with CO2 addition, as in the
reference case (Table 4.2). The amount of oxygen in the flue gas varied when repeating
this experiment (Table 4.2), which is explained by instability the front at low temperature.
Oxygen is only partially consumed: on average 1.0% O2 is found in the produced gas in the
experiments with CO2 enriched air, while 2.4% O2 was present in the reference cases.
A slight increase of CO concentration in the produced gas was observed, from an average
of 3.03 to 3.52%. Produced CO2, which was equal to 14.4% in the reference cases, increased
slightly to 38.5− 20 ≈ 18.5%. The values of frCO, frdecarb and were derived again from the
parameter identification procedure and enable further interpretation as discussed below.
4.3.2.1 Impact of CO2 enriched gas on decarbonation
The values of the decarbonated fraction at low temperature are also reported in Table 4.2 and
plotted in Figure 4.3. The decarbonated fraction decreased from 21% in the reference case to
about 0% by adding CO2. The decarbonation reaction was totally suppressed. This is one of
the major results of this work, as it demonstrates that combining fuel preparation by mixing
with an inert medium and enriching the fed gas into CO2 causes full oxidation of the FC in
SC without inducing any decarbonation of the medium.
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The first element of interpretation can be found by returning to Figure 4.4. Under air, the
term
Peq−P
Peq
is equal to 1 at temperature ∼ 700°C and the decarbonation operates at maximum
velocity. When the partial pressure of CO2 increases to 20% or 40%, the term
Peq−P
Peq
becomes
negative; the decarbonation reaction is stopped. This shows that the presence of CO2 in
larger amount during experiments with CO2 enriched gas is very probably responsible for the
non-decarbonation of CaCO3.
With regard to the possible occurrence of some carbonation of CaO back to CaCO3, the
same approach as that used for high temperature experiments can be considered. However, it
remains impossible here to establish whether CaO carbonation did occur or not.
4.3.2.2 Impact of CO2 enriched air on carbon oxidation
An analysis of experiments at low temperature shown in Figure 4.7 reveals that the CO2 en-
riched air affected frCO in the opposite way, as compared to experiments at high temperature.
Here, the addition of CO2 in the fed air led to a slight decrease in frCO. No explanation
can be found for this decrease. Returning to Figure 4.8, some elements can be confirmed.
Considering the theoretical front velocity (dotted line) and the experimental results (4 points
at the top of the figure), it can be seen that, for two experiments, the values are close to
the theoretical ones. For these two experiments, the remaining oxygen in the flue gas was at
<0.05% and 0.82%, indicating that all the fed O2 was consumed. This explains that the mass
balance theory is almost satisfied. The two points further from theory correspond to experi-
ments where 4.72% and 3.16% O2 were left in the flue gas, which explains the experimentally
observed slow-down of the front.
4.4 Conclusions
The effect of adding CO2 to the oxidizer air feeding the smoldering front in oil shale semicoke
porous medium was experimentally investigated. The effect of CO2 on the decarbonation of
carbonates and on the carbon oxidation reaction, which represent the main reactions for such
smoldering processes, were investigated quantitatively.
At high temperature, illustrating a situation where the front temperature is not controlled
(in situ combustion, for example), adding 20% CO2 limits the decarbonated fraction at 68%
instead of 98% when using air. The production of CO during FC oxidation increases by about
40%. Together with the decrease in the progress of decarbonation, this results in an increase
in the CO fraction in the flue gas from 5.4 to 8.9%.
The calorific value of the flue gas increases in the same proportion. The velocity of the
front increased from 4.04 to 4.56 mm min-1 (12%). This confirms the control of the front
velocity by FC oxidation stoichiometry and corresponds quantitatively with the rise in CO
production.
The front temperature appears to be unchanged, but it is strongly suggested that this
resulted from two antagonistic phenomena: the decrease in the decarbonated fraction would
increase the temperature while the increase in the fraction of FC oxidized to CO (frCO)
would decrease this temperature.
At low temperature, illustrating a situation where the front temperature is controlled by
fuel dilution with an inert medium (like in ex situ combustion), the decarbonation reaction
was totally suppressed.
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It is thought that, in both cases, the reason for lower global decarbonation is the slowing
down of the decarbonation reaction due to the increase in the CO2 partial pressure. Evidence
is lacking to establish whether CaO carbonation occurs or not. It is shown that adding 20%
of CO2 to the fed air affects the temperature profile around the peak temperature, leading to
a larger and smoother shape.
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Abstract
Results of an experimental investigation on the feasibility of propagating a smoldering front
in reaction trailing mode throughout an oil shale semicoke porous medium are reported. For oil
recovery applications, this mode is particularly interesting to avoid low temperature oxidation
reactions which appear simultaneously with organic matter devolatilization in the reaction
leading mode, and are responsible for oxidation of part of the heavy oil. The particularity
of this mode is that –contrary to the reaction leading mode largely studied in the literature–
the heat transfer layer precedes the combustion layer. This leads to two separated high
temperature zones: (i) a devolatilization zone (free of oxygen) where the organic matter
is thermally decomposed to incondensable gases, heavy oil, and fixed carbon without any
oxidation, followed by (ii) an oxidation zone where the fixed carbon left by devolatilization
is oxidized. The transition from reaction leading to trailing mode was obtained using low
oxygen contents in the fed air. It is shown that two distinct layers –the heat transfer layer
and the combustion layer– propagate in a stable and repeatable way. The decrease of the
oxygen fraction leads to a decrease of the smoldering temperature and to strongly limit the
decarbonation of the mineral matrix. The CO2 emissions are limited. Whatever the front
temperature, all the fed oxygen is consumed and all the fixed carbon is oxidized at the passage
of the smoldering front.
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5.1 Introduction
Smoldering combustion is a process of importance to a variety of applications, ranging from
the recovery of oil from oil reservoirs (in situ combustion) to the processing of materials such
as coal, coke, wood, tar sand, oil shale, and waste products of industrial and agricultural op-
erations. It is a combustion mode distinctly different from flaming. Indeed, it is characterized
by a dominance of heterogeneous oxidation reactions occurring on the solid surface of the fuel
or porous matrix[1]. In its most simplified form, it involves the combustion of a solid fuel,
through the injection of an oxidizer agent.
When ignition occurs at the gas inlet, the smoldering front propagates in the direction
of the injected gas, and the process is referred to as forward smoldering combustion. When
ignition occurs at the opposite side, reaction front propagates in the direction opposite of the
gas flow and a process of a backward smoldering combustion develops. This paper is concerned
by forward smoldering combustion .
During the forward smoldering combustion process, there are in reality two combustion
layers propagating with constant –though not the same– velocities, and separated by a region
of constant high temperature called plateau. In the combustion layer, also called chemical
front, fixed carbon (FC) oxidation occurs while in the heat transfer layer, also called thermal
front, temperature changes are due to heat transfer between solid and gas. Two structures are
possible, depending on which layer has the greatest speed and, therefore, which layer precedes
the other. The classical structure generally encountered in natural and industrial applications
involving air and media with small carbon content is called reaction leading (RL) mode. The
velocity of the combustion layer is the greatest of the two velocities, so the combustion layer
precedes the heat transfer layer. The second structure which is referred to as an inverted
structure in the combustion literature [32] is called the reaction trailing (RT) mode. The
velocity of the combustion layer is the smaller of the two layers, so that the heat transfer
layer precedes the combustion layer. The two situations are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The RT
mode is not encountered in classical applications. Only theoretical description was given in
the literature [32, 83]. Its feasibility under controlled conditions was not demonstrated, and
this was the main motivation for this work.
The transition from the RL mode (classical mode) to the RT mode is theoretically possible
and depends solely on the value of a parameter δ [83], which can be expressed as follows
according to Elayeb [3]:
δ ⋍
Cpg
Cps
cinFC − c
out
FC
cinO − c
out
O
(5.1)
where Cpg and Cps are the specific heats of the gas and solid respectively; c
in
FC and c
out
FC
the initial and final fractions of solid fuel (FC); and cinO and c
out
O the initial and final fractions
of gaseous oxidizer (O2).
The RL mode occurs if δ < 1 and the RT mode if δ > 1. The case δ = 1 separates the two
structures and corresponds to a combustion temperature which is infinite in the approximate
model used to derive Eq. 5.1.
The RT mode can be reached via two approaches: the increase of the amount of FC in
the porous medium (which is not a controllable parameter in the case of in situ applications)
or the decrease of the fraction of oxygen in the fed gas. The last approach will be adopted in
the experimental work presented in this paper.
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Figure 5.1: : Probable localization of the different reaction zones in the leading (top) and
trailing (bottom) modes.
Before proceeding to the description of an experimental results, we present a brief descrip-
tion, based on a literature review, of the RL and RT modes, and we discuss the potential
advantages and drawbacks of the RT mode in oil shale applications, which represent a very
industrial challenge for the next decades.
5.1.1 RL mode
As mentioned briefly in the previous paragraph, the most encountered structure of smoldering
propagation is the RL mode. Many authors have examined this mode of propagation in
different disciplines and for several materials [15, 26, 38, 20, 65, 145, 21, 165]. Smoldering in
oil shale has also interested several authors. Oil shale is a sedimentary rock that contains a
solid organic material embedded in a matrix of fine inorganic minerals and must be decomposed
thermally in classical recovery processes. More recently, with regard to our study, Martins et
al. [55] established into details the structure of a smoldering front propagating in oil shale
porous media. Later, Sennoune et al. [8] proposed a new approach to reduce the CO2 emissions
resulting from the decarbonation of the mineral matrix at the passage of a smoldering front.
It consists in varying the composition of the medium in FC and carbonates.
5.1.2 RT mode
Only very few literature is available in which the RT mode has been studied.
As regards the experimental side, to our knowledge, the only carried out works are those
presented by Voice and Wild [42] for material sintering of applications where the transition
from the RL to the RT mode was obtained by varying the ambient oxygen. They reported that,
with 35% of oxygen in the sintering atmosphere, the combustion layer gets ahead of the heat
transfer layer (RT) so that a relatively low bed temperature is reached. As the proportion of
oxygen is decreased, the two layers come closer until, at 9% of oxygen, the highest temperature
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is obtained. With only 4% of oxygen in the atmosphere, the heat transfer layer gets ahead of
the combustion layer and the RL mode is reached giving a very slow rise in bed temperature
and a low peak value.
As regards the theoretical side, there has been only very limited investigations on the
properties of this mode. Schult et al. [32] reported in their pioneering work that the structure
of the RT wave consists of a high temperature region with a leading heat transfer layer and
a trailing combustion layer in which the oxygen is consumed and heat is released. The peak
temperature of the smoldering front is affected by the oxygen fraction and not by the gas flux.
According to Lempert et al. [166], the heat released by combustion is removed by the gas
flow in the case of the RT mode, while in the case of the RL mode it is removed through
transport in the solid material. These two heat flows determine the type of the profile of
the smoldering wave. In the RT mode, the gaseous combustion products get through high-
temperature area with big amount of hot carbon. It leads to complete oxygen depletion as well
as to forming the zone of endothermic reactions where carbon dioxide is reduced to monoxide.
On the other hand, Schult et al. [32] and Lempert et al. [166] added that the RT mode can
lead to quenching of combustion if the gas mass influx is large enough: incomplete conversion
of carbon can occur due to cooling of the reaction by the fed gas at the inlet side of the
reaction zone.
5.1.3 Potential advantages and drawbacks of the RT mode in oil shale
applications
The RL mode for the combustion of oil shale has been studied extensively by Martins [4].
In this mode, and as illustrated in top of Figure 5.1, most of the heat generated during
smoldering combustion is left behind the combustion layer and is not used for oil displacement.
Five reaction zones successively propagate in the combustion layer: drying zone, a zone of
devolatilization, some time called distillation or cracking zone, the zone of Low Temperature
Oxidation (LTO), the zone of FC oxidation also called high temperature oxidation (HTO),
and, finally, the zone of CaCO3 decarbonation.
The zone of LTO is superposed with the zone of devolatilization. LTO corresponds to the
direct oxidation of some oxygenated hydrocarbon. The oxygenated hydrocarbon compounds
are formed when the oil molecules produced during devolatilization fix some unreacted oxygen
coming from the FC zone [106]. Generally, oxygen consuming reactions that occur at temper-
ature lower than 350 °C are considered as LTO reactions. It has been shown that the LTO
reactions increase the amount of fuel available as FC for combustion and causes a substantial
decline in recoverable oil from the distillation and cracking zones [2]. Thus, conditions that
avoid LTO reactions must be maximized during the in situ combustion of heavy oils [2].
In the RT mode (Figure 5.1, bottom), the heat generated is blown downstream of the
combustion layer. The high temperature of the heat transfer layer is likely to cause a thermal
cracking –devolatilization– of the fresh oil shale and to produce oil that will move ahead of the
combustion layer leaving a deposit of FC as fuel for the advancing combustion layer. Since all
of the injected oxygen (in fed air) is likely to be consumed in the HTO zone in the combustion
layer, It does not have the opportunity to react in LTO reactions with hydrocarbons elsewhere
in the medium, especially in the heat transfer layer. This is the main advantage of this mode.
Considering in situ oil recovery applications, the RT mode presents another advantage.
Since the recovery process is essentially associated to the thermal front (cracking, eventual
formation of an oil bank...). As soon as the thermal front has crossed all the zone to be
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exploited, the process can be stopped. The reaction front is far behind, and the FC will
remain non oxidized in a large zone. This would decrease the CO2 emissions resulting from
FC oxidation.
Another potential advantage of the RT propagation mode is its aptitude to cross large
bands of inert material that the front may find during propagation. Indeed, the critical time
for the extinction of a smoldering front is when the combustion layer enters inside inert band.
In the RL mode, the front will definitely extinguish if the inert band is thicker than the FC
layer, which has been shown to be only several mm or cm thick [55]. On the other hand, in
the RT mode, when the combustion layer enters in the inert band, it stops consuming the
fed oxygen, which will cross the hot zone downstream and re-ignites the reactive layer just
downstream the inert band, if its temperature remains high enough. Following this, a RT
mode theoretically enables the front to cross inert layers as large as the high temperature
plateau, typically several meters thick. This mode of propagation is therefore promising for
underground processing of media with heterogeneity between organic and inorganic material.
Theoretically speaking, the RT mode presents the advantage to offer a temperature control
via the oxygen content in the fed air; this will be demonstrated in the paragraph “A discussion
based on an energy balance approach” at the end of the paper. This is one objective of this work
to check experimentally this determining question. Indeed, if such a control is possible, on
can expect to propagate “cold fronts” that do not decarbonate all the CaCO3 in the medium,
which would result in lesser CO2 emissions.
Nevertheless, the RT mode may present drawback in terms of the required gas flow rate and
the resulting pressure drop. While in the RL mode the front that pushes oil is the combustion
layer, it is the heat transfer layer that pushes oil in the RT mode (cf. Figure 5.1). The heat
transfer layer progresses at a quite small velocity, unless high gas flow rate is injected. As
an example, to fix ideas, the velocity of the RL reaction front was about 4 mm min-1 in a
previous work where air was fed at 0.021 m s-1 in a medium containing 3.47% of FC [8]. In
the RT mode, in the same medium and by injecting a gas at 6.5% of oxygen, the present work
will show that it would be necessary to increase the gas velocity up to 0.056 m s-1 for the
heat transfer layer to progress at the same velocity. Shifting from the RL mode to the RT
mode would involve an increase of the pressure drop in the same ratio. This would imply an
increase of the required pumping energy to feed the gas; which might be unacceptable.
This article investigates on the feasibility of the RT mode of smoldering combustion. The
Oil shales were originally chosen as the porous medium because of its energetic interest in oil
recovery as explained before. Experiments were carried out using oil shale semicoke for sim-
plifying purposes as detailed later. The impact of oxygen content in the fed gas on smoldering
characteristics, such as front temperature, propagation velocities of the different layers, and
product gas release, are investigated. Particular attention is paid to the fraction of CaCO3
that is decarbonated at the front passage and to the fraction of carbon that is oxidized to CO
and not to CO2.
5.2 Experiments
The same porous medium and sophisticated experimental device as described in [55, 8] were
used to operate smoldering.
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5.2.1 Porous medium
An oil shale porous medium, originating from the deposit of Timahdit in Morocco is used in
this work. The oil shale is first crushed and sieved to obtain sample sizes between 0.5 and
2 mm. Then, the oil shale is retorted at a temperature of 550 °C in a stainless-steel reactor
externally heated by an electric rig furnace, under N2 atmosphere and using a heating rate
of 5 °C min-1. The obtained oil shale semicoke was used for all experiments in this work. As
explained into details in [8], the reasons for using semicoke (SC) instead of oil shale (OS) are
that the SC does not lead to oil formation and transport, which is the case with OS. This
makes easy to establish a mass balance possible.
An Horizontal Tube Furnace was used to characterize the initial OS, the prepared SC and
the solid residue after combustion. Details about the procedures can be found in [8]. The
data for the corresponding proximate analysis of OS and SC are listed in Table 5.1.
The SC used in this work contains 6.95% of FC; only 0.7% of VM remains instead of 14.7
in the initial OS.
Table 5.1: Proximate analysis of the original oil shale and the prepared semicoke
Component
Proximate analysis (wt.%)
H2O VM FC CaCO3 Inert
Oil shale 2.5 14.7 4.7 34.6 43.5
Semicoke - 0.70 6.95 44.83 47.52
5.2.2 Combustion cell
Figure 5.2 presents the schematic diagram of the fixed bed reactor used for our combustion
tests. Downward smoldering combustion tests were conducted in a vertical cylindrical com-
bustion chamber of 91 mm i.d. and a height of 300 mm containing a mix of 50/50 mass%
crushed oil shale semicoke and inert sand. This mix was indeed used as a reference porous
medium in [8]. The smoldering front is started at the top of the sample by a radiative heat
flux of 50 kW m-2 during 300 s, and the propagation is aided by a forced flow of air. A 1-cm
layer of pure semicoke was put at the top of the bed to guaranty a good ignition. The tem-
perature inside the reactor was measured by six thermocouples (T1, T2, T3, T10, T11 and
T12) aligned along the axis of the reactor at different heights. The bed mass loss and pressure
drop evolutions are recorded. Gas was sampled at the axis of the reactor near the bottom,
to quantify every 4 min, CO and CO2 by gas chromatography and O2 using a paramagnetic
analyzer in continuous mode.
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Figure 5.2: Cell combustion in porous medium, with continuous gas sampling at the axis.
After an experiment, the mass evolution of the system and gas composition values are
interpreted based on a mass balance for the smoldering front. Two values are derived from
these data: the fraction of FC oxidized to CO, frCO, and the CaCO3 decarbonated fraction,
frdecarb. Details about the procedure for the RL mode are given later in the paper.
5.2.3 Present investigation
The transition from RL to RT mode was obtained by decreasing the oxygen content in the fed
air. This was obtained by mixing air with nitrogen. Experiments were conducted with a forced
air flow of 0.085 m s-1 at STP. This flow rate is four times as high as previous experiments in
the RL mode [8]. This was adopted to increase the front velocity and to limit the duration
of an experiment to around 1h30. Four molar fractions of oxygen were tested: 3.5%, 4.5%,
5.3%, and 6.5%.
5.3 Experimental results and discussions
Experiments with 6.5, 5.3, and 4.5% of oxygen lead to a stable propagation of the combustion
front. The experiment with 3.5% of oxygen leads to front extinction. This was checked by
repeating twice each experiment.
5.3.1 Temperature profile
Figure 5.3 describes the evolution of temperature within the column for an oxygen fraction
of 5.3%, taken later as a representative example for all experiments. Each profile represents
the temperature history at a specific location along the porous medium as recorded by a
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thermocouple. Only thermocouples T2-T3-T10-T11 were selected. The temperature profile
of thermocouples T1 and T12 were removed because they correspond to the ignition region
and to the bottom of the reactor (where heat losses towards the environment are important)
respectively.
Figure 5.3: Typical time evolution of temperature at several locations at the cell axis (T2,
T3, T10, T11). Experiment with O2= 5.3 vol.%; air flow rate = 0.085 m s
-1 at STP.
For each temperature profile, two clear zones of increase and decrease of temperature were
observed. The zone of temperature increase corresponds to the passage of the heat transfer
layer, of which the velocity is faster than that of the combustion layer in the RT mode. The
zone of temperature decrease corresponds to the region where the fed air cools the medium
after that the reaction of FC oxidation has occurred. The heat transfer layer and the zone
of temperature decrease are separated by a zone of high but not constant temperature called
semi-plateau. This zone is observed spreading out more and more during the smoldering
propagation. This structure is characteristic of RT mode where a semi-plateau temperature
appears between two regions corresponding to abrupt changes of temperature. In previous
work involving the RL mode [8], the semi-plateau was not clearly observed as in the present
RT mode experiments, but rather a temperature peak was recorded. The reason for this is
that the fed air flow rate is four times higher here than in previous experiments. Therefore,
flattening of the plateau, which is due to heat losses, is attenuated here, compared to the
previous RL experiments, because of the higher air flow rate leading to a higher advective
heat flow rate .
The shape of a temperature profile inside the medium, at a given time, can be obtained
qualitatively by inverting left and right the temperature history of a given thermocouple.
Doing this with thermocouple T10 leads to Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Possible localisation of both zones of combustion and decarbonation at the tem-
perature profile.
It can be seen in this Figure that the temperature is higher in the heat transfer layer
(right) than in the following so called chemical front (left). This is a surprising observation,
if we refer to the theoretical discussion of [166], from which the higher temperature zone
was expected to be located closed to the combustion zone. The only explanation for this is
that a significant part of an exothermic reaction is occurring in the heat transfer layer. As
the only exothermic reaction known in the process is FC oxidation, this means that the FC
oxidation zone is spread from the upstream of the temperature plateau, where it stops, to the
heat transfer layer downstream of the plateau. The explanation proposed is the following: it
is thought that such an organization of the combustion layer and heat transfer layer results
from the fact that the oxygen content in the fed air is low, and induces globally low FC
oxidation reaction rates and spreading of the FC oxidation zone. In the heat transfer layer,
the mass fraction of FC is higher than upstream and –despite the presence of the endothermic
decarbonation of CaCO3– results in high medium temperature. Consequently, considering the
result of TG tests of [103] indicating that FC oxidation is efficient starting from a temperature
of 400 °C, FC oxidation is thought to expand in all the zone at a temperature larger than 400
°C approximately. The FC oxidation (combustion zone) is also thought to stop around the
temperature peak . This is a new vision of such fronts. It is illustrated in Figure 5.4 and will
be discussed again later in the paper.
In the same figure, the location of the decarbonation reaction is indicated. it will be shown
later that not all CaCO3 is decarbonated at the passage of the front; therefore, this zone is
thought to spread all over the medium at a temperature above 550 °C for which decarbonation
is efficient, as suggested by TG tests [8].
The peak temperature obtained for all experiments is plotted in Figure 5.5 versus the
oxygen content in the fed air. The obtained temperatures are globally lower than the ones
expected from an energy balance as discussed in paragraph 5.3.6. The heat losses throughout
the walls are significant.
A clear increase of the temperature is observed as oxygen increases, to reach about 820 °C
at 6.5% of oxygen. It is here demonstrated that, in the RT mode, the front temperature can
be controlled by the amount of oxygen in the fed air. Globally, an increase of 1% of oxygen
leads to an increase of approximately 60 °C in the peak temperature. An important result,
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Figure 5.5: Peak temperature versus oxygen fraction in the fed air.
for oil recovery applications, is that propagating in situ “cold fronts” is therefore possible in
this mode. The RL mode does not offer this possibility because cold fronts are obtained by
feeding gas with oxygen content larger than 21%, which is more expensive.
Extrapolating the temperature curve to the observed oxygen content leading to extinction,
i.e., 3.5%, would lead to a value of about 600 °C. This value is similar to that of the coldest
front that could be propagated in the RL mode by decreasing the content of FC in the medium,
i.e., 580 °C [8]. In all experiments, post-combustion analysis of the porous medium indicated
that very few FC was left after the passage of the front (0.25% in the residue). We show
here that even cold fronts –a priory interesting to avoid CaCO3 decarbonation– do not leave
FC behind them. This indicates that quenching of the combustion front never occurred in
all experiments. It was observed in all carried out experiments that the propagation of the
smoldering front consumes all supplied O2. The fact that all oxygen is consumed even at the
temperature of 660 °C –that of the coldest front in our experiments– is different from what was
observed in the RL mode. From the results of [8], a front propagating at this temperature in
the RL mode only uses 30% approximately of the fed oxygen, and slows down proportionally
to the not used O2 fraction. We believe that the reason why the cold front in the RT mode
consumes more oxygen (than in the RL mode) is that oxygen crosses the large hot zone of the
semi-plateau before leaving the front, resulting in a longer contact time with hot FC. This is
not the case in the RL mode (cf. Figure 5.1).
5.3.2 Velocity of the fronts
In the sequel of the paper, the heat transfer layer –associated with the temperature increase–
and the temperature decrease layer are by definition located where the temperature is equal
to half the temperature peak. With this definition, their position versus time is plotted in
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Figure 5.6: Position of the heat transfer zone and the temperature decrease zone versus time.
Figure 5.6 for the experiment with the oxygen fraction of 5.3%. If one excludes the points
at the beginning of the column where phenomena are established and at the very end of the
smoldering front propagation, a clear linear relation appears between the position of each layer
and time.
The propagation velocities of the two layers, i.e., the curve slope, are constant but different.
To our knowledge, observing clearly these two layers propagating regularly is a new and original
result.
Figure 5.7 plots the velocities of the heat transfer and temperature decrease layers obtained
during all experiments with different oxygen fractions. The oxygen fraction for which extinc-
tion was observed is also indicated. The velocity of the temperature increase layer shows a
clear increase with the O2 fraction, while the heat transfer layer velocity only increases slightly.
5.3.3 Produced gases
Figure 5.8 shows the observed evolutions of O2, CO, and CO2 mole fractions observed at the
exit of the cell during the stable period of smoldering propagation. Globally, the values are
shown to increase with oxygen fraction in the fed air which indicates that the smoldering
combustion is in the oxygen-limited regime [9]. As already used in the paper, the oxygen
is totally consumed during all experiment; its fraction is equal to zero, up to measurement
accuracy, in the exit gas whatever the oxygen fraction in the fed air.
As discussed before, all the FC was also consumed in all experiments carried out in this
work. In this situation, the chemical front velocity is theoretically directly linked to three
parameters: the amount of FC in the medium, the flow rate of oxygen fed to the front, and
the frCO parameter that appears in the stoichiometric reaction,
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Figure 5.7: Velocities of the temperature decrease layer and heat transfer layer versus oxygen
concentration in the fed air.
C +
[
frCO
2
+ (1− frCO)
]
O2 → frCO CO + (1− frCO) CO2 (5.2)
This later parameter, frCO, being a consequence of the phenomena taking place in the
porous medium.
The fractions of CO and CO2 do not increase linearly with oxygen fraction. CO was
observed to increase in a faster way and CO2 in a less fast way: this indicates that the
parameter frCO has probably increased in the experiments where oxygen was increased.
This point will be discussed again later in this paper.
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Figure 5.8: O2, CO, and CO2 fractions in flue gas versus O2 fraction in the fed air.
5.3.4 Identification of the fraction of FC oxidized to CO and of the CaCO3
decarbonated fraction
In a previous work related to experiments in the RL mode [8], it was shown that a parameter
identification procedure –based on a mass balance for the combustion cell– can be used to
determine the values of the fraction of carbon oxidized to CO, frCO, and the decarbonated
fraction, frdecarb. This was performed simultaneously with the identification of the two fronts
(thermal and chemical) velocities which were the same because of the presence of a single
temperature peak where the two fronts were grouped together.
In the present work involving the RT mode, a clear temperature semi-plateau appears.
The first attempt to identify frCO and frdecarb was based on assumption that the thermal
front corresponds to the temperature increase zone and the chemical front is located at the
temperature decrease zone. The velocity of the temperature increase and temperature decrease
zones were determined as explained before using the thermocouple signals. The thermal front
velocity and the chemical front velocity were assimilated to them, respectively. Under this
assumption, it is not possible to find a value for frCO and frdecarb leading to a correct mass
balance: large quantities of O2 (several %) were always left in the flue gas according to the
mass balance, when all O2 is consumed in the experiments.
The second attempt was to try and identify both the thermal front velocity and the
chemical front velocity together with frCO and frdecarb. This approach was not successful:
there are not enough data to identify four parameters, and non physical solutions were derived.
The third attempt was to consider that the thermal front was located at the temperature
increase zone, so propagating at the same velocity, but that the velocity of the chemical front
had to be identified. Doing this led to satisfactory mass balances as reported below. It is
interesting to note that the identified chemical front velocities were 1 mm min-1 higher than
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the temperature decrease zone velocity, but always smaller than the temperature increase zone
velocity (or thermal front). This confirms the point previously mentioned: the chemical front
is probably not concentrated at the temperature decrease zone, but probably spread towards
the thermal front. The identified values for frCO and for frdecarb derived from the parameter
identification procedure are plotted in Figure 5.9 versus the oxygen fraction in the fed air. The
results are commented below. The frCO parameter increases regularly with oxygen fraction
from 0.29 at 4.5% O2, where the front temperature was about 660 °C to 0.43 at 6.5% O2, where
the front temperature was about 820 °C. This confirms quantitatively the previous indication
(see Figure 5.8) of the increase of frCO. The same tendency of frCO increase with the front
temperature increase was observed in previous work in the RL mode. The range of values is
slightly higher in the RT mode (0.29 to 0.43) than in the RL mode (0.19 to 0.35).
Figure 5.9 also gives the identified decarbonated fraction of CaCO3 as function of oxygen
fraction. A decrease of the decarbonated fraction was observed from 63% down to 37% by
decreasing the oxygen fraction in the fed air. This result is very important and represents one
of the main objectives of this work. Indeed, it is possible to propagate a smoldering front in
the RT mode at 660 °C by feeding it with 4.5% of oxygen and only 37% of the present CaCO3
will be decarbonated at the passage of the front.
Figure 5.9: Identified values for the fraction of carbon oxidized to CO and for the fraction of
CaCO3 decarbonated.
5.3.5 Localization of the FC oxidation and the CaCO3 decarbonation zones
The question of an eventual spreading of the FC oxidation zone has been raised in this paper.
The same question is asked concerning the CaCO3 decarbonation zone location and its thick-
ness. A new and original gas micro sampling system with online gas analysis was set up and
experimented.
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The idea is to follow the variation of the fractions of O2 and of CO2 in the gas phase before,
during, and after the passage of the smoldering front. The thickness and the localization of
the FC oxidation and the CaCO3 decarbonation zones were determined consequently.
The gas were sucked at the center of the reactor through a 1.6 mm internal diameter tube.
A paramagnetic analyzer was used to analyze the oxygen and a NDIR analyzer for carbon
dioxide. The sampled flow rate was fixed at 0.60 L min-1 at STP, corresponding approximately
to 55 times less than the flow rate fed to the combustion cell (33.2 L min-1 at STP), in order
to minimize the perturbation of the front. To obtain this, the analyzers sucked 1.60 L min-1
at STP, which consisted of 1 L min-1at STP of N2 fed from a mass flow meter/controller and
0.60 L min-1 at STP sampled in the cell. Therefore, the measured O2 and CO2 fractions were
divided by 2.67 compared to that in the sampled gas. The CO fraction was not reported here
because it saturated the NDIR analyzer.
Figure 5.10 plots the time evolution of the oxygen and carbon dioxide fractions versus
time for the experiment with 5.3% O2. For better interpretation of the results, the oxygen
and carbon dioxide fractions were time derived, and also plotted in Figure 5.10. . Finally, for
indication, a reconstituted temperature at the sampling point was added. Since, there is no
thermocouple at the micro-sampling point situated at the center of the cell, the plotted tem-
perature is an average between the upstream temperature (T3) and downstream temperature
(T10) of the sampling points.
At the beginning of the experiment, the front is upstream of the sampling point. The
oxygen fraction closed to zero confirms that oxygen was used during the smoldering front
propagation. An unstable value of the carbon dioxide fraction was observed near 1.5%.
Two zones of CO2 decrease were then observed:
(i) the first zone –between 1780 and 3515 s– in which a rapid decrease of CO2 fraction from
1.5 to 0.74% was observed. This decrease can be attributed to the passage of the CaCO3
decarbonation zone where CO2 was produced,
(ii) a second zone –between 3725 and 5600 s– where the CO2 fraction decreases more slowly
from 0.74 to 0%. In this zone the oxygen fraction increased proportionally to the decrease
of CO2. This indicates that this zone corresponds to the main FC oxidation zone.
After, both decarbonation and FC oxidation zones thickness were estimated using the tran-
sition time and the considered layer velocity as determined before. Both the decarbonation
zone and the FC oxidation zone have a thickness of about 110 mm. This confirms the fact
that both zones are displayed in the space.
In the so called decarbonation zone, it can be observed a slight evolution of the O2 fraction.
This indicates that some oxidation of carbon occurs in this zone. This combustion may
explain the fact that the peak temperature is located in the endothermic decarbonation zone
as discussed in the Temperature profile section of the paper.
A remarkable thin zone of abrupt CO2 decrease was observed between 3515 and 3725 s.
The phenomenon was observed again when repeating the experiment. In this time period, only
a slight oxygen fraction increase is observed. Therefore, it is not thought that any oxidation
–of fixed carbon or of gaseous CO– is at the origin of this peak. The proposed explanation
is that the decarbonation reaction may change abruptly rate because the parameters that
control the reaction kinetics vary significantly around this zone. These parameters are the
temperature and the partial pressure of CO2. They both have a non linear impact on the
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reaction kinetics referring to the works of [129, 131]. The changes in these parameters may
also be responsible for the peaks in the time derivative curve for the CO2 fraction in the
decarbonation zone. No clear conclusion can nevertheless be formulated at this stage.
The obtained O2 fraction evolution can also be used to discuss the probability for LTO to
occur in the case of smoldering in oil shales. In the RT mode, as discussed before and illustrated
in Figure 5.1, LTO reactions may occur near the devolatilisation zone, which corresponds here
to the temperature increase zone located at short times in Figure 5.10. We show here that, in
this zone, the amount of O2 is very small: less than 0.6% (in the non diluted sample). This is
likely to minimize the progress of LTO reactions.
Figure 5.10: Time evolution of the fractions of oxygen (bold dotted line) and carbon dioxide
(bold solid line); derivative curves of oxygen (dotted line) and carbon dioxide (solid line); and
the temperature profile (cross symbols).
5.3.6 A discussion about an energy balance approach
In a previous paper [8], we have shown that establishing an energy balance for the two propaga-
tion layers in the RL mode enabled to calculate a theoretical plateau temperature. Confronting
the theoretical values to experimental ones obtained for a large range of porous medium com-
position in terms of FC content and CaCO3 content indicated that this approach was not
accurate, but followed the trends observed experimentally. Difference between a calculated
plateau temperature and an experimental value was typically 250 °C. The energy balance
approach is applied here to the RT mode as detailed below and brings several interesting in-
dications. Details of the equations used to calculate the plateau temperature from an energy
balance in the RT mode are reported in Annex.
We have plotted in Figure 5.11 (a) the theoretical evolution of the plateau temperature
versus the fraction of oxygen in the fed air for a medium containing 3.47% of FC and 22.4%
of CaCO3 as the one used in experiments. This graph confirms that oxygen content is theo-
retically a parameter controlling the front temperature and this motivated the present work.
It is also particularly interesting for in situ applications: the temperature of the front can
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Figure 5.11: Theoretical temperature of the front in the RT mode versus (a) the molar fraction
of oxygen in the fed air, and (b) the medium composition in FC and CaCO3 of the porous
medium. Results in reaction leading mode are reminded (c). The reference conditions for all
cases are 3.5% FC, 22.4% CaCO3 and 4.5% O2 in the fed air.
theoretically be controlled via this parameter, with oxygen contents smaller than that in air.
Note that, in the RL mode, this parameter cannot be used practically to lower the front
temperature because this would require the use of oxygen enriched air.
In Figure 5.11 (b) we have plotted the plateau temperature versus two parameters that
characterize the porous medium in which the front is propagated: the FC content, whose
oxidation supports the chemical front progress and the amount of CaCO3 that is decarbonated
at the passage of the front, that acts as a heat sink. In the case of the RL mode, the composition
of the medium can impact strongly on the plateau temperature, Figure 5.11 (c); this was
checked experimentally in [8]. In the case of the RT mode, the energy balance indicates that
the plateau temperature is poorly influenced by the composition of media containing more
than 3% FC. This may have important consequences for in situ applications: it tends to
demonstrate that a RT smoldering front could be more robust than a RL smoldering front,
because the RT front plateau temperature will not change as the composition of the porous
medium changes from one location to another in the field. This nevertheless remains to be
demonstrated experimentally.
Finally, the theoretical plateau temperature corresponding to each case experimented in
this work was calculated and compared to experimental values. It was found that the experi-
mental values are much smaller than the calculated values. Differences were typically 1500 °C
much larger than in the previous study of the RL mode [8]. The explanation proposed here is
that, for experiments in the RT mode, the FC oxidation zone spreads over a large zone, and
results in very important heat losses and a temperature decrease. In the case of the RL mode,
this problem was avoided because the FC oxidation was concentrated at a thin temperature
peak and induced much less heat losses. At this stage, further experimental investigations are
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required to validate this explanation.
5.4 Conclusions
The main goal of this work was to investigate the feasibility of propagating a smoldering front
in the RT mode in oil shale or semicoke porous media. We showed that it is possible to
propagate the smoldering front with different oxygen fractions in a stable and repeatable way.
A low limit value of oxygen fraction has been identified at 3.5%, leading to extinction. The
observed temperature profiles and velocities correspond qualitatively to those characterizing
theoretically the RT mode. We showed that the front temperature can be controlled by the
oxygen content in the fed gas: an increase of 1% of oxygen leads to an increase of approximately
60 °C in the peak temperature.
The smoldering velocity is also a consequence of oxygen availability. The combustion layer
velocity increases from 2.4 mm min-1 to 4.26 mm min-1 by increasing the oxygen fraction from
4.5% to 6.5%. Thanks to the micro-sampling and analysis device, the combustion layer is
shown not to be concentrated at the upstream of the plateau but to spread over a large zone
of 110 mm. This RT mode leads to strongly limit the in situ decarbonation. Decarbonated
fractions as low as 80% and 44% are obtained with oxygen fractions of 6.5% down to 4.5%
respectively when, in the RL mode, full decarbonation was observed. The decarbonation zone
is shown also to spread over a large zone. Even in the case of the coldest front at 660 °C, all
the fed oxygen is consumed, contrarily to the case of RL mode. All of the FC in the medium
was found to oxidize. The fraction of FC oxidized into CO was evaluated between 0.29 and
0.43. This percentage increases with temperature, as in the case of RL mode.
We also showed that LTO reactions should be minimized in the case of smoldering in oil
shales because only very few oxygen is present in the zone where devolatilization occurs.
Appendix
Calculation of the plateau temperature from an energy balance over a smoldering front. Case
of RT mode (δ > 1)
A representation of a smoldering front in the RT mode (δ > 1) is given in Figure 5.12. A
general case is considered here, in which the virgin medium called fuel will form smoke during
combustion of FC and CO2 due to decarbonation of the mineral matrix. The decarbonation
reaction is assumed to occur at the heat transfer layer. The combustion layer travels at a
velocity lower than the heat transfer layer velocity. Therefore
δ =
vfrt
vfrc
> 1 (5.3)
combustion layer velocity vfrc
The velocity of the combustion layer can be calculated from a balance on O2 species, expressing
that the molar flux density consumed by the reaction equals the molar flux transported by air
[9].
The molar flux density of FC oxidized by the combustion layer is (in mole s-1 m-2)
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Figure 5.12: The reaction trailing front structure.
vfrc ρfu xFC froxi
MC
(5.4)
The FC oxidation to CO and CO2 is written as cited before (Eq. 5.2)
C +
[
frCO
2
+ (1− frCO)
]
O2 → frCOCO + (1− frCO)CO2 (5.5)
Therefore, the oxidation of 1 mole of C requires (1− frCO/2) moles of O2, and the molar
flux density of O2 required by the combustion layer can be expressed as (in mole s
-1 m-2)
vfrc ρfu xFC froxi
MC
(
1−
frCO
2
)
(5.6)
The molar flux density of air fed to the combustion layer is
vg ρg
Mg
(5.7)
and, using the molar fraction of O2 in the air yO2 , the molar flux density of O2 fed to the
combustion layer is
vg ρg
Mg
yO2 (5.8)
Equating Eq. 5.6 and 5.8, we have
vfrc =
vg ρg
Mg
yO2
MC
ρfu xFC froxi (1−
frCO
2
)
(5.9)
Heat transfer layer velocity vfrt
A thermal balance over the heat transfer layer can be written as
m˙smCpsm (Tp−Tref ) + m˙fuCpfu (Tamb−Tref )+
m˙decCpdec (Tp−Tref )− m˙smCpsm (Tamb−Tref )−
mCO2 CpCO2 (Tamb−Tref )− m˙CaCO3△HCaCO3 = 0 (5.10)
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where Tref is a reference temperature. The calorific value for SC and solid residue was
fixed at 830 J kg-1 K-1.
Taking Tamb for the reference temperature leads to
m˙smCpsm (Tp−Tamb) + m˙decCpdec (Tp−Tamb)− m˙CaCO3△HCaCO3 = 0 (5.11)
where,
m˙CaCO3 = vfrt ρfu xCaCO3 frdecarb
m˙dec = vfrt ρfu frdecarb
frdec =
[
xCaCO3 (1− frdecarb) + xCaCO3 frdecarb
MCaO
MCaCO3
+ xFC + xin
]
and,
m˙sm = ρg vg
Cpsm = Cpg
Then, we may write
vfrt =
m˙smCpsm (Tp − Tamb)
ρfu frdecarbCpdec (Tp − Tamb) + ρfu xCaCO3 frdecarb△HCaCO3
(5.12)
Plateau temperature
The thermal balance over the combustion layer can be written as
m˙g Cpg (Tamb−Tref )+m˙decCpdec (Tp−Tref )−m˙FC△HFC−m˙resCpres (Tamb−Tref )−m˙smCpsm (Tp−Tref ) = 0
(5.13)
Taking Tp as the reference temperature leads to
m˙g Cpg (Tamb−TP )− m˙FC△HFC − m˙resCpres (Tamb−TP ) = 0 (5.14)
or
Tp =
m˙FC△HFC
˙mg Cpg − m˙resCpres
+ Tamb (5.15)
where,
m˙FC = vfrc ρfu xFC
m˙g = (vg − vfrc) ρg
since we have vfrc ≪ vg , then m˙g = vg ρg
m˙res = vfrc ρfu frres
frres = xCaCO3 (1− frdecarb) + xCaCO3 frdecarb
MCaO
MCaCO3
+ xin
Heats of reaction
FC oxidation reaction may be written
C +
[
frCO
2
+ (1− frCO)
]
O2 → frCOCO + (1− frCO)CO2 (5.16)
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According to Hess’s law, we have (with our sign definition)
△HFC = 110.5 frCO + 396.5 (1− frCO) kJ/mol
The decarbonation reaction may be written
CaCO3 → 0.56CaO + 0.44CO2 (5.17)
According to Hess’s law, we have (with our sign definition)
△HCaCO3 = −635.1− 393.5 + 1207 = +178 kJ/mol CaCO3
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Abstract
A one dimensional (1-D) numerical model to describe forward filtration combustion in a
porous bed is proposed. The numerical model is based on mass and momentum conservation
law (generalized Darcy’s law). We assume local thermal equilibrium between gas and solid
phases. The effect of carbon and calcium carbonate content on the propagation of the high
temperature combustion front has been investigated. A simple carbon oxidation reaction,
producing CO and CO2, describes the combustion. We found that increasing the carbon
content of the bed increases the peak temperature. However, the combustion front velocity
versus carbon content does not show a monotone behavior. The front velocity increases while
carbon content increases up to a certain value and then decreases. Also, we observed that
higher the temperature is, stronger the calcium carbonate decomposition is. Consequently,
the calcium carbonate decomposition is closely linked to the peak temperature. Moreover,
increasing the calcium carbonate content of the porous bed resulted a decrease of the peak
temperature. These results as well as the composition of produced gases are consistent with the
previous published experimental study. Results of this paper show that using a 1-D model with
a simple reaction scheme for combustion and for calcium carbonate decomposition produces
satisfactory results for simulation of filtration combustion process.
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6.1 Introduction
The combustion process in porous media has been the subject of great interest because of
its vast applications in different areas: environmental applications such as forest fire or waste
incineration and cigarette burning, production of new materials such as synthesized porous
media based on metals or ceramics, porous burners in which a mixture of a fuel and an oxidizer
burn, regeneration of some catalytic beds in the refineries and many other applications [2, 142].
Generally, combustion in porous media is known as filtration combustion, where delivery
of reactants through the pores to the reaction site is an important aspect of the combustion
process [167]. Smoldering and SHS (self-propagating high temperature synthesis) are two
important categories of the filtration combustion. As defined by Ohlemiller [9] “Smoldering
is a slow, low-temperature, flameless form of combustion, sustained by the heat evolved when
oxygen directly attacks the surface of a condensed-phase fuel”. In this process, two combustion
configurations can be distinguished: opposed and forward propagation. These situations are
occurred depending to the direction in which the reaction front(s) propagates relative to the
air (oxidizer) flow. Forward smolder happens when reaction front propagates in the same
direction as the oxidizer flow while in the opposed smolder, these directions are opposite.
In a pioneering work Aldushin et al. [168] studied the one dimensional combustion wave
propagation in a porous medium. Based on the asymptotic method, they determined the
structure of the solution. A so-called reaction leading structure occurs when the velocity of
the combustion front (reaction front) exceeds that of the heat transfer front, while a so-called
reaction trailing structure is obtained when the combustion front is slower than the heat
transfer front. Many other researchers have been involved in the development of this method.
Most of their works are based on the macroscopic (averaged) approach for presenting the
transport equations. The work of Ohlemiller [9], Schult et al. [32] and Oliviera and Kaviani
[142] are some important references. Some other works also have been done at grain (pore)
scale where the local (micro-scale) transport equations are considered (see Debenest [72]).
Even if the results can exhibit behaviors and pertinent non dimensional numbers, it is not
possible to use that approach to study the combustion wave propagation at the metric scale.
However, it is possible to determine a complete thermochemical data bank (see Elayeb [3]).
As far as quantitative modeling of a smoldering front is concerned, this has been for a long
time and still remains a challenge to science. At first, since two waves are propagating and at
different velocities, the solution cannot be steady but is transient. The difficulty mainly comes
from the fact that numerous thermal, flow and chemical phenomena occur simultaneously and
are coupled. Their quantitative description requires the knowledge of physical, thermal and
chemical properties of the reactive porous medium. These properties are difficult to determine
in the laboratory; some of them depend on the temperature, and change as chemical reactions
occur. Among them, the stoichiometric and kinetic parameters for the chemical reactions
remain the more challenging to determine, and remain hard points in the modeling approach
[9]. The main reaction to propagate a smoldering front is carbon oxidation. As will be
discussed further, this reaction leads both to CO and CO2 production. The prediction of the
repartition between these two species remains difficult. Nevertheless, it impacts both on the
stoichiometry and on the exothermicity of the reaction [8].
Another difficulty encountered is to establish reliable sets of experimental data to calibrate
and validate the models. The high temperature levels induce heat losses at the cell walls,
making a pure 1-D situation difficult to maintain [8, 7]. Moreover, most of the solid fuels will
undergo geometrical shrinkage at the passage of the front, creating bypasses to air circulation
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through the medium.
Oil shale is a sedimentary rock that contains an organic matter embedded in a mineral
matrix [98]. The organic matter may devolatilize at temperature increase (~ 220 °C) into
heavy oil, gaseous fractions and a carbonaceous residue called fixed carbon. The obtained
solid that contains fixed carbon and the inorganic minerals of the original oil shale, is called
semicoke. It has been shown in [55] that during the high temperature smoldering in oil shale,
the main reaction supplying energy to the front is fixed carbon oxidation, also called HTO.
Furthermore, the devolatilization reaction heat is known to be very small and not to impact
on the energy balance. Therefore, semicoke was used in this work. It does not contain oil,
which avoids the devolatilization and LTO reactions.
Semicoke is a side product of the oil recovery from oil shales during the retorting process.
Treatment of this product is indeed one of the important issues of this oil recovery process
[8, 90, 91]. It presents a number of advantages making it a good candidate to smoldering
experiments in the laboratory. It is a hard material that can be ground to the desired particle
size, and the carbon is intimately distributed inside the grains. But its main advantage is that
–contrarily to most of solid fuels– it undergoes only very little shrinkage during the combustion
[7, 55]. This avoids radial shrinkage of the bed and preferential passage of at the walls of the
cell during experiments, favoring a 1-D configuration. Using this material introduces another
reaction at the passage of the hot front: decomposition of carbonates. This happens in most
of oil recovery from oil shale applications. The very endothermic reaction will impact on the
process both through the heat balance and by producing additional CO2.
During the past few years we have been dealing with the experimental study of oil recovery
from oil shale [4] and semicoke combustion [8, 7]. In this work we present numerical study of
the forward combustion of semicoke material in a porous medium. The main aim is to evaluate
the capacity of a numerical model involving simplified chemistry to predict the behavior of
a smoldering front in a medium containing carbon that oxidizes and carbonates that can
decompose.
6.2 Experimental study
We present briefly the experimental set-up used by Sennoune et al. [8, 7] to study the semicoke
combustion. The oil shale used in the experimental part was from Timahdit formation of Atlas,
Morroco. The semicoke was obtained from retorting of this oil shale; it was then mixing with
sand and carbonate. An important set of repeated experiments has been established in which
two parameters have been changed alternatively: (i) the amount of fixed carbon and (ii) the
amount of carbonates in the medium. The semicoke used for this work was prepared by
retorting oil shale at pyrolysis temperature of 550 °C in a stainless-steel reactor externally
heated by an electric rig furnace at atmospheric pressure and heating rate of 5 °C min-1.
Downward filtration combustion tests were carried out in a fixed bed reactor as shown in
Figure 6.1. A detailed description of this reactor is given elsewhere [55]. Air is fed into the top
of a vertical cylinder of crushed semicoke. Ignition also takes place at the top of the sample
using a cone heater that irradiates the surface with 50 kW m-2 through a quartz window.
During the experiment, temperatures in the bed were measured by six type-K thermocouples
located along the axis of the cell at different heights (T1, T2, T3, T10, T11 and T12). A
crown of six thermocouples (T4 to T9) makes it possible to measure the temperature 1-cm
away from the cell walls over a horizontal cross section: this is particularly useful to reveal
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whether the smoldering front progresses as a horizontal surface. Composition of the gases was
analyzed at the bed exit.
Figure 6.1: Fixed bed reactor, with continuous gas sampling at the axis, presented in Sennoune
et al. [7, 8]
We compared our simulation results with results obtained in this experimental work. This
will enable us to validate the sensitivity of the model to change in these two experimental
parameters.
6.3 Numerical model
We choose to model the problem at the Darcy scale. At this scale, the governing equations are
the up-scaled version of “pore scale” equations. Mass and momentum conservation equations
can only be written at the pore-scale where the continuum assumption is valid. Consequently,
one needs to derive the transport equation at Darcy-scale from those at pore-scale. Considering
all the complexities, both from geometrical and process point of view, Darcy-scale equations,
here, are also called “averaged equations”. They contain some simplifications and constraints
[169]. This is, indeed, the case in most of the simulation tools in chemical and petroleum
engineering domains.
The numerical model used in this study was developed in our laboratory [170]. Here,
we present the basic characteristics of this model. The model consists of a coupled heat and
mass transfer equation system that can handle combustion as well as carbonate decomposition
reactions. Details of the governing equations are presented later. This model is designed to
treat one and two dimensional problems. There are mainly two phases in our problem, gas
and solid with the following compositions:
• Solid phase: fixed carbon, CaCO3, inert material;
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• Fluid phase: gases N2, O2, CO, CO2.
Reactions take place between gas and solid phase, such as fixed carbon combustion and also
in the solid phase as carbonate decomposition.
Many smolder reaction schemes have two steps. The solid fuel decomposes through en-
dothermic pyrolysis, producing solid char and gaseous products. Then, the char oxidizes,
usually during a highly exothermic reaction in which it is converted to gaseous product and
ash.
The endothermic pyrolysis reaction is thought to have little impact on the structure of the
solution [32]. Here, we assumed that the combustion of fixed carbon does not leave any ash
and it totally converts to gaseous product. We are aware that coke combustion by itself is not
a single reaction. The complex multi-step combustion reactions [72] are simplified here as a
one step reaction model.
Fixed carbon+Oxygen→ CO2 + CO +Heat
The objective of this work to check the validity of a simple one reaction model.
The so called “carbonate” matter in the solid phase is not a pure substance but at least
contains calcium and lesser amount of magnesium carbonates. For the sake of simplicity, we
assumed that the calcium carbonate is dominant. Thus, the following decomposition reaction
is defined in the model as;
Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) +Heat→ Calciumoxide (CaO) + CO2
Figure 6.2 shows the schematic of the model used for simulation of different cases.
Figure 6.2: Schematic of the 1-D simulation model geometry.
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6.3.1 Governing equations, initial and boundary conditions
Assuming a one-dimension problem, the governing equations are presented here:
Mass conservation
Total mass conservation equation of the gas phase is represented by the following equation in
the model.
ǫg
∂(ρg)
∂t
+
∂(ρg vg)
∂z
= R˙g (6.1)
It is important to note that the gas phase is considered as an ideal gas.
Pg = ρg
RTg
Mg
(6.2)
Mass conservation equation of each specie is expressed as:
ǫg
∂(ρg Yg)
∂t
+
∂(ρg vg Yg)
∂z
=
∂
∂z
(
ρg D
∗
g
∂(Yg)
∂z
)
+ ˙Rg,k (6.3)
Where Y is a mass fraction.
For solid phase, the conservation equation becomes:
(1− ǫg)
∂(ρs)
∂t
= R˙s (6.4)
Reaction rates are considered to be Arrhenius type. The combustion reaction rate depend
on the fuel (fixed carbon) concentration and the oxygen concentration.
R˙i = A0 exp
(
−Eac
RT
)
[ρ]mC [ρ]
n
O2
(6.5)
In this work m and n are considered to be equal to one.
Carbonate decomposition reaction is described through a single reaction that only involves
calcium carbonate concentration.
R˙ = A0 exp
(
−Eac
RT
)
[ρ]mCaCO3 (6.6)
In this equation, m is equal to one. The reality is much more complex. Indeed, the total
pressure of CO2 is known to impact on the reactions kinetics. Small increases in it lead to
slowing down of the reaction. If this reaction is still increased and overpasses an equilib-
rium pressure, CaCO3 decomposition will stop and a reverse reaction, CaO re-carbonation
to CaCO3 will take place [171]. Again it is one aim of this work to evaluate how accurately
the CaCO3 decomposition progress can be described from a simplified reaction scheme and
simplified kinetic model.
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Energy conservation
Local thermal equilibrium [172] is assumed between solid and gas phases. Thus, heat transfer
is represented by a one-equation model. Following conservation equation presents heat transfer
by conduction, convection and heat generation due to chemical reactions.
(ρCp)t
∂T
∂t
+ (ρCp)p vg
∂T
∂z
=
∂
∂z
(
λ∗
∂T
∂z
)
+ Q˙ (6.7)
Momentum conservation
It is assumed that the Darcy law, in its general form, is valid in this problem. The porous
medium is considered to be isotropic, thus the absolute permeability is constant. The porosity
and permeability of the bed are respectively measured as 50% and 1 Darcy. Experimental
results [8, 7] showed that pressure drop across the porous bed is small, thus we consider that
the permeability value which is a rough estimate has no impact on the solution. Gravity effect
is neglected. Finally, Darcy velocity for gas phase is defined as:
vg =
−K
µg
∂Pg
∂z
(6.8)
Initial and boundary conditions
The porous space of the media is filled initially with air (21 mass% O2):
t = 0; ∀z, YO2 = YO2,air (6.9)
t > 0; @z = 0, YO2 = YO2,Air (6.10)
t > 0; @z = 0, vg ρg = qinjection = 0.027 kgm
−2 s−1 (6.11)
t > 0; @z = L, P = Pout (6.12)
The system is initially at ambient temperature:
t = 0; ∀z, T = Tambient (6.13)
There are heat losses around the porous bed. We considered these heat losses according
to the following boundary condition:
t > 0; losses = h (T − Tambient) (6.14)
Because we have considered the half of the geometry in our model, thus the other boundary
condition, for energy conservation, which correspond to the middle of the model (in axial
direction) is the no-heat flow boundary:
t > 0; λ*
∂T
∂r
= 0 (6.15)
Boundary condition at bed surface during ignition:
tignition > t; − λ
∗
∂T
∂z
|
z=0
= qradiation (6.16)
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6.3.2 Reaction stoichiometry and kinetics
In this study we assumed that fixed carbon combustion produces CO2 and CO according to
the following reaction.
Fixed carbon+ [(1− frCO)/2] O2 → (1− frCO)CO2 + (frCO)CO +Heat
The stoichiometry of this reaction depends to the “frCO” value that was determined based
on experimental results [10]. The “frCO” is the mass fraction of fixed carbon converted to
CO. For combustion reaction kinetics, we have taken activation energy from literature. For
this parameter a range of values is presented (see the review made in Elayeb et al. [137] and
Smith et al. [173]) which is between 120 to 200 kJ mole-1. In another study, Ots [174] reported
the activation energy for oil shale semicoke combustion to be around 100 kJ kmol-1.
Smith et al [173] carried out coal combustion experiments in the temperature range 25–900
°C using air at atmospheric pressure in a derivative thermo-gravimetry analysis system. Sixty-
six coals with high vitrinite and low inorganic contents were examined as part of a coal
characterization program. Calculated apparent activation energies were of the correct orders
of magnitude to describe combustion regions corresponding to chemical-reaction-controlled as
well as diffusion-controlled processes. Smith et al. [173] proposed a value for activation energy
equal to 179.4 kJ mole-1 as an average value. We started with this value and finally found that
with our model, an activation energy equal to 170 kJ mole-1 can produce accurate results. The
pre-exponential factor was then adjusted based on the above mentioned activation energy.
For carbonate decomposition reaction, the activation energy found in literature [175] was
ranging from 110 to 260 kJ mole-1. The reported activation energy values were obtained
under the argon atmosphere which suggests that the corresponding values under the semicoke
combustion flue gas atmosphere may be slightly different. We used the activation energy equal
to 170 kJ mole-1 in our simulations. The pre-exponential factors used for the combustion and
carbonate decomposition reactions are 2.5×1010 (Pa s-1) and 2.5×107 (s-1) respectively.
6.3.3 Solution method
The above mentioned conservation equations and boundary conditions are discretized using
the finite volume method based on a regular Cartesian mesh system. The convective transport
term is discretized using upwind scheme and the second order scheme was used for diffusion
term. We used a fully implicit approach for time discretization. The resulting set of equa-
tions is solved by using a Newton-Raphson method. Primary variables were the pressure,
temperature, global mole fractions of solid and gas phases.
6.3.4 Grid sensitivity
A sensitivity grid study based on the peak temperature has been performed. We conclude
that 120 grid blocks are enough to reach the numerical convergence. Figure 6.3 shows the
results of this study. In this figure the maximum temperature versus time is plotted. We show
that calculated temperatures for 240 and 120 grid blocks are pretty similar.
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Figure 6.3: Grid sensitivity test show that 120 number of grid is necessary in order the results
to be independent of the grid size.
6.3.5 Treatment of heat losses
In order to mimic experimental constraints, heat losses are taken into account in the model.
In this experiment, heat losses mainly occur because of conductive heat transfers through the
wall and insulation, followed by convection around the cell.
The 1-D approach does not allow to reliably model all these phenomena. Then, we use a
global heat losses coefficient.
When filtration combustion mode is reaction leading, most of the heat is accumulated
behind the combustion front. Thus, the slope of the temperature profile versus distance behind
the front is the combined result of the energy accumulation by the solid phase, advected heat
and heat losses. We decided to adjust the heat losses coefficient to obtain the same slope
for temperature profile behind the combustion front. Figure 6.4 shows a typical temperature
profile obtained in the simulation with an adjusted heat losses coefficient in comparison with
experimental temperature and a simulated case with zero heat loss.
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Figure 6.4: Temperature profile vs. distance, experimental results and simulation results with
and without heat losses.
Results indicate that the heat loss model introduced in this study significantly improved the
model predictability by reproducing the temperature profile ahead and behind the combustion
front in a satisfactory manner as it is observed in the experiment. Small discrepancy exists
for the combustion zone temperature around peak temperature value which will be discussed
later.
6.4 Results and discussion
6.4.1 Parameter fitting strategy
We first adjusted model parameters (activation energies and pre-exponential factors) for the
reference case (presented below) and then used them in all other cases. The parameters had
then to be re-adjusted until the best average match was obtained considering all experiments
together. Finally, one single set of parameters was used to simulate all the experiments. We
used the peak temperature, the temperature profile versus distance, combustion front velocity
and the percentage of carbonate decomposition as matching parameters.
6.4.2 Reference case
The reference case in Sennoune et al. [8] experiments corresponds to a steady high temper-
ature combustion front. In this situation, all the initial calcium carbonate was decomposed.
The composition is 3.475 (mass%) of fixed carbon and 22.45 (mass%) of calcium carbonate.
The rest is considered to be inert solid. For other cases, the amount of fixed carbon and
calcium carbonate are modified (as done also in the experiment). Effects on combustion front
temperature, carbonate decomposition and so on were studied. Table 6.1 shows simulation
input parameters for reference case and other cases.
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Table 6.1: Simulation input parameters for different runs
Reference Variation of fixed carbon Variation of calcium carbonate
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Bed density (kg m-3) 1180 1190 1265 1290 1180 1180 1180
frCO 0.31 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.28 0.27 0.24
Bed composition (mass%)
Volatile matter 0.35 0.273 0.21 0.175 0.35
Fixed Carbon 3.475 2.71 2.085 1.73 3.475 3.475 3.475
CaCO3 22.41 22.41 22.41 22.41 32.41 42.41 72.41
Inert solid 73.76 74.60 75.29 75.68 63.76 53.76 23.76
6.4.3 Reference case results
The reference case experiment presented by Sennoune et al. [9,10] includes three repetitive
tests. We conclude that 96.2 (mass%) of the fixed carbon was burned during the combustion.
In our numerical model and based on the given kinetic model, all the fixed carbon consumes
while high temperature front travels the porous medium.
Thus, according to Sennoune et al. [8, 7], we fixed 96.2 (mass%) of initial fixed carbon
content. The average value for frCO is 0.31 and is used for the simulation of reference case.
During experiments, all the injected oxygen was consumed and the mole fractions (average) of
CO2 and CO in the exhaust gases were respectively 25.3 and 5.4. In our numerical experiments,
all injected oxygen is reacting during the combustion and the compositions of exhaust gases
were 29 and 6% respectively (for CO2 and CO respectively). Combustion front velocity is 4.2
mm min-1 in the experiment. It is 4.3 mm min-1 according to the simulation.
The average peak temperature reported is 1032 °C while an average peak temperature
of 930 °C was calculated found in the simulation. The factor that can influence the peak
temperature is the heat losses. In reality the heat losses may not be linear as opposed to
what we used in our model. As it will be presented in the next section (Figure 6.5 ), for those
cases at lower peak temperatures, the model reproduces the experimental temperatures in a
satisfactory manner. This may suggest that this nonlinear effect is more important at higher
temperatures, notably radiation heat losses at high temperatures become important. We may
also consider the amount of initial carbon content (used in the simulation) that can influence
the peak temperature. In the simulation, we have not introduced the same amount of carbon
content as it was in the experiment but we multiplied it by a factor of 0.96, which is the
percentage of burned carbon. In a test simulation we used the same amount of fixed carbon
as in the experiment, without multiplying by 0.96. This resulted peak temperatures around
970 °C which is close to the experimental peak temperature. Thus it is also possible that the
temperature difference (between 930 °C in the simulation and 1032 °C in the experiment) is
due to the small experimental error in calculating the 0.96 factor for burned carbon.
We obtained the same amount (100%) of calcium carbonate decomposition as it is measured
in the experiment. This is what we expected, because mainly, the reaction is governed by
the temperature values. In the front, we are above the reference temperature of 550 °C for
carbonate decomposition.
Comparison of the experimental and numerical results shows that, in general, there is a
good agreement between them. Small differences in the gas compositions compared to what
was measured in the experiment may be explained by the fact that we used a simplified
reaction scheme while in reality the process is more complex. Also our effective heat losses
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Figure 6.5: Average peak temperature vs. fixed carbon content. Comparison of experimental
and numerical results.
model is quite simplified; it can also explain why we do not achieve to obtain the correct values
for temperature.
6.4.4 Effect of porous medium composition
In their experimental study, Sennoune et al. [8] tried to reduce the front temperature during
semicoke combustion by changing the porous bed composition. The modifications of com-
positions in carbon content or calcium carbonate content can affect the combustion front
temperature, but also front velocity, amount of decomposed carbonates and others. We also
attempted to test our numerical tool by varying these two parameters and comparing the
results with experimental observations.
6.4.4.1 Fixed carbon content
We simulated three cases with different initial fixed carbon content in the porous medium. This
corresponds to cases number 2 to 4 in Table 6.1. In all cases we introduced a value for frCO
which was presented by Sennoune et al. [8, 7] based on the experimental results as indicated
in Table 6.1. Figure 6.5 shows the effect of fixed carbon content on peak temperature both in
the experiment and simulation. The reference case is also added to this figure in order to allow
better comparison and also to find trends. We see that the peak temperature decreases when
we decrease the carbon content in the simulation as in the experiment. The predicted peak
temperature for all cases (other than reference case at 3.475%) shows a very good agreement
with the experiment.
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Figure 6.6: Average front velocity vs. fixed carbon content. Comparison of experimental and
numerical results.
Figure 6.6 indicates the comparison of combustion front velocity in the experiment and
simulation as a function of carbon content. The general trend in both cases is the same.
When we reduce the carbon content, the combustion front velocity increases which can
be explained by considering the same oxygen availability. Thus, combustion front progresses
faster in low carbon content cases compared to the higher one. But at still lower carbon
content (1.7 and 2.1%), the velocity decreases. Sennoune et al. [7, 8] made three hypotheses:
(i) firstly, because of temperature decrease, part of the injected oxygen cannot react with
carbon, thus the front velocity decreases. In this situation the front velocity is related to
the reaction kinetics. The presence of non reacted oxygen in the exit gas can be clearly
seen in Figure 6.7 (A) where the gas composition, in mole percent, is shown for different
carbon content. Generally, there is a good agreement between experimental results and
model predictions in this figure. Oxygen content in the exit gas flow is equal to zero for
cases where front temperature is higher than 800 °C. Non-zero oxygen concentrations
are observed for low carbon content and consequently for lower temperature combustion
front;
(ii) secondly, even with a well homogenized medium, some degree of heterogeneity remains.
This may result the oxygen breakthrough. In addition, in a real world, there is always a
temperature gradient along the tube radius especially at combustion front position. This
may also cause that oxygen penetrates ahead of the front in low temperature regions;
(iii) we may also mention a third element which is the channeling phenomenon and is well
known in the chemical engineering domain. Channeling is the preferential passage of flow
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Figure 6.7: Gas composition at the exit. Comparison of experimental and numerical results.
A. oxygen, B. CO2 and C. CO.
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near the reactor wall, where the arrangement of the porous media is generally different
from the bulk and more favorable for this passage. The area near the reactor wall has
lower temperature compared to the center, thus oxygen may bypass the combustion
front though this area [176].
In a one dimensional numerical model, none of the two last mentioned phenomenon (ii and
iii) is present. There is no heterogeneity, no gradient in the radius axis and no channeling is
present. The only reason that oxygen can pass through the front is due to low temperature
condition. Under this situation, all of the available oxygen does not react with the carbon and
part of the oxygen passes the combustion front without being reacted. Therefore, modeling
of these experiments tends to validate the first hypothesis: low front temperature explain the
non zero O2 concentration at cell exit for low front temperature experiments.
Concentration of CO2 and CO at the exit gas is shown in Figure 6.7 (B) and 6.7 (C).
In overall, the model predicted the experimental data with a reasonable agreement. As we
mentioned earlier, the combustion reaction in reality is not a single reaction but a combination
of many different reactions. Considering that, these results show that a relatively simple
reaction scheme is still able to produce reasonably accurate results.
The extent of carbonate decomposition for cases with different carbon content is shown in
Figure 6.8. Simulation results have the same tendency as the experimental ones. In both cases,
the amount of decomposed calcium carbonate reduced when the carbon content reduces, i.e.
with the temperature decrease. There is relatively a good agreement between experimental
and numerical results. The discrepancy could be essentially due to the fact that a simple
reaction scheme was used to describe carbonate decomposition, not taking into account the
re-carbonation of CaO reaction [151, 129]. Moreover, the impact of the CO2 local pressure on
the kinetics of CaCO3 decomposition reaction was not taken into account.
6.4.4.2 Effect of calcium carbonate content
In another series of tests, we varied the calcium carbonate content to study the effects on
combustion characteristics. Figure 6.9 shows temperature versus carbonate content for three
values of carbonate and also compared to the reference case. It indicates that, from 22.4 to 32%
of carbonate content, the average peak temperature decreases and then remains constant when
the percentage of carbonate is increased. Simulation results are in a fairly good agreement
with experimental measurements.
More carbonate decomposition occurs in cases with higher carbonate content but there is
a temperature limit (around 850 °C) below which the decomposition becomes limited. The
percentage of decomposed carbonate as a function of initial carbonate content is presented in
Figure 6.10.
This figure clearly shows that for carbonate contents more than 42.4%, the percentage
of decomposed carbonate becomes less significant compared to the high decomposition per-
centage observed in cases with lower initial carbonate content. Another important aspect of
calcium carbonate decomposition reaction is the dependency to CO2 partial pressure. This
phenomenon may also play a role to limit the carbonate decomposition in experiments with
high carbonate content. Our numerical model does not take into account this phenomenon
and we will integrate it in our future model.
Figures 6.11 (A) and 6.11 (B) show the exit gas composition for different amounts of
carbonate initially present in the system. There is a good match between experimental and
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Figure 6.8: Carbonate decomposition vs. fixed carbon content. Comparison of experimental
and numerical results.
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Figure 6.9: Average peak temperature vs. initial carbonate content. Comparison of experi-
mental and numerical results.
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Figure 6.10: Percentage of decomposed carbonate vs. initial carbonate content. Comparison
of experimental and numerical results.
numerical results. For all cases (including the reference case), oxygen concentration at the
exit was zero (not shown in this figure) as it is also observed in the experimental study. CO2
concentration observed in the experiment increases when the carbonate content increases
(compared to the reference case) and further increase in carbonate content results in slight
decrease in the CO2 concentration. Simulation results indicate the same trend except that
after initial increase in CO2 concentration, it remains relatively constant. Both of these results
suggest that carbonate decomposition in samples with more than 32.4% of initial carbonate
becomes limited.
The predicted CO concentration (Figure 6.11 (B)) is also in good agreement with the
experimental results. Again, the small discrepancy may be related to the simplifications we
made in reactions model used in our numerical tool.
6.5 Conclusion
A numerical study of filtration combustion in a porous bed containing fixed carbon and car-
bonates was successfully carried on in this work, and validated by comparison with several sets
of experimental results. This success certainly lies on the fact that chemistry was simplified
here by using a medium that did not contain organic matter other than fixed carbon, avoiding
low temperature oxidation (LTO) and devolatilisation reactions.
Using a simple reaction scheme for carbon oxidation into CO and CO2 required the ex-
perimental determination of the fraction of carbon that is oxidized to CO. The present model
cannot compute this determining parameter by itself; a perspective of this work is to establish
and validate a more complex reaction scheme able to deal with this. The model is shown to
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Figure 6.11: Gas composition at the exit vs. carbonate content. Comparison of experimental
and numerical results. A. CO2 and B. CO.
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catch the non monotone evolution of the front velocity when varying the fixed carbon content
of the medium, resulting from the non utilization of all the fed oxygen when the front is too
cold. In revenge, the model does not predict some residual carbon (0.25 mass%) after the
passage of the front as observed in experiments.
Using a single reaction to describe carbonate decomposition not depending on the local
CO2 partial pressure and not allowing re-carbonation of the formed CaO is shown to be an
acceptable approach. The model can describe the partial decomposition of CaCO3 observed
in several cases.
All together, a single set of kinetic parameters for each of the two reactions (fixed carbon
oxidation and CaCO3 decomposition) is shown to describe satisfactorily all the sets of ex-
perimental results with different fixed carbon and carbonate contents. The work in progress
following these results is running the model in a 2D configuration, in order to evaluate its
capacity to predict the experimentally observed front curvature resulting from heat losses at
the cell walls.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and perspectives
In this PhD thesis, several original approaches were proposed to control the temperature of
a smoldering front propagating in crushed oil shale. All approaches lead to avoid –at least
partially– the decarbonation of the mineral matrix and then to reduce the CO2 emissions.
They can be generalized to other materials containing carbon and carbonates components.
From the beginning of the work, the chemistry was simplified by using a medium that
did not contain organic matter other than fixed carbon –semicoke– in order to avoid the
complexity of LTO and devolatilization reactions. This revealed to be a good initiative.
• The first approach can be used in process applications and not in situ. It consisted in
varying the content of fixed carbon and of carbonate minerals in the porous medium.
The temperature of the smoldering front is shown to be clearly influenced by these two
components. By increasing the CaCO3 content, it decreases from 1050 °C down to 800
°C, but not below. Nevertheless, the decrease of the fixed carbon content leads to de-
crease the front temperature from 1050 to 562 °C, where only 8% of the CaCO3 initially
present in the medium was decarbonated.
The fraction of carbon oxidized to CO was found to increase with temperature, and
may act as a front temperature controller, that increases the front stability. This ob-
servation led us to propose the second approach of this study which consist in feeding
the smoldering front with a CO2-rich gas, with the aim to increase the fraction of FC
oxidized into CO, and decrease the front temperature. This is of special interest for in
situ applications.
• The investigation of the effect of adding CO2 to the oxidizer air feeding the smoldering
front has conducted to very interesting results. The decarbonated fraction was limited
to 68% by adding 20% CO2 in the gas fed to a front at high temperature; it becomes
zero in the case of a front at low temperature.
It is thought that, in both cases, the reason for lower global decarbonation is the slowing
down of the decarbonation reaction due to the increase in the CO2 partial pressure.
Evidence is lacking to establish whether CaO carbonation occurs or not.
On another hand, the production of CO at fixed carbon oxidation was increased by about
40%. The front temperature appears to be unchanged, but it is strongly suggested that
this results from two antagonistic phenomena: the decrease in the decarbonated fraction
would increase the temperature while the increase in the fraction of FC oxidized to CO
would decrease this temperature.
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• In the third approach, the challenge was to demonstrate the feasibility of propagating a
smoldering front in the reaction trailing mode. The smoldering front temperature was
shown to be controlled by the oxygen content in the fed gas. The decarbonation fraction
was shown to be limited to 44% feeding a gas at 4.5% O2.
Furthermore, it was shown that the LTO reactions –prejudicial for in situ oil recovery–
are likely to be minimized in the case of smoldering in oil shale because only very few
oxygen was present in the zone where LTO may occur. The feasibility was therefore
demonstrated, and a lower limit for O2 fraction was determined, and associated with a
minimum front temperature of 680 °C.
On another hand, thanks to the micro-sampling and online analysis device, both de-
carbonation and fixed carbon oxidation zone thickness were estimated. This technique
should certainly be operated again in various situations. Measuring also the local frac-
tion of CO in the gas phase would improve the interpretation by confirming carbon
oxidation in several zones.
Finally, the first approach of this work enabled to validate a numerical model using a 1D
configuration and based on mass and momentum balance equations (generalized Darcy’s law),
with the assumption of local thermal equilibrium between gas and solid phases.
All together, a single set of kinetic parameters for each of the two reactions (fixed carbon
oxidation and CaCO3 decomposition) was shown to describe satisfactorily all the sets of ex-
perimental results with different fixed carbon and carbonate contents. We believe that the
model can now be used to investigate new smoldering configurations.
Considering all the experiments carried out in this work, a number of findings can be
established. First of all, the data acquisition and interpretation in such experiment remains
difficult. The parameters such as front velocity, fraction of FC oxidized to CO, and the CaCO3
decarbonated fraction, can not be determined directly and independently but a parameter
identification procedure remains necessary to identify them simultaneously.
Heat losses at the walls of the cell remain a factor influencing experiments. In the “reaction
leading” mode, they are thought to decrease the peak temperature by 50 to 100 °C. In the
“reaction trailing” mode where the fronts are displayed in space, they probably affect the
temperature still more. No practical solution was identified to date to limit their impact.
Future work
The main perspectives of future work are presented here.
Several investigations should focus on macro-scale aspects:
• Using a non carbonated medium would enable the direct determination of the fraction
of FC oxidized to CO. Determining more accurate values would offer the opportunity to
the study in better conditions the parameters that affect it.
• Studying capacity of the front in the “reaction trailing” mode to cross thick inert layers.
Indeed, theoretical considerations indicate that such a front may cross inert layers as
thick as several meters and more.
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Other investigations should be related to micro-scale aspects:
Concerning the oxidation of carbon, one question remains: does the oxidation of CO
released at the carbon particle surface give way to micro-flames attached to each particle?
Several original experimental techniques are foreseen to investigate this.
With the numerical model
The present model cannot compute by itself the fraction of carbon that is oxidized to CO,
which is a determining parameter. A perspective of this work is to establish and validate a
more complex reaction scheme able to deal with this.
Running the model in a 2D configuration is today possible. Its capacity to predict the
experimentally observed front curvature may be evaluated.
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Appendix A
Nomenclature
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Nomenclature Description Unit
Physical
symbols
-
m˙ mass flow rate in the front frame kg s-1
Q˙ heat generation or sink W m-3
˙Rg,k generation or sink of gas in species k kg m
-3s-1
R˙ mass generation or sink kg m-3s-1
△H reaction heat J mol-1
A0 pre-exponential factor s
-1
Cp calorific capacity J kg
-1 K-1
D∗ macroscopic transport coefficient m2 s-1
Eac activation energy J mol
-1
fr fraction -
frCO fraction of FC oxidized into CO -
h
heat transfer coefficient between medium and cell
walls
W m2 K-1
K permeability m2
k constant -
M molar mass kg mol-1
P pressure -
p plateau -
qinjection surface air mass flux kg m
-2 s-1
qradiation radiative flux W m
-2
R perfect gas constant
8.32 J K-1
mol-1
T temperature °C
v velocity m s-1
x mass fraction -
Greek symbols
δ
ratio between thermal and chemical front
velocities
-
λ∗ thermal conductivity W m-1 K-1
µ dynamic viscosity kg s-1 m-1
ρ volumetric mass kg m-3
ǫ porosity
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Subscript
materials
OS oil shale -
SC semicoke -
fu fuel -
g gas -
res solid residue -
s solid -
sm smoke -
dec decarbonated fuel -
p plateau
Components
C carbon -
CaCO3 calcium carbonate -
FC fixed carbon -
in inert -
Others
frc chemical front -
frt thermal front -
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Appendix B
Tests of ignition
The ignition is a crucial phase in a smoldering process sustainability. When the ignition
conditions are not reunited, the smoldering front may not ignite or may extinguish after some
time. Martins et al. [55] have observed that the smoldering front shape does not remain
horizontal but bows down during its propagation. The same observation is remarked in our
experiments where some unburned zones of carbon were obtained at the top of the bed and
next to the cell walls.
Some work was devoted in the PhD to try and improve the ignition protocol as mentioned
in chapter (3). The radiative heat flux was maintained at 50 kW m-2, and the time of ignition
was increased to 300 s instead of 220 s in [55]. A 1-cm layer of pure semicoke was systematically
put at the top of the bed.
The fed air flow rate was varied from 6.4 to 16.6 NL min-1. Afterward, a pre-heating
under inert atmosphere (PIA) method was tested: the PIA method consists in pre-heating
the top of the bed under nitrogen atmosphere during 5 min, and then feeding air. These
different ignition conditions were tested and compared. A rapid fall of oxygen to 0% was the
evaluation criterion. Results given in Figure B.1 show a faster and more stable ignition with
12.4 NL min-1air flow rate. This flow rate was adopted for ignition of all experiments. The
PIA method did not give interesting results.
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Figure B.1: Oxygen concentration in the flue gas versus time at different ignition conditions.
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Appendix C
Experimental protocols
The purpose of this annex is to describe in detail all the experimental procedures used from
the reception of oil shale, its pyrolysis to prepare semicoke, its characterization, and the
combustion experiments in the fixed bed reactor.
C.1 Procedure of crushing of raw oil shale blocks
The oil shale was received under the form of blocks typically 10-cm large and several cm-thick
. The oil shale blocks are crushed to reduce the size using a Jaw Crusher BB200 at INSA
Toulouse. In the crushing stage the rocks are reduce to about 0.5 to 2 mm using sieves.
C.2 Material and procedure of preparation of oil shale semicoke
C.2.1 Material
The semicoke was prepared by pyrolyzing a cruched oil shale in retorting furnace (see Figure
C.1). The retorting furnace consisted of 70 L stainless steel reactor externally heated by an
electric rig furnace. The pyrolysis temperature, heating rate, pyrolysis time are controlled
automatically. The sweeping gas was nitrogen.
C.2.2 Procedure
The crushed oil shale (0.5–2 mm) was heated at constant heating rate of 5 °C min-1 to fixed
pyrolysis temperature of 550 °C. The procedure for the experiment was as follows:
• about 2150 g of crushed oil shale sample is placed in four drawers –constructed for this
purpose– with 2-cm-thick layers (see Figure C.2 );
• the drawers are put inside the furnace;
• the cover of the furnace is closed and tightened with bolts using adjustable wrench;
• the refrigeration unit was connected to a heat exchanger placed at the exit of the furnace
(see Figure C.3);
• An activated carbon filter is connected to the exit of the exchanger to remove odor (see
Figure C.4);
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Figure C.1: Retorting furnace used to prepare the semicoke.
• the electric cupboard is switched on (see Figure C.5);
• the retorting temperature is fixed at 550 °C and the heating rate at 5 °C min-1;
• the furnace is swept up with a nitrogen gas by sending a flow rate of 2 L min-1. The
flow is regulated thanks to a pressure regulator equipped with a pressure gauge in series
with a float flow meter. An abacus allows to determine the normal flow from the read
measure on the flow meter; the covered range goes from zero to 1300 L h-1 at STP;
• the heating is started up;
• sample is maintained 1h at 550 °C, then the heating is stopped;
• the furnace is let cooling for at least 8h before getting back drawers (see Figure C.6) .
Figure C.2: Drawers.
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Figure C.3: Heat exchanger and refrigeration unit.
Figure C.4: Activated carbon filter.
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Figure C.5: Electric capboard.
Figure C.6: Oil shale below (Top) and after (bottom) retorting.
C.3 Procedure of mixing oil shale semicoke and sand
The semicoke range of 0.5–2 mm was selected and mixed with sand previously calibrated
between 0.5 and 2 mm. The mixing was carried out using two containers. The content of
each container was agitated and poored in the other one. This operation was repeated several
times during about 10min until the sample gets a uniform color.
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C.4 Procedure for filling the cell
The cell was filled gradually with small quantities of mixture (approximately 5-cm high in the
cell), and some strokes were given at the walls of the reactor, in order to arrange the particles.
This procedure is repeated until the cell is full and obtains a stable volume of particle bed.
A 1-cm layer of pure semicoke was put at the top of the bed to guarantee an homogeneous
ignition. A cap was used to obtain a flat surface.
C.5 Procedure of starting up the experiment
C.5.1 Centering the cell below the cone heater
After the assembly and the filling of the reactor, the whole are put on the balance:
• pay attention to the position of the tripod; center the cell in relation to cone heater
center line (see Figure C.7);
• connect to the exit of the cell a copper bend –under the spiral shape– which is followed
by a heat exchanger.
Figure C.7: Position of the fixed bed reactor under the cone heater.
C.5.2 Starting up the experiment
As shown in Figure C.9, the procedure for the experiment was as follows:
• computer is switched on, and the software acquisition is launched;
• the extraction blower of the cone calorimeter is started;
• the air flow of the experiment is chosen at 8.3 NL min-1 and the mass flow meter is
adjusted;
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• the NDIR analyzer is calibrated and the sampling pump of smoke at the cell exit is
started;
• the acquisition softwares of both NDIR and micro chromatography are launched (see
Figure C.8);
• with the isolating window closed, the cone heater is heated up at 845 °C;
• the mask is opened and the acquisition is launched (quickly);
• the cell is radiated during 300 s and the mask is closed after;
warning !!
Before starting an experiment:
• check if the thermocouples operate;
• check for the pressure drop of the reactor;
• check for the airtightness of the reactor;
• check that there is nothing which can disrupt the measure of the mass;
• it is necessary by precaution to put a slice of insulating material above the steel flange
(see Figure C.7);
• it is always important to supervise the cell pressure drop; if some valve is closed or some
pipe is plugged, the pressure is going to increase;
• do not leave the cone heater for a long time at 845 °C before launching the ignition.
Figure C.8: Rack mount gas analyzers.
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Figure C.9: Combustion experiment.
C.6 Material and procedure of determination of volatile matter
content and fixed carbon content using the HTF
C.6.1 Material
The HTF reactor, illustrated in Figure C.10, consists of a quartz cylinder with 70 mm i.d.
and 1210 mm length, Figure C.11. The section heated by the furnace has 620 mm length.
The sample is put inside a 45 mm diameter mobile spoon (made in pyrex) and set at the end
of a quartz handle of 850 mm length.
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Figure C.10: Horizontal Tube Furnace configuration for pyrolysis and oxidation trails to de-
termine oil shale composition.
C.6.2 Procedure
The furnace temperature is fixed at 550 °C and a layer of oil shale sample (approximately 1 mm
thick) is accurately weighed placed inside the spoon. The spoon is placed at the extremity of
the quartz tube (zone not heated) to avoid starting the oil shale degradation. The atmosphere
is chosen according to the type of trial: N2 for pyrolysis and air for oxidation.
To determine the amount of volatile matter, the spoon is introduced into quartz tube
under inert atmosphere, N2 (2 L min
-1 at STP) during 7 min. To determine the amount of
fixed carbon of semicoke, the spoon is introduced under oxidizing atmosphere, air (2 L min-1
at STP) during 20 min.
The calculation of VM content and of FC content are performed in the Excel files charac-
terization.xls.
Figure C.11: Horizontal tube furnace.
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